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1
Chapter 1

Introduction

The idea of invisibility, that is, of being concealed from the visual perception
of others, is a dream that is probably as old as mankind. Consequently,
invisibility and mystic items that grant invisibility are recurring motifs in
mythology, fiction, and science fiction all over the world. For example, in
classical Greek mythology, a “cap of invisibility” (also called “cap of Hades”)
grants its wearer invisibility. In the Welsh tale Culhwch and Olwen dating
back to the 11th century, a similar “mantle of invisibility” is described which
is also listed in the Thirteen Treasures of the Island of Britain in medieval Welsh
folklore. And in the German Nibelungenlied (written down at the beginning
of the 13th century), Siegfried overcomes the dwarf Alberich, guardian of the
treasure of the Nibelungen, and obtains from him a “cloak of concealment”
(German: Tarnkappe1) that makes its wearer invisible. Modern counterparts
are Harry Potter’s invisibility cloak or the “One Ring” from Tolkien’s Lord
of the Rings, and invisibility devices are a rather common feature in science
fiction stories and movies. All of these occurrences are unified either by
their magical nature or by being based on miraculous technology beyond
anything known today. And indeed, a decade ago, nobody in this world
would have known how to design or even build an invisibility cloak.

This situation changed in 2006, when John Pendry and coworkes showed
how the freedom of designing the permittivity and permeability of optical
metamaterials2 can be combined with a design recipe based on spatial trans-
formations to steer light on arbitrary curved paths [1]. Today, this technique
is called transformation optics, and Pendry illustrated it with the theoretical

1 Tarnkappe refers to a mantle or cloak in the Nibelungenlied, but is often wrongly pictured
as a cap or helmet.

2 Metamaterials are artifical materials with properties defined by their designed structure
rather than their constituents, providing properties beyond their constituents and even
beyond what is found in nature.
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1 introduction

design of an invisibility cloak: The effects of a purely mathematical spatial
transformation that maps a point onto a finite sphere are recreated by a
real metamaterial distribution in which the speed of light is modified such
that light slows down when approaching the sphere and speeds up when
traveling around the sphere. In other words, the cloak smoothly guides all
incident light around this sphere as if nothing at all was there, rendering the
sphere invisible. This process is possible because Maxwell’s equations are
form-invariant under spatial transformations [1, 2]. This means that applying
a spatial transformation affects only the material parameters but not the
general form of the equations.

Interestingly, Pendry and coworkers did not call their article “Designing
an Invisibility Cloak” or something along these lines, but chose the rather
unagitated title “Controlling Electromagnetic Fields”. They chose well,
however, since an object which we would intuitively associate with the phrase
“invsibility cloak”, that is, a device that makes macroscopic objects disappear
in free space for all visible light and from all directions, is contradicting
the laws of physics, even with transformation optics available: Broadband
cloaking is impossible simply because relativity forbids any energy transport
faster than the vacuum speed of light. Furthermore, macroscopic cloaking is
made impossible by the finite absorption that inevitably comes along with
the resonant metamaterials necessary even for cloaking within only a small
frequency range [3]. So, unfortunately, mankind’s dream of invisibility will
for now remain a dream.

Despite this fundamental limitation, the initial theoretical work by John
Pendry [1] (and also by Ulf Leonhardt on “Optical Conformal Mapping”
[4]) ignited a plethora of research on transformation optics and invisibility
cloaking [5–13] which also quickly spilled to areas of physics beyond electro-
magnetism (then called simply transformation physics). Examples are acoustics
[14–16], elastomechanics [17–23], electric conduction [24–26], or magneto-
statics [27–29]. Importantly, the fundamental restriction to narrowband and
microscopic structures that relativity imposes on free-space cloaks based on
transformation optics is not relevant anymore in most of these areas. For
example, the energy-transport velocity in acoustics is of course also limited
by the speed of light. But since acoustic waves propagate so much slower
than light in any way, this limit plays practically no role in the design of an
acoustic cloak. The same holds true for elastic waves, water waves, but also
for non-wave phenomena such as heat conduction, electric conduction, or
particle diffusion. There, “perfect” cloaking is indeed possible.

But, in agreement with the title of Pendry’s initial paper, research on
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transformation physics and cloaking is actually not too much concerned
with realizing mankind’s dream of practical invisibility. It rather seeks to
find ways of controlling arbitrary physical energy flows in a well-defined and
precise manner. Invisibility cloaks and their counterparts in other fields of
physics are just particularly demanding benchmark examples in this quest.

The main goal of this thesis is to realize such cloaking devices for heat
conduction and light diffusion. These two phenomena—although completely
different at first glance—have almost identical underlying differential equa-
tions and can thus be treated with similar tools at least in theory.

The results to be presented for transient cloaking in heat conduction are
based on the theoretical work of Sebastien Guenneau and coworkers, who
showed that the time-dependent heat-conduction equation is form-invariant
under spatial transformations [30]. Together with large contrasts in the heat
conductivity attainable from natural materials, heat conduction is a perfect
candidate to adapt the methods of transformation optics for.

In contrast, the work on cloaking for light diffusion is based on the
concept of neutral inclusions [31–34], which can be seen as heavily simplified
versions of transformation-physics-based structures: For a constant gradient
of the relevant physical observable (the photon density in light diffusion
or the temperature in heat conduction), simple core-shell structures with
homogeneous and isotropic material parameters can be made undetectable
with respect to their homogeneous surrounding. While slightly less versatile
and flexible, core-shell cloaks are a simple yet effective alternative to cloaks
based on transformation physics.

Outline of this thesis

This thesis is divided into two major parts. Part I deals with cloaking in
heat conduction, comprising chapters 2 and 3. I will begin with a general
description of the fundamentals of transformation physics in chapter 2,
starting with a very intuitive explanation not involving any mathematics.
I will then present a mathematical description only as detailed as it is
relevant for the topics covered in this thesis. In chapter 3, I will present the
design, realization, and characterization of a passive thermal cloak based
on transformation physics that makes a thermally isolated region in a thin
copper plate invisible to heat flowing transiently through the plate.

Part II of this thesis comprises chapters 4 to 10 and deals with optical
cloaking in light-diffusive media where randomly distributed scattering cen-
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1 introduction

ters make light propagate on random, zig-zag-like paths. In chapter 4, I will
describe how relativity prevents the dream of broadband and macroscopic
invisibility cloaking to come true. I will then argue why one can overcome
this barrier by utilizing diffuse light propagation. In chapter 5, I will give a
theoretical overview of light transport in turbid media and how the light-
diffusion equation can be derived and solved. Two key numerical methods
for modeling diffusive light transport, namely finite-element calculations
with COMSOL Multiphysics and Monte-Carlo-based photon raytracing will
be presented in chapter 6. In chapter 7, I will describe how we realized
and characterized various diffusive media in the context of this thesis. The
majority of the experimental results on diffusive-light cloaking is then pre-
sented in chapter 8. I will describe the concept, design, and realization of
core-shell cloaks for static light diffusion and will show experimental as well
as accompanying numerical results for these simple yet impressive structures.
Afterwards, I will show in chapter 9 that even though they work beautifully
for static illumination, our core-shell cloaks fail once the illumination condi-
tions become truly transient. I will furthermore show that this failure is a
universal characteristic of any cloak for diffuse light. Finally, chapter 10 will
describe inverted versions of our core-shell cloaks in an attempt to effectively
demonstrate invisibility not only in transmission but also in reflection.

I will conclude this work in chapter 11 by summarizing and discussing
the presented results, followed by a brief outlook on future challenges and
prospects.
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Part I

thermal cloaking





2
Chapter 2

Fundamentals of

Transformation Physics

Picture of a distorted city used later for intuitively explaining transformation physics

The scope of this thesis is the realization of cloaking devices for transport of heat and
diffuse light. In this first chapter, I will describe the principles of transformation
physics as the most prominent basis for such cloaks. Later in this work, we will make
use of transformation physics for designing a cloak for transient heat flow.
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2 fundamentals of transformation physics

2.1 An intuitive view on transformation physics

The ultimate goal of transformation physics [35] is to gain complete control
over physical energy flows. Such an energy flow can be a wave such as light,
sound, or vibrational waves or any current carrying energy, such as electric,
particle, or heat current. Controlling an energy flow means, for example,
to steer, accelerate, divide or stop it at will. One particularly fascinating
as well as demanding example of controlling an energy flow is (optical)
invisibility cloaking: a device (which I from now on will simply call a cloak)
is constructed such that it completely suppresses an object’s influence on the
flow of light in the surrounding medium. Precisely, the cloak guides any
incoming light around the object. It does this guiding in such a way that the
light emerges behind as if the object had never been there in the first place,
rendering it invisible from the outside world.

Invisibility cloaking as well as the control of energy flows in general poses
a so-called inverse problem: one searches a structure that gives rise to a specific
desired energy flow. While the solution of the corresponding forward problem
(to calculate the energy flow created by a known structure) is generally rather
straightforward, inverse problems are usually difficult or even impossible to
solve. For the case of invisibility cloaking, which, as an idea, is probably as
old as mankind itself, not a single solution existed for the longest time.

However, in 2006, John Pendry and Ulf Leonhardt simultaneously pub-
lished a recipe [1, 4] that solves this inverse problem of invisibility cloaking.
This recipe is now called transformation optics (or transformation physics,
for the more general case of an arbitrary energy flow). Although the orig-
inal publications are quite mathematical, the underlying principles can be
understood easily.

Let’s for a moment replace any specific energy flow (and with it all
equations needed to describe it) by the abstract concept of cars driving
(with constant speed) on a rectangular grid of streets in a city1 as shown in
Figure 2.1. We now take aerial photographs of this city and distort them in
an image manipulation software like Photoshop, for example such that a
circular hole opens up in the center (see Figure 2.2). This is done by applying
a spatial (coordinate) transformation2 to the image pixels, in our case the

1 We used this cars metaphor to explain invisibility cloaking for the first time in Ref. [36].
Here, I loosely adapted the line of argumentation.

2 These transformations are often referred to as “coordinate transformations” in the liter-
ature. Unlike usual coordinate transformations which serve to describe the exact same
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2 .1 an intuitive view on transformation physics

Figure 2.1: For an intuitive understanding of invisibility cloaking, physical
energy flows (e.g., light, sound or heat) can be considered as cars driving with
constant speed on a city’s rectangular grid of streets. Reproduced from Ref. 36.

linear transformation (in polar coordinates)

r → r′(r, ϕ) = R1 +
R2 − R1

R2
r (0 < r < R2)

ϕ→ ϕ′(r, ϕ) = ϕ ,
(2.1)

which “squeezes” all points inside a circle with radius R2 into the region
between R1 and R2 while leaving the surrounding outside R2 untouched [1].
The result in Figure 2.2 looks quite odd: the streets bend around the hole
and some seem stretched, others compressed. Applying the transformation
to a whole movie, we would also see the cars driving faster on the stretched
streets and slower on the compressed streets. Most importantly, in the
distorted version of our city, no car will ever reach the center, while there
will be no change visible from outside of the transformed area: Cars will
still enter and emerge from the city just as before. This means that anything
in the white hole in the center is hidden or cloaked from detection by the
outside world.

physical situation merely in a different coordinate system, they rather describe a fictitious
deformation of space here. I will thus call them “spatial transformations” in this work.
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2 fundamentals of transformation physics

Figure 2.2: After a (fictitious) distortion of the street grid, the cars avoid the
circular hole in the city center by driving with varying speeds on curved paths.
From the outside, however, no change is visible. Thus, the hole is concealed
or cloaked. Transformation physics means to map all effects of such a fictitious
spatial transformation (the distribution of the cars’ speeds and directions) onto
a real material distribution. Reproduced from Ref. 36.

So far, this idea of a cloaked hole in a distorted city is nothing but a nice
trick to play on the computer and has nothing to do with reality: We cannot
simply transform the space around us. So how can we then translate this
principle to the real world? Conceptually, this step is intriguingly simple: we
only need to impose speed limits in a real city that exactly match the virtual
car speeds we observed before. Assuming that the cars always take the short-
est possible route to reach their destination (just as for example light does
according to Fermat’s principle), they would automatically follow exactly
the same curved paths3 as prescribed by the curved streets in Figure 2.2.

In short, by mapping the fictitious spatial transformation onto real param-
eters (the speed limits), we translate its fictitious effects to real effects. In our

3 To be precise, at this point we conceptually need to replace the discrete model of a street
grid by a homogeneous model (for example an open area), as the street grid would not
allow for the cars to follow curved paths. Another way to think of this transition is to
imagine infinitesimally small city blocks which would allow for arbitrary routes for the
cars to follow.

14



2 .2 mathematical formulation

example case of distorting a street grid, we thereby create an undetectable
hole in the city center. Reverting our abstract concept of cars to real energy
flows, we can now understand the fundamental concept of transformation
physics: we fictitiously distort space with a spatial transformation and then
map all the resulting effects onto a material-parameter distribution that can
be realized by a specific structure. This structure will then mold the flow of
light, sound, heat, or any other energy flow in exactly the way prescribed by
the transformation.

So how exactly can we map a spatial transformation onto material param-
eters? To explain this mapping, we need to take a look at transformation
physics that is a bit more mathematical.

2.2 Mathematical formulation

To explain some mathematical details of transformation physics, let’s con-
sider the example of a generalized Laplace equation:

Ñ∇ ·
(

p
Ñ∇V(

Ñr)
)
= 0 . (2.2)

Here, V(
Ñr) represents a physical potential and p a homogeneous scalar

material parameter. Many static physical phenomena can be described
with this equation by just exchanging V and p with the corresponding
quantities. Examples are given in Table 2.1. Upon applying a general spatial
transformation Ñr → Ñr ′ = f (Ñr), we can use the operator identiy [37]

Ñ∇ · Ñ∇ = det
(

Ø
J(Ñr)

)
Ñ∇′ ·

(
Ø
J(Ñr)

Ø
J

T
(
Ñr)

1

det
Ø
J(Ñr)

Ñ∇′
)

, (2.3)

where
Ø
J (Ñr) is the Jacobian of the transformation (Jij = ∂r′i/∂rj). The Laplace

equation then retains its general form and we get

Ñ∇′ ·
(

Øp ′(Ñr)
Ñ∇′V(

Ñr)
)
= 0 , (2.4)

where all effects of the transformation are absorbed in the transformed
material parameter

p→ Øp ′(Ñr ) =
Ø
J(Ñr) p

Ø
J

T
(
Ñr)

1

det
Ø
J(Ñr)

. (2.5)
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2 fundamentals of transformation physics

Table 2.1: Differential equations derived from conservation laws in electro-
magnetism and thermodynamics (considering the static case and isotropic
materials). All equations are mathematically equivalent; with the electric per-
mittivity ε and the electrostatic potential Φ(

Ñr), the magnetic permeability µ
and the magnetostatic potential Ψ(

Ñr), the particle diffusivity D and the particle
concentration n(Ñr), the heat conductivity κ and the temperature T(Ñr), and the
electric conductivity σ and the electrostatic potential Φ(

Ñr). Adapted from [35]

Electromagnetism Thermodynamics

electrostatics particle diffusion
Ñ∇ ·
(
ε

Ñ∇Φ(
Ñr)
)
= 0

Ñ∇ ·
(

D
Ñ∇n(Ñr)

)
= 0

magnetostatics heat conduction
Ñ∇ ·
(
µ

Ñ∇Ψ(
Ñr)
)
= 0

Ñ∇ ·
(
κ

Ñ∇T(Ñr)
)
= 0

electric conduction
Ñ∇ ·
(
σ

Ñ∇Φ(
Ñr)
)
= 0

(Note that the first term det
Ø
J(Ñr) from the right-hand side of Equation 2.3

does not appear here due to the lack of a second term in Equation 2.2.)
This form-invariance of the differential equation underlying a physical phe-
nomenon is the most important prerequisite for transformation physics. If
the equation is not form-invariant, the effects of a spatial transformation
cannot be implemented by a material-parameter distribution. Beyond the
phenomena described by the Laplace equation shown above, this form-
invariance holds for many time-dependent differential equations as well.
Examples are Maxwell’s equations for propagation of light [1] or the time-
dependent heat-conduction equation [30] (see chapter 3). However, we will
later also encounter equations that are not form-invariant and thus prevent
us from applying the principles of transformation physics (see chapter 9).

By absorbing the effects of the transformation, the material parameter
from above transformed from a homogeneous isotropic scalar p to an inho-
mogeneous and anisotropic tensor

Øp ′(Ñr). This change is also intuitively clear
from the distorted street grid in Figure 2.2, where a car’s speed is dependent
on its position as well as on its direction: Cars driving radially towards the
hole in the city center are slower, cars driving azimuthally around the hole
faster than in the surrounding. The resulting tensors have been calculated
for various examples of spatial transformations [38]. The transformations
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2 .3 reduced parameter contrast with the carpet cloak

are generally not unique one can achieve the same result with different
transformations. This flexibility in the choice of transformation helps to
attain material-parameter distributions that are also experimentally feasible.

Realizing such inhomogeneous as well as anisotropic material parameters
with a specific structure poses yet another inverse problem that is not easy
to solve. Fortunately, the available literature on metamaterials4 provides
a huge library of material realizations to choose from [38–41]. This abun-
dance of choices greatly simplifies the realization of structures designed by
transformation physics.

There has been a tremendous interest in invisibility cloaking based on
transformation physics in the scientific community over the last years. Be-
sides works published on optical cloaks [5, 6, 10], significant progress has
been made on cloaking of acoustic waves [14, 15, 42–44], elasto-mechanical
waves [17–22, 45, 46], water waves [43, 47], and static electric currents [24,
25, 48]. Another intensely investigated topic is the cloaking of heat flow.
In the next chapter, I will discuss the techniques involved and present our
experimental realization of a thermal cloak for transient heat flux.

2.3 Reduced parameter contrast with the carpet cloak

Transformations such as Equation 2.1 that map a point onto a circle or sphere
lead to infinitely high contrasts in the necessary material parameters: It takes
no time for any energy flow to cross a singular point, and thus it has to
take no time either to cross the finite-sized circle resulting from the spatial
transformation. This problem can be softened a bit by starting from a small
circle instead of a point [49], which removes the singularity which otherwise
arises, but even then the required contrasts are huge and the structures
are still highly anisotropic. This is a problem especially for optics, where,
on the one hand, naturally attainable contrasts in the refractive index are
rather small and, on the other hand, resonant structures that allow for larger
contrasts introduce significant amounts of absorption [3]. As we shall see
in section 4.1, transformation optics is further stymied by the fundamental
upper speed limit (the vacuum speed of light) that relativity sets for any
energy transport. This so-called relativity problem prevents broadband and
macroscopic free-space cloaks in optics altogether.

4 Metamaterials are artificial materials with properties defined by their structure rather
than their constituents. They can attain material parameters with values beyond the
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2 fundamentals of transformation physics

Figure 2.3: Illustration of
a carpet cloak using the
same cars methaphor as
before. (a) The red line re-
sembles a surface cutting
the street grid at an angle
of 45°. Incoming cars are
“reflected” by this surface.
(b) A deformed reflecting
surface can be cloaked by
a conformal transforma-
tion above it. The speed
of the cars is adapted (via
compression and elonga-
tion of the streets) to com-
pensate for the change in
the distance they travel
due to the deformed re-
flecting surface. The con-
formal transformation also
preserves right angles be-
tween the streets, resulting
in locally isotropic mate-
rial parameters.

(a)

(b)

In 2008, Jensen Li and John Pendry introduced a new strategy to get
around such material contrasts and anisotropies [11]. They proposed the
so-called carpet cloak based on a half-space geometry (as opposed to free-
space cloaks) with a reflecting boundary such as a mirror. An object hidden
under the boundary (creating a bump in the mirror that would distort its
reflections) can be cloaked by adding a suitable metamaterial distribution
on top of the deformed boundary. In other words, a carpet cloak makes a
curved reflective line (or plane) appear as a straight reflective line. Figure 2.3
illustrates this concept in the context of our deformed street grids. The
crucial aspect to note is that the deformation is a conformal map, leading
to low contrasts in the material parameters (the streets are compressed
or stressed only moderately) as well as preserved angles and thus locally
isotropic parameters (the deformed streets still cross at an angle of 90°).
For optics, this means that a carpet cloak can be realized by a relatively

constituent parameters and even beyond what can be found in nature.
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2 .4 transformation physics beyond cloaking

Figure 2.4: Illustration of
a transformation-physics-
based concentrator, again
in the picture of cars driv-
ing on a street grid. The
compressed central part of
the street grid results in
a higher density of cars.
This compressed region
is compensated for by a
stretched region around it.

simple refractive-index distribution with values attainable from non-resonant
materials (for example polymers). This distribution bends incoming light so
that it always hits the reflecting surface under an angle of 45° and also makes
up for any change in the light’s propagation length. A number of beautiful
realizations of optical carpet cloaks have been published, with operational
wavelengths reaching up to the long-wavelength part of the visible [12, 13, 50,
51]. Furthermore, carpet cloaks have been successfully realized in acoustics
[16, 52].

2.4 Transformation physics beyond cloaking

Transformation physics can of course also be used for purposes different
than invisibility cloaking. One example is a concentrator which—in a way
opposite to a cloak—spatially concentrates a certain observable. Figure 2.4
depicts an illustration of such a concentrator, again using the picture of cars
driving on a street grid. Concentrators have for example been published on
in electromagnetism [53, 54], heat conduction [55, 56], and electric conduction
[57].

But also other devices such as field rotators [58, 59] or bent waveguides
[60, 61] have been investigated in the context of transformation physics.
Conceptually, any objective is reasonable as long as one can come up with a
corresponding spatial transformation.
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2 fundamentals of transformation physics

2.5 Cloaking beyond transformation physics

Transformation physics is probably the most general and most versatile
method of molding physical energy flows in a controlled way, but it is not
the only one. In the context of cloaking, a technique usually called scattering
cancellation, often achieved by topological optimization, provides another
way of suppressing an object’s interaction with an energy flow. One example
is a macroscopic acoustic cloak that uniaxially reduces an object’s scattering
cross-section by 90 % for its operation wavelength [62]. A similar cloak has
recently been investigated theoretically in microwave optics [63]

For the special case of static or quasi-static cloaking, the concept of neutral
inclusions provides another simple yet effective alternative to transforma-
tion physics. For a constant gradient

Ñ∇V(
Ñr) of the generalized potential

introduced in the mathematical formulation of transformation physics above,
simple core-shell structures can be made undetectable with respect to their
homogeneous surroundings. Compared to transformation physics, they
come with the big advantage of having homogeneous and isotropic material
parameters as well as being structurally less complex. Interestingly, neutral
inclusions have been discussed theoretically 50 years before the introduction
of transformation optics in 2006 [31, 32]. They have been used for cloaking
in optics (for subwavelength particles where electromagnetic waves can be
considered quasi-static) [34], static mechanical deformations [64], static elec-
tric conduction [24, 26, 65], magnetostatics [27–29], and also heat conduction
[66–69].

Neutral inclusions and core-shell cloaking are also the basis for our experi-
ments on diffusive-light cloaking. A detailed description of these concepts
will thus be given in Part II of this thesis.

A recent review article [70] provides a good overview on optical cloaking
also beyond transformation optics. It also takes a look on active cloaking
where some kind of energy source is included in the cloak, an approach
that is not covered in this thesis. Such active cloaks could at least partially
overcome some of the fundamental limitations passive cloaks have to face.
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3
Chapter 3

A Passive Thermal Cloak

Photograph of a thermal cloak with a measurement result overlayed on a false-color scale

The time-dependent heat-conduction equation is form-invariant under spatial trans-
formations, making it possible to create cloaking devices for the flow of heat. Here,
I will describe a recipe to design such a cloak, building upon existing theoretical
work. This design features a macroscopic composite metamaterial structure to realize
inhomogeneous and anisotropic heat conductivities. Excellent cloaking of transient
heat flow is demonstrated. The main findings of this chapter have already been
published in Ref. 71.
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3 a passive thermal cloak

3.1 Form-invariance of the heat-conduction equation

In 2012, Guenneau and co-workers—adapting tools of transformation optics—
showed mathematically that the time-dependent heat-conduction equation,

Ñ∇ ·
(
κ

Ñ∇T(Ñr, t)
)
− cρ

∂T(Ñr, t)
∂t

= 0 , (3.1)

is form-invariant under spatial transformations [30]. Here, T(Ñr, t) is the
temperature in K, κ the heat conductivity in W/(K m), c the specific heat
capacity in J/(kg K), and ρ the density in kg/m3. All three material param-
eters κ, c, and ρ are considered to be spatially homogeneous. Considering
transformation optics as the original example of transformation physics, the
form-invariance of the heat-conduction equation is not immediately obvious
because a parabolic differential equation as the one above is clearly differ-
ent from the hyperbolic differential equations governing wave propagation.
In consequence, phenomena like reflections, geometric shadows, scatter-
ing, or interference that are common for all kinds of wave propagation are
completely absent in heat conduction.

For the case of static electric conduction (which, for metals, is proportional
to heat conduction according to the Wiedemann-Franz law), the so-called
non-uniqueness of the Calderón tomography problem [72] was proved theo-
retically already in 1984 [73]: it is impossible to determine the exact conduc-
tivity distribution of a certain region by measuring the resistance between
pairs of points outside that region.1 This non-uniqueness is nothing else
than what we today call cloaking (or more generally transformation physics)
and corresponding (static) experiments have been published both for electric
[24, 57] and for heat conduction [75].

Just as the general concept of transformation physics, transformation
thermodynamics2 is easy to understand in an intuitive way. Consider a
homogeneous grid of resistors as shown in panel (a) of Figure 3.1. The
resistors can be seen as Ohmic or thermal, again according to the Wiedemann-
Franz law. We assume that all resistors are equal and that the resistance

1 The Calderón tomography problem received new attention lately after further theoretical
studies by Greenleaf and co-workers [74].

2 The term transformation thermodynamics was coined in the first publication on controlling
heat flux with the tools of transformation optics [30]. I will use this term with the same
context in mind, even though thermodynamics might not always be associated with mere
heat conduction.
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3 .1 form-invariance of the heat-conduction equation

(a)

(b)

R2

R1

Figure 3.1: A square lattice of electric or thermal resistors (a) is deformed by
a spatial transformation (see Equation 2.1) between R1 and R2, leading to the
rearranged anisotropic and inhomogeneous resistor distribution in (b) that
opens up an empty space in the center. Assuming that only the distribution of
resistors is modified, both cases are indistinguishable from the outside. This is
the essential idea of transformation thermodynamics. Reproduced from Ref. 71.

of the wires connecting them can be neglected. If we deform this resistor
network with the spatial transformation we used before (Equation 2.1), the
result is merely a rearranged version of the resistors while their connections
remain unchanged (see panel (b) of Figure 3.1). Thus, any conductivity
measurement between two points in the network will yield the same result
as in the untransformed case. The central hole opened by the transformation
is fully cloaked.

This very simple image of resistor networks gets a lot more complex
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3 a passive thermal cloak

once we think about homogeneous materials instead of a discrete grid.3

Nonetheless, important qualitative features of the transformed material
properties are already visible from the rearranged distribution of resistors
in Figure 3.1 (b). Along the radial direction towards the center of the hole,
many resistors are connected serially, leading to a high effective resistance or
low effective conductivity. In contrast, many resistors are connected parallelly
in the azimuthal direction (around the hole). Thus, a thermal (electric) cloak
has to have a heat conductivity (electric conductivity) that is low in the radial
and high in the azimuthal direction. Intuitively, the low radial conductivity
prevents heat (electric current) from entering the cloaked hole while the high
azimuthal conductivity compensates for the geometric detour around the
hole. We have already encountered this kind of anisotropy in chapter 2 in
our more general view on transformation physics.

In the following sections, I will explain how to realize such anisotropic
heat conductivities in a thermal cloak.

3.2 Design recipe for a transient thermal cloak

Applying the transformation given in Equation 2.1 to the time-dependent
heat-conduction equation (3.1), we obtain the following transformed equation
[30]:

Ñ∇′ ·
(

κ
Ø
J (Ñr)

Ø
J

T
(
Ñr)

1

det
Ø
J (Ñr)

Ñ∇′T(Ñr, t)

)
− cρ

det
Ø
J (Ñr)

∂T(Ñr, t)
∂t

= 0 , (3.2)

where
Ñ∇′ indicates spatial derivatives with respect to the transformed coor-

dinate system. Although the effects of the transformation can easily be cast
into the material parameters κ and cρ, the problem of singularities, which I
have already addressed briefly in chapter 2, remains: Because the spatial
transformation maps a single virtual point onto a finite area in reality, the
azimuthal heat conductivity has to be infinitely large at the cloak’s inner
boundary (r = R1), whereas both the radial heat conductivity and the (scalar)
specific heat capacity become strictly zero at this boundary. Physically, this
means that heat takes an infinite amount of time to cross the central region
(r < R1) radially, but no time at all to go around this region azimuthally.

3 The direct transformation of a discrete lattice is also a tool to design cloaks that has
emerged recently [76]. Compared to transformation physics, it gets rid of the second
inverse problem of mapping a material-property distribution onto a microstructure.
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3 .2 design recipe for a transient thermal cloak

Obviously, an infinitely large heat conductivity is impossible to realize. Also
a heat conductivity of exactly zero seems to be out of experimental reach.4

Furthermore, controlling both the heat conductivity κ and the specific heat
cρ independently from each other (as the equation above demands), is experi-
mentally challenging at best. To provide a more feasible approach, Guenneau
and co-workers also proposed a solution based on a reduced heat-conduction
equation, where most of the aforementioned problems vanish. Following the
derivation in Ref. 30, we obtain the radial component κr and the azimuthal
component κθ of the reduced anisotropic heat conductivity tensor Ø

κ :

κr(r, ϕ) = κ0

(
R2

R2 − R1

)2(r− R1

r

)2

≤ κ0

κθ(r, ϕ) = κ0

(
R2

R2 − R1

)2

> κ0 .

(3.3)

Here, κ0 is the conductivity of the background medium. We note that for this
reduced set of parameters, the azimuthal component of the heat conductivity
is constant throughout the cloak, while the radial component smoothly varies
from zero (for r = R1) to the background heat conductivity κ0 (for r = R2).
Furthermore, the product cρ of density and specific heat capacity is assumed
to be spatially constant everywhere.

While the parameters above have the obvious advantage of avoiding
singularities, Guenneau and co-workers noted that the overall effective heat
conductivity of the cloak now differs from that of the surrounding. They
compared this difference to an impedance mismatch in optics, which would
give rise to reflections at the cloak’s boundary. As there are no waves in heat
conduction, impedance itself is a meaningless term here. Still, mismatched
effective heat conductivities would lead to impaired cloaking performance. In
our experimental realization, however, we were able to avoid this mismatch
by carefully adjusting the surrounding accordingly, as will become apparant
later in this chapter.

The next step on our journey to a thermal cloak was to realize the an-
isotropic heat conductivity given in Equation 3.3. Generally, anisotropic
material properties can be achieved by laminate structures made up of at
least two different constituents [38, 39]. An example of a simple laminate
4 Vacuum does has κvac = 0 when only heat conduction is concerned, but is cumbersome

to integrate in user-friendly experimental setups.
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dA

dB

R1

R2

(b)

Figure 3.2: (a) Scheme of an anisotropic metamaterial made up of a laminate
stack of two different constituents A and B. (b) Realization of a thermal cloak
with a laminate ring structure that creates anisotropic heat flow. Radially, heat
is repeatedly blocked by the blue rings with low heat conductivities, which
isolates the gray central region. In contrast, the orange rings have a high heat
conductivity to allow for fast azimuthal heat propagation, compensating for
the detour around the cloaked region. As indicated by the changing color
saturation, the heat conductivity varies slightly for each ring according to
equations 3.3 and 3.4. Numerical values are found in Table 3.1.

is shown in Figure 3.2 (a). A large contrast in the constituent parameters
means a large possible anisotropy in the resulting effective parameters. In
our case, we first discretized the cloak area (R1 ≤ r ≤ R2) into 5 equally
thick rings and thereby approximated the smoothly varying functions κr and
κθ by sets of piecewise homogeneous (but still anisotropic) functions. Each of
these 5 anisotropic rings we then approximated by one pair of isotropic rings
described by the following homogenization formulae5 given in Ref. [30]:

dA + dB

κr
=

dA

κA
+

dB

κB
, κθ =

dAκA + dBκB

dA + dB
, cρ =

dAcAρA + dBcBρB

dA + dB
. (3.4)

In our design, the layer thicknesses dA and dB were the same. This left
us with a cloak made up of 10 rings with alternatingly high and low heat

5 The given formulae are strictly valid for planar laminates as in Figure 3.2 (a) only. However,
for not too small radii, utilizing them for our ring structure is a good approximation.
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3 .2 design recipe for a transient thermal cloak

Table 3.1: Material parameters for the discretized thermal cloak. The index i
runs over all rings starting from the center.

i fi ciρi κi κr κθ

MJ/(K m3) W/(K m) W/(K m) W/(K m)

1 0.0000 1.42 0.15 0.30 197.082 1.0000 3.43 394.00

3 0.0097 1.49 3.97 7.86 197.084 0.9903 3.50 390.18

5 0.0282 1.71 11.26 21.87 197.086 0.9718 3.61 382.89

7 0.0479 1.90 19.02 36.20 197.088 0.9521 3.73 375.13

9 0.0667 2.08 26.42 49.30 197.0810 0.9333 3.83 367.73

conductivity as shown in Figure 3.2 (b) (we chose R2 = 2R1). It is easy to
understand how such a laminate structure creates an effectively anisotropic
heat conductivity: following the radial direction towards the cloak’s centre,
heat flow is repeatedly “blocked” by the blue rings with low heat conductiv-
ities. In contrast, along the azimuthal direction around the centre, heat can
easily follow the continuous orange rings of high heat conductivity. This is
exactly what we wanted: the heat is slowed down when flowing towards the
protected central area but speeds up around that area to compensate for the
geometrical detour it has to take.

Finally, we had to implement our design by an actual realizable
structure. Instead of finding 11 different materials (one for each ring plus
one for the surrounding) with just the right heat conductivity, we chose
to make each ring a composite of two materials, in our case copper and
the silicone polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). Their heat conductivities are
κCu = 394 W/(Km) and κPDMS = 0.15 W/(Km), with a contrast between
them of more than three orders of magnitude. By drilling holes into a
copper plate and filling them with PDMS, the desired heat conductivity for
each ring was obtained via the metal filling fraction fi: κi = fi κCu + (1−
fi) κPDMS. The product cρ, which should be constant according to the reduced
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3 a passive thermal cloak

Figure 3.3: Blueprint of
our thermal cloak imple-
menting the design shown
in Figure 3.2 (b). The
black regions are copper,
the white ones are PDMS,
with heat conductivities of
κCu = 394.0 W/(K m) and
κPDMS = 0.15 W/(K m),
respectively. Each ring’s
heat conductivity is tai-
lored via the metal fill-
ing fraction fi (also see Ta-
ble 3.1). Reproduced from
Ref. 71

1 cm

heat-conduction equation, could not be controlled independently with our
approach. However, as the bulk values of copper (cρ = 3.4 MJ/(Km3))
and PDMS (cρ = 1.4 MJ/(Km3)) are not too different, the local specific
heat didn’t vary too much either in the cloak area. The numerical values
of fi, κi, ciρi, and the resulting radial and azimuthal heat conductivities
are summarized in Table 3.1. To compensate for the non-constant product
cρ and for the aforementioned heat-conductivity mismatch between the
cloak and the surrounding, we chose the background heat conductivity to
be κ0 = 85 W/(Km), based on a numerical optimzation of the cloaking
performance.6 (From Equation 3.4 alone, assuming R2 = 2R1 and the bulk
heat conductivities of copper and PDMS as given above, we initially got
κ0 = 49.27 W/(K m).)

Furthermore, we chose the dimensions of the cloak to be R1 = 2.5 cm
and R2 = 5 cm, embedded in a homogeneous surrounding plate 15 cm×
10.7 cm× 0.2 cm in size. The plate’s thickness of 2 mm was chosen such that
the heat conduction in its volume material dominated over (convective and
radiative) losses occuring at its surfaces, while keeping its total heat capacity
small compared to that of the temperature baths used in the experiment.
Filling the holes in the copper plate with solid PDMS also helped to contain
convective losses compared to having only air in the holes.

6 We performed numerical calculations with COMSOL Multiphysics. Details of the numer-
ical implementation are described in section 3.3.
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3 .2 design recipe for a transient thermal cloak

Figure 3.4: Photograph
of the fabricated thermal
cloak, comprising a
composite of copper and
the silicone PDMS. Note
that the central part is
held in place only by
the first pure-PDMS ring.
Reproduced from Ref. 71

Figure 3.3 shows the blueprint of our cloak. Black regions are solid copper,
white regions are drilled holes filled with PDMS. For the high-conductivity
rings, holes with a diameter of 0.5 mm were drilled in a hexagonal lattice to
achieve the desired metal filling fraction. For the very low filling fractions
of the low-conductivity rings, however, we used tiny metal bridges instead
of holes. This effectively makes heat conduction in these rings anisotropic.
However, we could not detect any negative effects of this anisotropy in our
experiments.

To compensate for all simplifications we made and for unavoidable ex-
perimental imperfections (like, for example, convective and radiative heat
losses), we experimentally optimized the surrounding’s metal filling fraction
by adjusting the lattice constant of the hexagonal lattice of 1.5 mm holes
drilled into the copper plate. In the end, we chose a lattice constant of
1.76 mm, corresponding to a metal filling fraction of f0 = 0.342.

After CNC-machining the pattern into the copper plate, the plate’s sides
were bent to a 90° angle and the plate was inserted upside-down into a Teflon
cast with liquid PDMS of the right volume to fill all the holes. The bent sides
later provided contact to the heat baths, see Figure 3.5. After polymerization
of the PDMS, the cast was removed and a thin PDMS layer with a thickness
of about 100 µm remained on both sides of the plate. Figure 3.4 shows a
photograph of the fabricated sample. Besides the cloak, we also built a
reference sample consisting of the central massive copper disc embedded in
the same perforated surrounding as for the cloak, but isolated only by the
first pure-PDMS ring in order to maximize its heat-flow disturbance. We call
this sample the “obstacle”.
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3 a passive thermal cloak

Figure 3.5: Experimental
setup for the cloak char-
acterization. Two water
tanks, filled with boiling
and room-temperature wa-
ter, respectively, act as heat
baths for the sample ends.
The thin PDMS layer on
the sample surface results
in a homogeneous emis-
sivity everywhere and en-
ables temperature-profile
monitoring with an in-
frared heat camera. Repro-
duced from Ref. 71

3.3 Experimental and numerical results

To characterize and evaluate our thermal cloak, we needed to expose the
samples to a transient heat flow and monitor their temperature distribution
over time. The experimental setup for this characterization is illustrated in
Figure 3.5.

At the start of each measurement, that is, at t = 0, we immersed the
sample sides into two tanks filled with boiling and room-temperature water,
respectively. The water in each tank had a heat capacity more than 30 times
higher than that of the whole sample. We could thus regard the tanks as
heat baths with a constant temperature for the duration of our experiments.
Since the complete sample was at room temperature at t = 0, the immersion
in the hot bath resulted in a sudden increase in temperature on one side
of the sample, thus initiating heat flow along the sample with a very steep
leading edge. I will elaborate a bit more on the criteria for a truly transient
experiment later in this chapter.

We measured the transient heat flow through the sample by monitoring
the spatial temperature distribution over time with an infrared heat camera7.
Here, a homogeneous emissivity close to 100 % of the sample surface was
necessary across the detection spectrum of the heat camera (usually 7–
14 µm). A low emissivity corresponds to a high reflectivity (true for blank

7 FLIR Systems A320
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3 .3 experimental and numerical results

copper surfaces, for example) and would have caused reflections of the
environment, whereas an inhomogeneous emissivity would have resulted
in wrong temperature measurements. Fortunately, the thin PDMS layer
remaining on the sample surface after production provided a homogeneous
coating with a high emissivity on the whole sample, thereby removing any
unwanted reflections or inhomogeneities. The absolute temperature values
shown below were derived from the camera data assuming an emissivity of
90 %.

Experimental results A thermal cloak serves two purposes: first, it
protects the cloaked region from heating up; second, it molds the flow
of heat in such a way that the presence of the cloak cannot be detected
from the outside. The measured temperature profiles shown in the first
column of Figure 3.6 (a) prove that our cloak meets both those demands.
The isolated central region is kept significantly cooler over time than its
immediate surrounding and thus protected from the transient heat flow. (It
is not isolated perfectly though due to the small but finite heat conductivity
of the innermost ring.) Furthermore, the iso-temperature lines shown in
white in Figure 3.6 remain almost perfectly straight before and behind the
cloak. This compares to the behavior of a homogeneous plate, where the
absence of any vertical heat flow leads to vertically straight iso-temperature
lines. Thus, our cloak makes the downstream heat flow look exactly like
that of a homogeneous plate. Let’s compare this performance to the obstacle
case shown in the second column of Figure 3.6 (a), where the central region
is isolated by just one ring of solid PDMS. Here, we note that the single
ring of PDMS protects the center from heating up just as well, with no
significant difference to the cloak. In sharp contrast to the cloak, however,
the iso-temperature lines are far from being straight vertical lines here. Their
curvature indicates inhomogeneous heat flux (which is perpendicular to the
isolines) through the plate caused by the object in the center, which can thus
be detected from the outside.

Due to the different nature of the heat-conduction equation and the wave
equation, the differences between cloak and obstacle are not as pronounced
here as in similar experiments in wave-based systems. There, a merely
isolated object would lead to strong scattering, reflection and shadowing
of the incoming waves (see Refs. 5 and 20 for experimental examples in
microwave optics and mechanics, respectively). In heat conduction, all these
effects are absent, which also makes it more difficult to properly judge the
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Figure 3.6: (a) Spatial false-color temperature profiles for the cloak and obstacle
sample measured at different times after exposure to the heat baths at t = 0.
Iso-temperature lines are superimposed in white with a temperature spacing of
3 K. Both cloak and obstacle succeed in transiently protecting the center from
heating, but only the cloak makes the heat flow look like that of a homogeneous
plate, as indicated by the straight vertical isolines outside of the cloak area. (b)
Corresponding calculated temperature profiles are in good agreement with the
experimental results. The cloak’s rings are indicated by the gray circles. The
quasi-static case displayed in the last row shows that heat protection works
only transiently for both cloak and obstacle. Due to the finite heat conductivity
of the isolating innermost ring, the center will eventually heat up over time.
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3 .4 time constants and truly transient heat flow

performance of a transformation-thermodynamics device. Obviously, the
iso-temperature lines are crucial to do so, as they make even small spatial
temperature variations visible and also indicate the direction of heat flux.

Numerical results Figure 3.6 (b) shows results of numerical calcula-
tions corresponding to the experiments shown in panel (a). We implemented
the numerical model in COMSOL Multiphysics with the “Heat transfer
in solids” module. For the sake of faster calculations, we did not recreate
the complete microstructure (with the many small holes in cloak and sur-
rounding) but used effective parameters according to Equation 3.4 for each
ring and the surrounding. Generally, the numerical results agree very well
with the experiments, even though they miss some of the small features
visible in the experimentally obtained iso-temperature lines, which are due
to the small holes and metal bridges in the samples. The slightly higher
temperatures (or slightly more red colors in our false-color representation)
seen at later times at the high-temperature ends of the numerical results
indicate that the thermal isolation of the heat baths was not perfect in the
experiments, leading to a cooling of the hot bath over time. The contact to
the temperature baths was modeled by pure-copper regions (corresponding
to the bent sample ends, compare Figure 3.5) set to fixed temperatures of
Thot = 95 ◦C and Tcold = 22 ◦C, respectively.

The last row of Figure 3.6 (b) shows results for the quasi-static limit of
transient heat conduction, where t → ∞. This case is obviously not easily
reachable in the experiments, as a long waiting time will lead to significant
errors due to the non-ideal heat baths. Here, the implications of the good but
not perfect isolation of the central region becomes apparent: if one only waits
long enough, the cloaked region will eventually heat up. Protection from
heat thus only works on rather short time scales. Despite this imperfection,
the cloak succeeds in making the temperature distribution look like nothing
was there also in the quasi-static case.

3.4 Time constants and truly transient heat flow

From the heat-conduction equation (3.1) and its transformed version (3.2), it
is clear that transformation thermostatics is inherently easier to realize than
transformation thermodynamics: If ∂/∂t ≈ 0, the product cρ of density and
specific heat capacity vanishes from the equations and the only parameter
left is the heat conductivity κ. Thus, a thermostatic cloak can have any
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distribution of cρ; it will never influence the cloaking performance.
But how can we be certain we are in the truly transient regime when testing

a cloak designed for this case? First hints may be obtained by inspecting the
iso-temperature lines of a spatial temperature distribution. In the static limit,
the spatial temperature distribution between two fixed values (prescribed
by the heat baths in our case) is linear, resulting in a constant temperature
gradient and equally-spaced isotemperature lines (see last row of Figure 3.6).
While there is still heat flowing from one bath to the other, the temperature
distribution does not change over time. In contrast, unevenly-spaced isolines
(as in the first row of Figure 3.6) correspond to a nonlinear temperature
gradient and suggest a non-static temperature distribution.

To quantify the time frame of transient heat flow, let’s first consider the
simplified case of a material (initially at T0) that occupies the half-space
x ≥ 0. At t = 0, the surface x = 0 is suddenly heated to T1 > T0. The
time-dependent temperature profile T(x, t) has been derived analytically in
the literature [77, ch. 12]:

T(x, t)− T0

T1 − T0
= 1− 2√

π

x/
√

4Dt∫
0

exp (−η2)dη

= 1− erf
(

x√
4Dt

)
,

(3.5)

with the heat diffusivity D = κ/(cρ). The error function erf(χ) becomes
0.99 for an argument of χ ≈ 2, which leads to the thermal penetration length
defined as lp = 4

√
Dt. This means that for distances x > lp, the relative

temperature change is less than 1 %. We can thus define a thermal time
constant τth indicating the time heat needs to penetrate a certain distance L
into the material as

τth =
L2

16D
. (3.6)

For L = 15 cm, κ = 85 W/(K m), ρ = 2682.7 kg/m3, and c = 1228.4 J/(kg K)
(corresponding to a homogeneous copper-PDMS composite like the sur-
rounding of our samples), we obtain τth = 30.3 s. Although our samples
are different from the idealized half-space geometry considered here, the
solution given in Equation 3.5 and thus also the time constant τth should be
a good approximation for early times.
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Figure 3.7: A plate that is suddenly heated to T1 on one side while the other
side is fixed at T0 approaches a steady state over time. The blue dots show
the relative deviation from this steady state for parameters as given above.
After about 60 s, almost no change in temperature is occuring anymore and
the system reaches a quasi-static state. This means that the later parts of
our experiments on thermal cloaking (see Figure 3.6) cannot be considered
truly dynamic. Parameters are: plate length L = 15 cm, heat conductivity
κ = 85 W/(K m), density ρ = 2682.7 kg/m3, and specific heat capacity c =
1228.4 J/(kg K).

A scenario slightly closer to our experiments is to compare the transient
temperature profile of a plate with fixed temperatures T0 and T1 at the sides
to its static limit. We did a corresponding COMSOL Multiphysics simulation
and calculated the time-dependent relative deviation of the temperature
distribution T(t) from the static distribution T̃ via

∆(t) =

√
∑i(T̃i − Ti(t))2√

∑i T̃2
i

, (3.7)

with the index i running over all spatial positions of the discretized simu-
lation results. Figure 3.7 shows ∆(t) for the same parameters L, κ, ρ, and
c as used above. At a time of t ≈ 36 s, the relative deviation is as small as
10 %, meaning that 90 % of the transient change in temperature has already
happened.

So what does this mean for our experiments shown in Figure 3.6? Both
the iso-temperature lines and the calculated time constants suggest that the
experiment was truly transient for roughly the first minute. In contrast, the
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3 a passive thermal cloak

last snapshot shown (2 minutes after exposing the sample to the heat baths)
is already quite close to the quasi-static limit, with the result for t = 90 s
lying somewhere in between.

In optics, transient photon flow can be realized easily using pulsed laser
light, as we shall see later in our experiments on transient diffusive-light
cloaking described in chapter 9. Creating truly transient heat flow, however,
is generally much more demanding. Most importantly, open boundaries for
heat are necessary for “heat pulses” but cannot be realized with heat baths
prescribing fixed temperatures (and thus fixed boundaries). Furthermore,
fixing the temperature at a sample boundary automatically straightens the
iso-temperature lines in the vicinity of that boundary, making it more difficult
to judge whether straight isolines originate from good cloaking or merely
from a nearby boundary. Moving the boundary further away from the cloak
would improve this situation but even further complicate realization of a
nonlinear temperature gradient across the cloak. Eventually, compromises
have to be accepted when designing a thermal cloak.

3.5 Summary and discussion

In this chapter, I motivated the form-invariance of the time-dependent heat-
conduction equation in an intuitive way and described the design, fabrication,
and characterization of a thermal cloak that protects a region from transient
heat flow and hides it from external detection. Experimental and numerical
results agree well and show good cloaking performance. However, our cloak
is of course not perfect. We saw that the cloak doesn’t protect the center
better than a mere isolation and it does so only for some time: the center
does eventually heat up, albeit more slowly than its surrounding. Reducing
the heat conductivity of the innermost isolating ring would improve the
isolation and thus the heat protection, but the qualitative behavior of the
cloak would not change. Even vacuum (with κvac = 0) could not solve the
problem because heat would still be transferred to the center via radiation.
Perfect isolation in heat conduction seems to be out of reach. This is mainly
due to the lack of an absorption mechanism, as heat is already at the “end of
the food chain” of energy forms. In contrast, even a thin layer of metal can
block all incident light in optics.

We studied thermal cloaking in relatively thin two-dimensional plate
geometries. Three-dimensional transformation-thermodynamics structures
are conceptually feasible but would obviously impose bigger fabricational
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3 .5 summary and discussion

challenges when creating the desired three-dimensional anisotropies. Also,
characterization would be more difficult as there is no easy way to “look”
into a three-dimensional heat-conducting solid the way we monitored our
samples with an infrared heat camera. Attempts have been made, though, to
exploit the symmetry of a spherical cloak and use a half-space geometry to
realize three-dimensional cloaking [68].

The theoretical discussion of transformation thermodynamics [30], early
work on thermal metamaterials [75], and our own experiments shown above
[71] have sparked interest in the scientific community, leading to numerous
recent publications. Most notable are experiments on static cloaks featuring
a core-shell geometry that allows for very thin cloaks [67, 68] instead of
a transformation-physics design,8,9 concentrators that focus heat into a
region instead of routing it around [55, 78], and devices that work for
multiple physical energy flows at the same time. Examples of the latter
are simultaneous cloaking of heat and electric current [79, 80], or, more
excitingly,10 simultaneous cloaking for electric conduction and concentration
of heat flux [81]. Related work has also been published on the manipulation
of static eletrical conduction [24, 25, 82], which is governed by the same
differential equation as static heat conduction (also see Table 2.1).

Transformation thermodynamics (or more generally the specific manipula-
tion of heat flow) became a quite active scientific field, and new publications
are popping up every month. Still, applications seem to be rather limited
so far. This is mainly due to the compromise one has to live with in terms
of isolation, which makes it hard to compete with conventional methods of
heat management. The cloaking effect (that is, unchanged iso-temperature
lines compared to a homogeneous reference) is not an exceptional advantage
in itself, especially as sharp contrasts quickly smear out over time and space
in heat conduction. Still, thermal cloaking is a beautiful demonstration how
of physical energy flows can be manipulated and certainly has brought the
field of transformation physics further.

8 We utilized the same core-shell concept in our work on diffusive-light cloaking described
in Part II.

9 Both these publications also claim transient cloaking. We shall, however, see later that
core-shell cloaks inherently fail under transient conditions (see chapter 9). Refs. 67 and 68

once more show how quickly one approaches a quasi-static regime in heat conduction
that might be mistaken for a transient one.

10 Creating a “multi-cloak” for heat conduction and electric conduction is conceptually easy:
Due to the Wiedemann-Franz law, electric and thermal conductivities are proportional
to each other in many metals and when choosing the right materials, a thermal cloak
automatically works for electric conduction and vice versa.
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diffusive-light cloaking





4
Chapter 4

The relativity problem of

invisibility cloaking

“Ideal” invisibility cloaking requires energy to be transported faster than the vacuum
speed of light and thus is not compatible with the laws of physics. Here, I will
elaborate on where this requirement comes from for any free-space cloak in optics
and why this so-called relativity problem becomes irrelevant for light that propagates
diffusively.
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4 the relativity problem of invisibility cloaking

4.1 Fundamental limits of optical cloaking

Only shortly after Pendry’s and Leonhardt’s theoretical description of trans-
formation optics, a first experimental realization was published by D. Smith’s
group [5]. It used concentric arrays of split-ring resonators in a two-
dimensional waveguide geometry to guide microwaves around a cylindrical
scatterer. However, this cloak was somewhat limited in that it worked only
for one particular polarization and only in a very narrow frequency range.
Furthermore, the object hidden by the cloak was barely larger than the wave-
length. In contrast, an ideal invisibility cloak should work not only in three
dimensions and for all possible polarizations, but also over the entire fre-
quency range of interest while being truly macroscopic, that is, much larger
than the wavelength of the used light. As it turns out, the shortcomings of
this first invisibility cloak do not merely stem from fabricational difficulties
or a lack of suitable materials. They rather demonstrate a most fundamental
limitation that makes broadband and macroscopic optical free-space cloaks
impossible.

So why are these two aspects—broadband operation and macroscopic
size—impossible to realize in optics? Obviously, light that impinges on a
cloaking device as described above takes a detour around the object to be
hidden, thus travelling a longer distance than it would without the cloak
(again, the cars in Figure 2.2 demonstrate this aspect nicely). To make up for
this detour, a propagation speed higher than in the surrounding medium is
needed. If the surrounding medium is vacuum or air, that means a speed
higher than the vacuum speed of light, c0. This race against the speed of
light is not a problem in principle. Indeed, phase as well as group velocities
higher than the speed of light are perfectly compatible with Maxwell’s
equations and have been achieved experimentally [83]. Once we demand
broadband, dispersion-free operation, though, phase and energy velocity
become strictly the same. We all know that energy velocities higher than
c0 are fundamentally forbidden by Einstein’s theory of relativity. A truly
broadband cloak would thus violate relativity.

But even if we lower our expectations and decide to be satisfied with a
macroscopic cloak for a single wavelength, things do not get much better.
The resonant structures that give rise to the necessary superluminal phase
and group velocities of light necessarily would be highly dispersive, and
with dispersion always come finite losses.1 While these losses might be

1 Dispersion and loss are intimately connected via the Kramers-Kronig relations [84].
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4 .2 overcoming the relativity problem with diffuse light

tolerable for a cloak with dimensions on the order of the light’s wavelength,
estimations have shown that a cloak much larger than that would effectively
absorb almost all incident light and thus become useless [3].

In contrast to optics, the relativity problem plays hardly any role for
cloaking beyond optics such as described in Part I of this thesis. This is
because most other energy flows inherently propagate so much slower than
light that the vacuum speed of light is way out of reach in any way.

Apparently, transformation optics cannot give us invisibility cloaks as
envisioned by mankind for millenia. More pertinently, ideal passive free-
space invisibility cloaking seems to be generally incompatible with the laws
of physics. It is of course possible to “accept” the relativity problem and
content oneself with narrowband, non-macroscopic cloaking devices or with
otherwise limited structures such as carpet cloaks, which by themselves
already are astounding pieces of science put into practice and shall not at
all be discredited here. However, also in optics, there is a way to avoid the
relativity problem altogether.

4.2 Overcoming the relativity problem with diffuse

light

For probably most people, the term light propagation evokes associations with
the straight, ray-like nature of light that we experience in our everyday life.
We (most of the time) see light that traveled on straight paths, or, equivalently,
we see straight, geometric shadows, and we cannot look around corners.
However, for example in dense fog, clouds, a glass of milk, paper or also
human tissue or bone, light does not follow such straight paths but is rather
performing random walks between scattering centers that are randomly
distributed in such turbid media. Under certain conditions, light propagation
is then described by a diffusion equation—just like heat propagating in
a metal or like particles diffusing in a liquid—rather than by Maxwell’s
equations for continua.

In this work, I will call a medium turbid when light interacts with it mainly
by scattering and absorption. I will call it diffusive or diffuse, when light
propagates in it according to the diffusion equation. With this definition, all
diffusive media are turbid, but not all turbid media need to be diffusive.

As it turns out, the relativity problem effectively vanishes for diffusive
media. The random, zig-zag-like path every photon takes in such a medium
results in a huge detour compared to propagation without scattering. And
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4 the relativity problem of invisibility cloaking

while the velocity of an individual photon is not affected by this detour, the
overall effective speed of the transport of energy can be reduced significantly.2

With the energy transport effectively slowed down with respect to the
speed of light in the background medium, speeding it up again inside a
cloak poses no fundamental problem. All that needs to be done is to control
the amount of scattering via the concentration of scattering particles. The
energy velocity is of course still limited by the vacuum speed of light, but
the scattering still opens up a window that we can use to realize macroscopic
and broadband free-space cloaks, something that is impossible for ballistic
light propagation.

In the following chapters, I will first give an overview of light-diffusion
theory and experimental and numerical methods, before introducing the
concept of core-shell cloaking for diffuse light and experimental realizations
thereof.

2 Assigning a velocity to the energy transport is actually not very meaningful anymore
for highly scattering media. The meaningful quantity for such a process is rather the
diffusivity D (given in m2 s−1).
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5
Chapter 5

Theory of Diffusive Light

Transport

Artist’s view of a medium with randomly arranged scatterers, where light propagates diffusively

In disordered media where light propagates diffusively, the limitations that prevent
optical free-space cloaking become irrelevant. In this chapter, I will give an overview
of the theory of light diffusion, starting from basic scattering and absorption proper-
ties of turbid media and ending with the diffusion equation and its solutions. This
theory forms the basis for the later design and realization of diffusive-light cloaks.
The derivations closely follow Ref. 85, where further details can be found.
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5 theory of diffusive light transport

5.1 Scattering and absorption properties of turbid

media

A turbid medium can be described as a dielectric background medium with
refractive index n in which dielectric scattering particles with a different
refractive index are suspended. In the following, it is assumed that light
interacts with such a medium by two effects only: absorption and elastic
scattering. This is a crude simplification that naively ignores much of the
complexity of light-matter interaction, but it comes with the big advantage
of a rather simple mathematical formulation and still yields solutions that
are applicable to many realistic media.

Scattering properties The interaction of light and matter through
elastic scattering is characterized by the scattering coefficient µs and by the
scattering phase function p(ŝ, ŝ′).

The scattering coefficient µs is defined as the ratio of the scattered power per
unit volume and the incident power per unit area. In general, scattering orig-
inates from the refractive-index contrast between the background medium
and the particles therein as well as from fluctuations in the background
medium alone. However, the latter are usually negligible for media exhibit-
ing multiple scattering and shall be ignored henceforth. We will furthermore
assume only elastic scattering without any energy exchange between the
scattered light and the scattering center. In this case, µs can be expressed by
the particles’ scattering cross section Cs,p (given in mm2) and their number
density Np (given in mm−3):

µs = NpCs,p [µs] = mm−1 . (5.1)

The scattering phase function p(ŝ, ŝ′) (or just scattering function) is the
probability that a photon traveling along the direction ŝ is scattered into
the unit solid angle around the direction ŝ′ and thus describes the angular
dependence of the scattering. In this work, we assume isotropic scatterers
such as spherical particles or randomly oriented non-spherical particles.
Then, the scattering function depends only on the angle θ between ŝ and
ŝ′ and becomes p(ŝ, ŝ′) = p(θ). The scattering function is assumed to be
normalized according to

∫
4π

p(ŝ, ŝ′)dΩ′ = 2π

π∫
0

p(θ) sin (θ)dθ = 1 . (5.2)
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5 .1 scattering and absorption properties of turbid media

If every photon undergoes multiple scattering events before it is detected or
absorbed (as it is true for diffusive media), the scattering function may be
characterized by just one parameter, the asymmetry factor1 g, which is defined
as the average of the scattering angle’s cosine:

g = 〈cos (θ)〉 = 2π

π∫
0

cos (θ)p(θ) sin (θ)dθ . (5.3)

The asymmetry factor can take values between −1 and 1 and heavily de-
pends on the diameter d of the scattering particles compared to the light’s
wavelength λ. For particles much bigger than the wavelength (d � λ),
scattering is mainly geometric and forward scattering dominates, which
results in g being close to 1 (pure backward scattering would mean g = −1).
In contrast, particles much smaller than the wavelength (d � λ) exhibit
Rayleigh scattering [86] with g ≈ 0. (The scattering function for Rayleigh
scatterers is not isotropic, but symmetric with respect to θ = π/2. This
shows that g = 0 can be obtained even for anisotropic scattering functions).
In between those two extremes, scattering is described by Mie theory [87]
with more complex scattering functions and |g| ranging between 0 and 1.

The beauty of the construction above is that—at least for media dominated
by multiple scattering—the scattering properties are fully characterized by
only two scalar parameters, µs and g.

Absorption properties In analogy to the scattering coefficient, the
absorption coefficient µa is defined as the ratio of the light power absorbed per
unit volume and the incident power per unit area.

In general, absorption in a turbid medium is caused by the light’s interac-
tion with the atoms and molecules of the background medium (described
by the medium absorption coefficient µa,m) as well as with the scattering
particles (described by the particle absorption coefficient µa,p). Which of the
two dominates depends on the specific medium. Absorption by molecules
in the background medium is governed by their absorption cross section
Ca,m and their number density Nm. As long as the scattering particles are
separated from each other by a mean distance such that the absorption of
each particle is not influenced by its neighbor particles, the particles’ absorp-
tion cross section Ca,p and their number density Np likewise characterize the

1 The asymmetry factor is sometimes also called anisotropy factor. However, g can be zero
even for anisotropic scattering phase functions, making asymmetry factor a more reasonable
choice of name.
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5 theory of diffusive light transport

absorption due to the particles and the overall absorption coefficient is given
by

µa = µa,m + µa,p = NmCa,m + NpCa,p [µa] = mm−1 . (5.4)

We consider the absorption of photons to be ultimate, that is, the re-emission
of absorbed photons, possibly at another wavelength, is ignored. Also,
nonlinear processes such as two-photon absorption are not considered.

The Lambert-Beer law Combining scattering and absorption, one can
define the extinction coefficient µex which defines the overall attenuation of
light (traveling in one direction) due to light-matter interaction:

µex = µs + µa . (5.5)

The variation of the power P(/z) of a light beam traveling along z is then

dP(z) = −µex(z)P(z)dz , (5.6)

and hence the beam’s power is changing with z according to the Lambert-
Beer law:

P(z) = P0 exp

− z∫
0

µex(z′)dz′

 , (5.7)

which for a homogeneous medium (with µex(z) = const.) simplifies to

P(z) = P0 exp (−µexz) . (5.8)

As P(z) is the part of the light beam that is not scattered or absorbed, it is
usually called the ballistic component of the beam. By measuring only the
ballistic portion of light traveling through a turbid medium, one thus gains
direct access to its extinction coefficient, a method that we will use later for
the experimental characterization of diffusive media (see chapter 7).

5.2 Statistical meaning of the optical properties of

turbid media

From the scattering and absorption properties discussed above, statistical
results in the form of probability distributions for the propagation of photons
in turbid media can be derived.
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As outlined before, the scattering function only depends on the scattering
angle θ for isotropic particles. Then, the probability functions fθ and fϕ for
the angles θ and ϕ that define the scattering direction ŝ′ are simply given by

fθ = 2π p(θ) sin (θ) (5.9)

and
fϕ =

1
2π

. (5.10)

The Lambert-Beer law (Equation 5.7) can be used to obtain the probability
distribution fz for the path length a photon statistically travels before being
absorbed or scattered by the medium. The probability that a photon emitted
at z = 0 will be scattered or absorbed between z and z + dz is given by
the power µexP(z)dz that is extracted in the volume element between z and
z + dz divided by the incident power P0. Inserting the Lambert-Beer law for
P(z), we obtain

fz = µex exp

− z∫
0

µex(z′)dz′

 , (5.11)

which for a homogeneous medium becomes

fz = µex exp (−µexz) . (5.12)

fz can then be used to obtain the mean free path lex that a photon statistically
travels before it is scattered or absorbed. For a homogeneous, infinitely
extended medium, we get

lex =

∞∫
0

z fz dz =
1

µex
. (5.13)

Analogously, we can define the scattering mean free path ls = 1/µs for an
absorption-free medium (which is the path a photon statistically travels
between two scattering events) and the absorption length la = 1/µa for a
scattering-free medium (the path a photon statistically travels before being
absorbed).

For absorption-free turbid media, the propagation of photons can be seen
as a random walk of each photon, which changes its direction with each
scattering event and ends only when the photon exits the medium. The
probability functions fθ, fϕ, and fz describe the rules of this random walk
and thus can be used as the foundation of Monte-Carlo-based raytracing of
photons in turbid media. See section 6.2 for a detailed description of this
method.
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Reduced scattering coefficient and transport mean free path

With the theory of random walks, it has been shown that for a photon in
an infinite and absorption-free medium emitted at z = 0 along the positive
z-axis, the expectation value for the coordinates (xk, yk, zk) at which the kth
scattering event occurs is

〈xk〉 = 〈yk〉 = 0 , 〈zk〉 =
1
µs

k−1

∑
i=0

gi =
1
µs

1− gk

1− g
. (5.14)

With −1 ≤ g ≤ 1, we obtain for large values of k:

lim
k→∞
〈zk〉 =

1
µs

1
1− g

. (5.15)

This equation means that 1/(µs(1− g)) is the average distance a photon
travels before it “forgets” its initial traveling direction. We can therefore
define the reduced scattering coefficient µt and the transport mean free path lt:

µt = µs(1− g) , lt =
1
µt

= ls
1

1− g
. (5.16)

µt has the meaning of a scattering coefficient in which the scattering asym-
metry is compensated for, while the transport mean free path is the mean
distance after a photon’s inital direction has been randomized.

We will later see that the transport mean free path is a very important
value for the description of turbid media as it decisively influences whether
a medium can be characterized as diffusive or not.

5.3 Radiometric quantities

I will now briefly introduce the most important radiometric quantities needed
for the discussion of energy transport by light. The basic quantity used for
the description of energy propagation in transport theory is the radiance

L(Ñr, ŝ, t) , [L] = W m−2 sr−1 . (5.17)

It is defined as the average power that at position Ñr and time t flows through
the unit area oriented along the unit vector ŝ, created by photons moving
within the unit solid angle around ŝ.2

2 A similar quantity is the spectral radiance Ls(
Ñr, ŝ, t, ν), which is the radiance due to photons

within the frequency interval (ν, ν + dν). As we will only deal with monochromatic light
in all theoretical considerations, the frequency dependence is omitted here for the sake of
brevity.
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Integrating the radiance over the entire solid angle yields the irradiance or
fluence rate:

Φ(
Ñr, t) =

∫
4π

L(Ñr, ŝ, t)dΩ , [Φ] = W m−2 . (5.18)

The fluence rate expresses the amount of power flowing from any direction
through the surface of the unit volume at position Ñr and time t. Closely
connected to the fluence rate are the energy density u and the photon density
np:

u(Ñr, t) =
Φ(

Ñr, t)
v

, [u] = J m−3 (5.19)

and

np(
Ñr, t) =

u(Ñr, t)
hν

, [np] = m−3 , (5.20)

with the speed of light in the medium v = c0/n and the medium refractive
index n.

Finally, it is useful to define the energy flux vector
Ñ
Je, which is representing

the amount and direction of the net flux of power, as
Ñ
Je(

Ñr, t) =
∫

4π

L(Ñr, ŝ, t) ŝ dΩ , [
Ñ
Je] = W m−2 . (5.21)

5.4 The radiative-transfer equation

The radiative-transfer equation [88] (RTE) describes the transport of energy
through a medium exhibiting scattering and absorption. In contrast to the
multiple-scattering theory based on Maxwell’s equations [89], the RTE is a
phenomenological equation that lacks a rigorous mathematical formulation
accounting for all effects involved in light propagation. Still, it provides a
good model for many practical problems and will be the starting point of
the derivation of the light-diffusion equation

The RTE describes the mechanisms how the radiance L in a certain volume
of a turbid medium is decreased or increased over time. For time-dependent
sources, it reads
∂

∂t
L(Ñr, ŝ, t)

v︸ ︷︷ ︸
1

+
Ñ∇·(ŝL(Ñr, ŝ, t))

︸ ︷︷ ︸
2

+ µexL(Ñr, ŝ, t)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
3

= µs

∫
4π

p(ŝ, ŝ′)L(Ñr, ŝ, t)dΩ′

︸ ︷︷ ︸
4

+ q(Ñr, ŝ, t)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
5

(5.22)
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with the medium speed of light v = c0/n.
The first term represents the total temporal change of the energy flowing

through the volume element dV at the position Ñr in the direction of ŝ. This
energy is decreased by terms 2 and 3 and increased by terms 4 and 5:

• Term 2 describes the net flux of energy that propagates away from Ñr
along the direction of ŝ,

• term 3 stands for energy that is scattered away from or absorbed in the
volume element dV,

• term 4 is energy coming from an arbitrary direction ŝ′ that is scattered
inside dV into the direction ŝ,

• and term 5 represents light that is generated by sources inside the
considered volume element.

Dependence on absorption For media with homogeneous absorp-
tion (µa(

Ñr) = const.), if L(Ñr, ŝ, t, µa = 0) is a solution of the RTE for a non-
absorbing medium and the source being a temporal Dirac delta function
q(Ñr, ŝ, t) = q′(Ñr, ŝ)δ(t), then

L(Ñr, ŝ, t, µa) = L(Ñr, ŝ, t, µa=0) exp (−µavt) (5.23)

is the solution of the RTE when the absorption coefficient of the medium
is µa. This can easily be seen by inserting Equation 5.23 into the RTE given
above. It is also intuitively clear that for homogeneous absorption, if all light
is emitted at t = 0, then at a time t > 0, all light has traveled the same path
l = vt and is thus attenuated by the same factor exp (−µavt), regardless of
the detection point. This finding is an important property of the RTE which
we will later use again when deriving the light-diffusion equation.

The factor 1/(µav) has the meaning of the average lifetime of a photon,
which we accordingly define as

τ =
1

µav
, [τ] = s . (5.24)

Both expressions are equivalent, although sometimes one or the other can
provide a more intuitive feeling for the absorption.
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5 .5 the light-diffusion equation

5.5 The light-diffusion equation

The radiative-transfer equation is an integro-differential equation (it contains
both differential and integral operators), to which no general analytical solu-
tion exists [90]. Instead, the RTE is usually solved numerically, for example
with finite-element methods or Monte-Carlo simulations. Unfortunately,
such procedures are costly in terms of computation time and thus a simpli-
fied but analytically solvable equation is of great worth. When propagation
is dominated by multiple scattering, the light-diffusion equation provides
exactly such a simplified description. In the following, I will elaborate on
the conditions that have to be fulfilled for light propagation to be diffusive
and subsequently derive the light-diffusion equation.

The diffusion approximation consists of two simplifying assumptions
about the transport of light in turbid media [90]. The first one assumes that
the radiance L is almost isotropic and can be written as

L(Ñr, ŝ, t) =
1

4π
Φ(

Ñr, t) +
3

4π

Ñ
Je(

Ñr, t) · ŝ , (5.25)

which are the first two terms of a series expansion in spherical harmonics.
The second assumption states that the time variation of the energy flux

vector
Ñ
Je over the time range ∆t = lt/v is small compared to the vector itself,

which can be written as

lt
v

∣∣∣∣∣∂
Ñ
Je(

Ñr, t)
∂t

∣∣∣∣∣� ∣∣∣ÑJe(Ñr, t)
∣∣∣ . (5.26)

Both these assumptions are generally justified when scattering dominates
over absorption. In this case, every photon undergoes many scattering
events and its propagation direction tends to be randomized. Then, also the
radiance tends to be isotropic, as required by Equation 5.25. For strongly
absorbing media, however, it is intuitively clear that the photon lifetime
might be just too small for the propagation directions to be randomized. It
is also clear that to support diffusive light propagation, the turbid medium
needs to be sufficiently large in every direction, such that photons may
indeed scatter many times before exiting through the medium boundaries.

While equations 5.25 and 5.26 are necessary for the derivation of the light-
diffusion equation, they are also quite abstract and hard to put into numbers
that can be compared with real-world media. By comparing solutions of the
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diffusion equation with results of Monte-Carlo-based simulations, Ref. 85

translates the diffusion approximation into quantitative constraints on the
properties of a turbid medium that need to be fulfilled for diffusive light
propagation:

1. Scattering dominates over absorption: µa/µt ≤ 0.1,

2. the medium size is at least 10 transport mean free path lengths in every
direction: V ≥ (10 lt)3,

3. and the photons have traveled paths longer than 4 lt before detection.

These conditions are very important for the experimental realization of de-
signs based on the light-diffusion equation. Later, we will see that they
impose a rather small window of material parameters usable for the con-
struction of invisibility cloaks.

Derivation of the light-diffusion equation With the above assump-
tions made, the diffusion equation for light can be derived from the RTE.
First, we obtain the continuity equation by integrating the absorption-free
RTE (that is, with µa = 0) over the complete solid angle and get

∂

∂t
Φ(

Ñr, t)
v

+
Ñ∇ ·

Ñ
Je(

Ñr, t) =
∫

4π

q(Ñr, ŝ, t)dΩ . (5.27)

Here, no simplifying assumptions needed to be made. Besides, a correspond-
ing equation could be obtained also with absorption included.

To obtain the diffusion equation, the flux vector
Ñ
Je in Equation 5.27 has to

be expressed in terms of the fluence rate Φ. This can be done by multiplying
the RTE with ŝ and integrating over the whole solid angle. The derivation
uses the two assumptions of the diffusion approximation and results in
Fick’s first law of diffusion [91] (details can be found in Ref. [85]):

Ñ
Je(

Ñr, t) = − lt
3

Ñ∇Φ(
Ñr, t)− 3

∫
4π

q(Ñr, ŝ, t)ŝ dΩ

 , (5.28)

which connects the energy flux to the gradient of the fluence rate. At this
point, it is instructive to define the photon flux vector

Ñ
J as

Ñ
J (Ñr, t) =

Ñ
Je(

Ñr, t)
hν

, [
Ñ
J ] = m−2 s−1 , (5.29)
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5 .5 the light-diffusion equation

which describes the amount and direction of photons flowing at the position
Ñr and time t. If we now divide equations 5.27 and 5.28 by the photon energy
hν and identify Φ = vnp hν, we obtain the continuity equation and Fick’s
law for the photon density np:

∂np(
Ñr, t)

∂t
+

Ñ∇ ·
Ñ
J (Ñr, t) =

∫
4π

q̃(Ñr, ŝ, t)dΩ (5.30)

and

Ñ
J (Ñr, t) = −D

Ñ∇np(
Ñr, t)− 3

∫
4π

q̃(Ñr, ŝ, t)ŝ dΩ

 . (5.31)

Here, we introduced the photon diffusivity D, which depends only on the
refractive index n of the medium and the transport mean free path lt:

D =
1
3

c0

n
lt , [D] = m2 s−1 . (5.32)

Plugging Equation 5.31 into Equation 5.30, we obtain the diffusion equation
for the photon density

Ñ∇ ·
(

D
Ñ∇np(

Ñr, t)
)
− ∂np(

Ñr, t)
∂t

= q0(
Ñr, ŝ, t) , (5.33)

where q0 =
∫

4π q̃ dΩ + 3 D
∫

4π q̃ŝ dΩ is the photon source term.
In accordance with the radiative-transfer equation and its dependence on

absorption given in Equation 5.23, we assume that the diffusion equation
and its solutions are modified in an identical way for non-zero absorption,
which is thus included simply by adding the term µav np(

Ñr, t):

Ñ∇ ·
(

D
Ñ∇np(

Ñr, t)
)
− ∂np(

Ñr, t)
∂t

= µav np(
Ñr, t) + q0(

Ñr, ŝ, t) . (5.34)

According, a solution of the diffusion equation for a homogeneous and
absorption-free medium can be translated to a solution for a medium with
absorption coefficient µa by multiplying it with the factor exp(−µavt). With
these assumptions, the diffusion equation behaves exactly like the RTE in
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5 theory of diffusive light transport

terms of absorption.3 Also here, the photon lifetime τ can be used to replace
the factor 1/(µav), according to what is more convenient in the specific
situation.

The time-dependent light-diffusion equation (5.33) is mathematically iden-
tical to the time-dependent heat-conduction equation as given in its source-
free form by Equation 3.1 (with the exception that there is no parameter
equivalent to the product cρ of density and heat capacity). This equality
means that under the right conditions (a multiply-scattering medium of the
right dimensions with low absorption), light behaves identical to heat in a
stationary medium or particles suspended in a solution. This is a remarkable
similarity between seemingly completely different physical systems. Conse-
quently, many phenomena originating from the wave nature of light such as
interference, reflection, sharp, geometric shadows or polarization effects are
absent in light diffusion. As I have argued in chapter 4, it is this diffusive
nature of photons in turbid media and a resulting effectively reduced speed
of energy transport that helps us overcome the relativity problem of optical
invisibility cloaking.

I like to point out that light diffusion, just like any other diffusive process,
is a purely statistical phenomenon. More specifically, Fick’s law—describing
a macroscopic flux of photons along the gradient of the photon density—
does not mean that the photons experience any kind of force due to spatial
differences in the photon density or that they can “sense” this gradient in
any other way. On the contrary, all photons are completely independent
from each other and perform individual and undisturbed random walks.
Only the entirety of those random walks leads to the macroscopic effects
of light diffusion. Thus, studying a single photon’s trajectory through a
turbid medium in order to learn something about the diffusive properties
of this medium is a meaningless endeavour. On the other hand, looking at
many such photon trajectories at the same time is indeed a proper tool to
study light diffusion. The Monte-Carlo method introduced in chapter 6 takes
exactly this approach. While computationally very costly, it comes with the
big advantage that also scenarios not adequately described by the diffusion

3 When the diffusion equation is derived from the RTE with absorption included from
the beginning on, nothing changes except that the diffusivity D will then depend also
on absorption. Even though they lead to different results, both approaches are in
principle valid, as absorption may only be a small correction in any way for the diffusion
approximation to be valid. It has been shown, though, that for media with rather strong
absorption, a diffusivity D that does not depend on absorption leads to results fitting
better to experiments [92, 93].
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Lλ lt

ballistic

localized

diffusive

Dmin Dmax
D = 1

3 vlt

Figure 5.1: Regimes of light propagation depending on the transport mean
free path length. The diffusive regime is framed by ballistic propagation for
lt ≈ L and localization for lt ≈ λ, leading to an accessible range of diffusivities
between Dmin and Dmax.

equation (see below) are covered without problems.

Light propagation outside the diffusive limit Via the transport
mean free path lt (and assuming that absorption is always significantly
weaker than scattering, µa � µt), it is possible to define different regimes of
light propagation, as illustrated in Figure 5.1. For a transport mean free path
that is much bigger than the medium thickness L, the photons experience
hardly any change of direction due to scattering and thus propagate more or
less ballistically. Another extreme case is when lt is comparable to the light
wavelength λ. Then, interference between multiple-scattering paths becomes
significant and light can be completely confined in the turbid medium,4 an
effect known as Anderson localization [94], which also today evokes great
interest in the scientific community [95, 96]. In between those two extremes
lies the regime where light can be described with the diffusion equation.

5.6 Solutions of the diffusion equation

Before we make use of the diffusive nature of photons in turbid media to
design an invisibility cloak in section 8.1, I will now present a selection
of analytical solutions of the light-diffusion equation. (I won’t explicitly

4 In all theoretical considerations presented here, interference effects are simply not consid-
ered. Consequently, Anderson localization cannot be a result of the theory derived in this
chapter.
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5 theory of diffusive light transport

derive any solutions here for the sake of brevity. Extensive literature on the
derivations can be found in Ref. 85, chapter 4.) The solutions for finite media
and the corresponding boundary conditions will play an important role later
in the experimental characterization of diffusive media (chapter 7).

Solution for an infinite medium Consider an infinitely extended, ho-
mogeneous diffusive medium characterized by its diffusivity D and photon
lifetime τ = 1/(µav). For an isotropic source q0 that is a Dirac delta function
in time and space,

q0(
Ñr, t) = δ3(

Ñr)δ(t) , (5.35)

the solution of the time-dependent diffusion equation (5.34) for t > 0 is given
by

np(
Ñr, t) =

1
(4πDt)3/2

exp
(
− r2

4Dt
− t

τ

)
, (5.36)

with r = |Ñr | being the distance from the source. Equation 5.36 is (apart from
its absorptive part) equivalent to the so-called heat kernel, the fundamental
solution of the time-dependent heat-conduction equation. It is the Green’s
function of the diffusion equation and can thus be used via the superposition
principle to obtain solutions for other source types. It represents a Gaus-
sian with a width σ =

√
2Dt that is increasing with time while its height

decreases with time, scaled by an exponential decay factor exp (−t/τ) due
to absorption. This means that sharp features in the photon density tend to
soften and “smear out” over time, just as it is the case for the temperature in
heat conduction.

Boundary conditions If we want to obtain solutions of the diffusion
equation for finite media, we have to ask ourselves what the boundary
condition between a diffusive medium and a non-diffusive medium is.5 This
boundary condition can be derived from the requirement that no diffusive
light should enter the medium from the external, non-scattering region.
Diffusive light flow directed into the medium can thus only originate from
reflections at the boundary Σ. The resulting condition is called Partial Current
Boundary Condition or PCBC. It connects the photon flux

Ñ

J in the direction q̂

5 The only boundary condition for an infinite medium is simply that the photon density
has to vanish at infinity.
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Figure 5.2: PCBC coefficient A versus the
relative refractive index nr = ni/ne. The
higher A is, the more confined the pho-
tons are inside the diffusive medium due
to total internal reflection.

normal to the interface with the photon density at the interface:

Ñ

J (Ñr, t) · q̂
∣∣∣Ñr∈Σ

=
v

2A(nr)
np(

Ñr , t)
∣∣∣∣Ñr ∈Σ

. (5.37)

The coefficient A(nr) depends on the relative refractive index nr = ni/ne
between the diffusive medium (ni) and the surrounding (ne) and is given by

A(nr) =
1 + 3

∫ π/2

0 RF(nr, cos θ) cos2θ sin θ dθ

1− 2
∫ π/2

0 RF(nr, cos θ) cos θ sin θ dθ
(5.38)

with the Fresnel reflectivity RF(nr, cos θ) for unpolarized light. A(nr) is
plotted in Figure 5.2. It has a minimum value of A(nr = 1) = 1 and is greater
than 1 for nr 6= 1. This means that the photons are more and more confined
inside the diffusive medium due to the increasing probability of total internal
reflection when the refractive index mismatch to the surrounding increases.
Then, fewer photons can escape the diffusive medium. As the proportionality
factor between the photon density and the outgoing boundary flux has the
unit of a velocity, we define the photon loss velocity K as the single coefficient
characterizing a diffusive-non-diffusive medium interface:

K(v, nr) =
v

2A(nr)
. (5.39)

Using Fick’s law (Equation 5.31), the PCBC can also be expressed with the
photon density only:[

np(
Ñr, t) +

D
K

∂

∂q
np(

Ñr, t)
]∣∣∣∣Ñr∈Σ

= 0 . (5.40)
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positive sources

negative sources

extrapolated boundary

extrapolated boundary
z−0 = −2ze − zs

z+0 = zs

z−1 = 2L + 2ze − zs

z+1 = 2L + 4ze + zs

z

x

L

real source
z = 0

z = L

z = −ze

Figure 5.3: Illustration of the method of image sources for solving the diffusion
equation for an infinitely extended slab of thickness L. With a point source
located at z+0 = zs inside the medium, positive and negative mirror sources are
placed along the z-axis. The mirror planes are the extrapolated boundaries (see
above) on either side of the slab, where the photon density is assumed to reach
a value of zero. Adapted from Ref. 85, Fig. 4.3.

If one assumes that outside of the diffusive medium the derivative of np
remains constant and equal to the value on the boundary, the photon density
itself becomes zero at an extrapolated distance ze from the physical boundary:

ze =
D
K

. (5.41)

This assumption of np = 0 on the surface at the extrapolated distance ze is
called extrapolated boundary condition or EBC.

The PCBC and EBC are not the only possible boundary conditions for a
diffusive-ballistic medium interface. More choices are outlined in Ref. 85. In
many situations, however, all available options lead to results that are almost
indistinguishable.

Solutions of the diffusion equation for a slab of thickness L along
z that is infinitely extended along x and y can be obtained from the superpo-
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sition of solutions for an infinite medium with the method of mirror images
[97]. Figure 5.3 illustrates the positions of positive and negative image
sources (or rather photon sources and photon “sinks”) outside a slab with a
single real spatial and temporal delta source located at (0, 0, zs). The posi-
tions of the mth positive and negative mirror sources are constructed from
the slab thickness L, the source position zs, and the extrapolated distance ze
from the EBC condition and are given by

z+m = 2m(L + 2ze) + zs

and z−m = 2m(L + 2ze)− 2ze − zs
(5.42)

with m running from −∞ to ∞. The time-dependent photon density inside
the slab is then

np(
Ñr, t) =

1
(4πDt)3/2

exp
(
− ρ2

4Dt
− t

τ

)
×

m=∞

∑
m=−∞

{
exp

(
− (z− z+m)2

4Dt

)
− exp

(
− (z− z−m)2

4Dt

)}
,

(5.43)

with ρ =
√

x2 + y2 being the distance from the z-axis and 0 ≤ z ≤ L. The
infinite sum of image source terms poses no problem in practice since the
summation converges quickly and can usually be truncated after only very
few elements.

Integrating Equation 5.43 over x and y from −∞ to ∞ leads to the homo-
geneous photon density for the slab geometry. According to the reciprocity
principle, this integration is equivalent to a homogeneous light source that
is infinitely extended in the x and y direction. The homogeneous photon
density is

np,hom(z, t) =
∞∫

0

np(ρ, z, t) 2πρ dρ =
1

(4πDt)1/2
exp

(
− t

τ

)

×
m=∞

∑
m=−∞

{
exp

(
− (z− z+m)2

4Dt

)
− exp

(
− (z− z−m)2

4Dt

)}
.

(5.44)

If we furthermore integrate Equations 5.43 and 5.44 over all times, we
obtain steady-state solutions, equivalent to having continuous-wave (cw)
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sources:

np,cw(
Ñr) =

1
4πD

m=∞

∑
m=−∞


exp

(
−µeff

√
ρ2 + (z− z+m)2

)
√

ρ2 + (z− z+m)2

−
exp

(
−µeff

√
ρ2 + (z− z−m)2

)
√

ρ2 + (z− z−m)2


(5.45)

and equivalently for homogeneous illumination:

np,hom,cw(z) =
1

2
√

µaD
×

m=∞

∑
m=−∞

{
exp

(
−µeff|z− z+m |

)
− exp

(
−µeff|z− z−m |

)}
.

(5.46)

Here, µeff is the effective attenuation coefficient defined as

µeff =

√
µav
D

=

√
1

Dτ
=
√

3µaµt . (5.47)

Note that Equation 5.46 becomes undefined (in the sense of a 0/0 division) for
the non-absorbing case of µa = 0. In this case, however, the one-dimensional
diffusion equation is solved by a simple linear equation np(z) = az + b, with
the parameters a and b determined by the boundary conditions.

Realistic sources The solutions given above assume an isotropic point
source embedded inside the diffusive medium at a distance zs from its
boundary. Such a situation is not very realistic, as most of the time a diffusive
medium will be illuminated from the outside, for example by homogeneous
light such as sunlight, or by a so-called pencil beam coming from a laser.
A pencil beam impinging under normal incidence can be modeled (using
the superposition principle) by a line of isotropic point sources inside the
diffusive medium with decreasing intensity according to the Lambert-Beer
law. Alternatively (and less costly in terms of calculations), the real source
can be substituted by a single point source located at zs as before, with zs
being derived from the request that the line of isotropic sources and the
single source should have the same first moment. This results in

zs =
1
µt

= lt . (5.48)
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As the transport mean free path lt is the distance after which a photon’s
initial direction has been randomized, the relation above also makes sense in
an intuitive way.

Solutions for a cuboid The method of image sources can be adapted
to a cuboid diffusive medium with dimensions Lx × Ly × Lz. Here, a three-
dimensional infinite lattice of sources is used. The time-dependent Green’s
function for a cuboid with a point source located at (xs, ys, zs) is then

np(
Ñr, t) =

1
(4πDt)3/2

exp
(
− t

τ

)
×

l=∞

∑
l=−∞

m=∞

∑
m=−∞

n=∞

∑
n=−∞{

+ exp
(
− (x− x1l)

2 + (y− y1m)
2 + (z− z1n)

2

4Dt

)
− exp

(
− (x− x1l)

2 + (y− y1m)
2 + (z− z2n)

2

4Dt

)
− exp

(
− (x− x1l)

2 + (y− y2m)
2 + (z− z1n)

2

4Dt

)
+ exp

(
− (x− x1l)

2 + (y− y2m)
2 + (z− z2n)

2

4Dt

)
− exp

(
− (x− x2l)

2 + (y− y1m)
2 + (z− z1n)

2

4Dt

)
+ exp

(
− (x− x2l)

2 + (y− y1m)
2 + (z− z2n)

2

4Dt

)
+ exp

(
− (x− x2l)

2 + (y− y2m)
2 + (z− z1n)

2

4Dt

)
− exp

(
− (x− x2l)

2 + (y− y2m)
2 + (z− z2n)

2

4Dt

)}
,

(5.49)

with the source positions in all three directions defined as

x1l = 2lLx + 4lze + xs

x2l = 2lLx + (4l − 2)ze − xs

y1m = 2mLy + 4mze + ys

y2m = 2mLy + (4m− 2)ze − ys

z1n = 2nLz + 4nze + zs

z2n = 2nLz + (4n− 2)ze − zs .

(5.50)
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of the time-resolved transmission through a slab of
thickness 30 mm and a cuboid of dimensions 150 mm× 80 mm× 30 mm calcu-
lated with equations 5.49 and 5.43 (µt = 1.6 mm−1, µa = 0, ni = 1.4, zs = 1/µt).
(a) Source and detection are at x = 0, y = 0 (centered with respect to the cuboid
surface) and the results for slab and cuboid are indistinguishable. (b) With
both source and detection close to the cuboid edge (x = 70 mm), differences
due to the finiteness of the cuboid become pronounced.

Although a bit unpleasant to handle, Equation 5.49 is a straightforward
extension of the slab solution given in Equation 5.43.

Figure 5.4 compares the calculated transmission through a slab and a
cuboid with equal thickness and optical properties comparable to some
of the experiments shown in a later chapter (the transmission is simply
proportional to the photon density, see next paragraph). The solutions for
slab and cuboid are almost identical when the source and the location of
detection are well separated from the cuboid’s lateral boundaries. For a
source close to these boundaries, however, they act as additional photon
loss channels and pronounced differences between slab and cuboid become
visible.

Calculation of reflectance and transmittance All solutions pre-
sented so far represent the photon density np inside a diffusive medium. In
experiments with finite-sized media, however, the photon density is often not
accessible as it would require isotropic measurements of the light intensity
inside the medium. The much more convenient quantities with respect to
experiments are thus the reflected and transmitted photon flux Jr and Jt.
They are easily obtained using the PCBC (Equation 5.37). For the slab, they
are given by

Jr,slab = K np(z = 0) and Jt,slab = K np(z = L) . (5.51)
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Equivalently, the outgoing photon flux through the boundary Σ of a cuboid
medium is

Jcub = K np(
Ñr ∈ Σ) . (5.52)

For the simple case of a non-absorbing, infinitely extended slab of thickness
L that is illuminated homogeneously with an incident flux Ji from outside, the
reflectance R and the transmittance T can be derived simply by connecting
the reflected and transmitted flux Jr,slab and Jt,slab from above with a linear
equation for the photon density inside the slab: np = az + b. The resulting
diffuse transmittance is

T =
Jt,slab

Ji
=

1
2 + KL

D
. (5.53)

This equation represents two important properties of finite diffusive media.
First, a maximum of 50 % of the incident light can be transmitted, even for a
hypothetically infinitely high diffusivity or an infinitely thin medium. This
is simply because diffusion is a non-directional process and any preferred
direction of propagation is lost. Second, if the diffusivity is small compared
to KL, the diffusive transmission becomes Ohmic: T(KL� D) ∝ 1/L.

An equivalent formula can be derived for a finite photon lifetime τ (or
absorption coefficient µa = 1/(τv), equivalently):

Ta =
2K
√

D/τ(√
D/τ + K

)2
exp (+L/

√
Dτ)−

(√
D/τ − K

)2
exp (−L/

√
Dτ)

.

(5.54)
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6
Chapter 6

Numerical Methods for

Diffusive Light Transport

Sample results of the finite-element method (left) and Monte-Carlo photon raytracing (right) for diffuse light

For the design of invisibility cloaks for diffuse light, but also for the interpretation of
experimental results, numerical tools that can adequately calculate light transport
through the investigated structures are very helpful. In this chapter, I will briefly
introduce two such methods: the finite-element method for solving the diffusion
equation and Monte-Carlo-based raytracing of individual photons which leads to
solutions of the radiative-transfer equation.
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6.1 Finite-element method with COMSOL Multiphysics

The light-diffusion equation derived in the preceding chapter is a linear
partial differential equation that can be solved analytically for a number
of scenarios. However, for more complex problems such as the core-shell
geometry to be introduced in section 8.1, analytical solutions are not available
and numerical tools need to be employed. One commonly used option is the
finite-element method [98] which is based on the subdivsion of the complete
problem domain into many small parts via the so-called mesh, where the
equation in question can be solved analytically. Together with the boundary
conditions of the complete problem and transition conditions between the
mesh elements, a set of linear equations is obtained and solved numerically.
The accuracy but also the computation time of the calculation is increased
with a finer discretization of the computational domain, that is, with a finer
mesh.

The commercial software package COMSOL Multiphysics provides a
fully integrated environment for finite-element calculations with tools to
model the geometry, define physical boundary conditions, create a mesh,
perform calculations, and display or export the results. In this work, the
heat-transfer module was used to simulate diffusive light transport, making
use of the mathematical similarity of the heat-conduction equation and the
light-diffusion equation.1 Therefore, the heat conductivity κ was exchanged
by the diffusivity D while both density ρ and specific heat capacity c were set
to 1. Boundary conditions at the outer domain surfaces were set according
to Equation 5.37.

The big advantage of the finite-element method is its rather low computa-
tional cost even for three-dimensional geometries.2 Hence, results obtained
with COMSOL Multiphysics can even be used for optimization routines, as
we will see in section 8.2.

The biggest drawback, on the other side, is that by solving the diffuson
equation, all media are inherently assumed to be perfectly diffusive, even if
this assumption is unphysical. For example, one can easily construct a layer
of thickness d with an assumed diffusivity D that leads to a transport mean
free path lt = 3D/v much bigger than d. This by construction violates the

1 The heat-transfer module was also used to obtain the numerical results for the thermal
cloak presented in chapter 3.

2 Compared to other physical systems like electromagnetism or solid mechanics, the cost of
computation is particularly low for light diffusion as there is only one scalar variable (the
photon density) that is solved for.
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diffusion approximation but would still be considered diffusive by COMSOL
Multiphysics and thus lead to incorrect results. Similarly, situations where a
medium might be just on the border to being diffusive (with respect to the
criteria given in section 5.5) might not be modeled correctly anymore with the
diffusion equation but still prove useful in experiments. We will see later that
the high-diffusivity shell which is part of our diffusive-light core-shell cloaks
is not a proper diffusive medium in some of our experimental realizations,
which leads to discrepancies between the experiment and numerical results
obtained from the diffusion equation. Still, such a shell can lead to almost
perfect cloaking of diffuse light.

To be able to tackle also such mixtures of diffusive and ballistic light
transport, I will now introduce Monte-Carlo-based raytracing of individual
photons as the second numerical method of our choice.

6.2 Monte-Carlo-based photon raytracing

In section 5.2, we learned that the scattering and absorption properties of
turbid media lead to the probability functions fθ , fϕ, and fz for the scattering
angles θ and ϕ and the traveled path length z. Using these functions, a
simple scheme can be devised to simulate the path a photon takes through a
turbid medium:

1. Choose a starting position Ñrp and direction Ñvp according to the light
source.3

2. Randomly choose a step length l satisfying the probability function fz.

3. Propagate the photon to Ñr ′p =
Ñrp + lÑvp.

4. Randomly choose scattering angles θ and ϕ that satisfy the probability
functions fθ and fϕ and update Ñvp accordingly.

5. Iterate steps 2–4 until the photon exits the medium, is absorbed or
exceeds a maximum propagation time. If the photon exits, record its
exit position and the overall path length it traveled. The image shown
on page 67 displays a few examples of such calculated photon paths.

3 Note that most available raytracers for photorealistic rendering start rays from the detector
(the camera) instead of from the light source. This greatly reduces the computation times
as no unnecessary light rays that start at the light source but never reach the detector are
traced. However, the statistical nature of diffusive light transport prohibits us from doing
the same in our Monte-Carlo simulations.
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Repeating this scheme for a huge number of photons will (ideally) reproduce
the mentioned probability functions for each possible photon path. The
distribution of exited photons will then be a solution of the radiative-transfer
equation (even though the equation itself is not known to the simulation
routine). Photon absorption as well as time-resolved information can easily
be accounted for via the total optical path length traveled by each photon. The
Monte-Carlo method for photon transport is a tool that is today commonly
used in biomedical optics [99].

6.2.1 Sampling of the probability functions

In general, random numbers that satisfy the desired probability functions
are not directly available. Instead, uniformly distributed random numbers
between 0 and 1 are mapped onto the desired distributions via inverse trans-
form sampling [100]. The essence of this method is that given a uniformly
distributed random variable u ∈ [0, 1] and an invertible cumulative distribu-
tion function (CDF) F, the variable x(u) = F−1(u) is distributed according
to F. The CDF is obtained from a probability function f via

F(x) =
x∫

0

f (x′)dx′ , (6.1)

and since f (x) is normalized to 1, F(x) assumes all values between 0 and 1.
As absorption is accounted for via the total path length traveled by a

detected photon, the photon step length is based on the scattering coefficient
alone:

fl(l) = µs exp (−µsl) → Fl(l) =
l∫

0

fl(l′)dl′ = 1− exp (−µsl) . (6.2)

Introducing the uniformly distributed random number u, this is easily
inverted according to the scheme above to

l(u) = F−1
l (u) = − ln (1− u)

µs
= − ln (1− u)ls , (6.3)

which is the recipe to calculate a random step length l from a uniform
random number u.
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For a photon step that covers the interface between two diffusive media
with the same refractive index but different scattering coefficients µs,1 and
µs,2, the CDF from above is modified to

Fl(l) = 1− exp (−µs,1l1 − µs,2l2) , (6.4)

with the partial step lengths l1 and l2 in the two media. In an implementation,
a total step size l is usually computed according to Equation 6.3 before
knowing that an interface will be passed after l1 < l. In this case, the
remaining step size l̃2 = l − l1 has to be rescaled according to the second
medium’s scattering properties such that the CDF is still fulfilled:

l2 = l̃2
µs,2

µs,1
. (6.5)

In the same fashion as above, the rule to calculate the scattering angle ϕ is
obtained:

ϕ(u) = 2πu . (6.6)

Obviously, u has to be a different random number than before.
However, the CDF for the scattering angle θ is likely to be more compli-

cated:

Fθ(θ(u)) = 2π

θ(u)∫
0

p(θ′) sin θ′ dθ′ , (6.7)

and can only be inverted when a simplified analytical model for the scattering
phase function p(θ) is used. This is fulfilled for the Henyey-Greenstein phase
function [101], which is not only invertible but also depends only on the
asymmetry factor g and thus fits well to our previous description of turbid
media. The Henyey-Greenstein scattering phase function is defined as

p(θ) =
1

4π

1− g2

(1 + g2 − 2g cos θ)3/2
. (6.8)

It was devised in 1941 to describe scattering of light in interstellar dust
clouds and approximates the shape of an actual phase function, yielding full
isotropy for g = 0 and forward scattering for g > 0. Example plots of the
Henyey-Greenstein phase function are given in Figure 6.1. Calculating and
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Figure 6.1: Polar plots of the Henyey-Greenstein scattering phase function for
three different values of the asymmetry factor g: (a) g = 0, (b) g = 0.25, (c)
g = 0.5.

inverting the CDF of the formula above, the sampling rule for the cosine of
the scattering angle is then obtained as

(cos θ)(u) =


1

2g

(
1 + g2 −

(
1− g2

1− g + 2gu

)2)
if g 6= 0

1− 2u if g = 0 .

(6.9)

(For choosing new propagation directions, only the cosine of θ is needed in
any way.)

6.2.2 Implementation of a photon raytracer

With the three sampling rules l(u), (cos θ)(u), and ϕ(u), a photon raytracer
for radiative transport can be implemented. Although some implementa-
tions are freely available [102–104], their intended scope and thus also their
features vary a lot. Most of them are intended for biomedical applications,
making them not easy to adapt to the scenario of diffusive-light cloaking.

Frederik Mayer, who contributed to this project within the scope of his
Master’s thesis, and I therefore implemented a photon raytracer (called Fast
Raytracer fOr Diffusive Optics or frodo) tailored to our needs.4 I will briefly
list its most important features here.

Since every photon inside a turbid medium is completely independent
and because the mathematical operations involved in the tracing process are
4 We also used a programm called mmc (Mesh-based Monte Carlo) by Q. Fang [103], which

proved to be too unflexible for our specific needs. I will refrain from showing results
obtained with mmc in this thesis.
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6 .2 monte-carlo-based photon raytracing

rather simple, Monte-Carlo raytracing is ideally suited for massive paral-
lelization using graphics processors. We hence implemented frodo using
C++ and Nvidia CUDA in such a way that each photon is traced in a single,
independent graphics processor thread. Depending on the available hard-
ware, this enables simultaneous tracing of up to a few thousand photons
(compared to 4–16 parallel tracing threads on a current consumer CPU).

We implemented a simple library of constructive solid geometry [105] prim-
itives (cuboid, sphere, cylinder, and prism) that can be combined using
Boolean operations. Geometries such as the core-shell cloak used in this
work are simple to implement with these tools.

Turbid media are specified in frodo via their absorption coefficient µa,
scattering coefficient µs, asymmetry factor g, and refractive index n. Refrac-
tive index mismatches between two adjacent media or to the surrounding are
taken into account via the Fresnel coefficients for unpolarized light. Besides
turbid media, completely opaque media with a certain reflectance R (and
corresponding absorbance 1 − R) can be defined. Reflection off of such
media can be set to be specular or Lambertian, or an arbitrary mixture of the
two.

An arbitrary number of point, plane or disc sources can be defined with
directional, isotropic, or Lambertian emission patterns. To reduce the amount
of data to be saved, planar detectors can be defined that already sort in-
coming photons into spatial and temporal bins. Thus, the result data that
is eventually saved is one image per detector per time bin, reducing the
amount of necessary post-processing a lot. The weight of detected photons
is scaled according to the Lambert-Beer law using the path lengths traveled
in each medium and the corresponding absorption coefficients.

All simulation parameters are controlled via a simple plain-text configura-
tion file, making it easy to call frodo from other software, for example from
Matlab in combination with an optimization algorithm. As the runtime
of a simulation depends heavily on the scattering parameters as well as on
the size and complexity of the geometry, giving performance indicators here
is not meaningful. I will instead include the computation time whenever
results obtained with frodo are shown in the following chapters.
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Chapter 7

Realization and

Characterization of

Diffusive Media

Ingredients and examples of PDMS-based (left) and water-based (right) diffusive media

So far, diffusive media have been the rather abstract concept of scattering particles
suspended in a dielectric background medium. In this chapter, I will describe how
we realized the different diffusive media used in this work and present methods to
characterize them in terms of their scattering coefficient, asymmetry factor, and
absorption coefficient.
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7.1 Realization of diffusive media

Realizing diffusive media is as simple as homogeneously mixing scattering
particles into a non-absorbing background medium. In principle, this back-
ground can be gaseous, liquid, or solid (consider clouds, milk, and bone as
examples). In this work, we created both liquid and solid diffusive media
which I shall describe here shortly. More details on each specific medium
will be given later whenever its application is described.

Liquid background media have the big advantage of being very flexible
regarding the concentration of scattering particles. A higher concentration
can easily be achieved by adding particles, a lower concentration by diluting
the medium. We used de-ionized water as the background medium for our
early experiments where such flexibility was crucial, with the scatterers rang-
ing from fat droplets in milk to silica (SiO2) or titania (TiO2) nanoparticles.
The greatest disadvantage of a liquid background medium is the potential
sedimentation of suspended particles, which might lead to a change in the
diffusivity over time. Futhermore, liquid media are obviously less pleasant
to handle and might pose a danger to other lab equipment. One also needs
a container that holds the liquid, which might result in less-well-defined
boundary conditions of the diffusive medium.

Solid background media come with the obvious advantage of inherent
long-term stability and very easy handling. Furthermore, it is straightfor-
ward to have different solid diffusive media next to each other, while they
would immediately intermix if they were liquid-based. We used the trans-
parent silicone polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) for all solid diffusive media.
Solid PDMS1 is obtained by mixing a high-viscosity base with a low-viscosity
curing agent (in a volume ratio of 10:1), followed by a polymerization over
about 24 hours, which can be sped up by a higher ambient temperature.
Depending on the type of scattering particles, the viscosity of the constituents
of PDMS makes homogeneous mixing of the particles therein difficult. We
obtained the best results by stirring the low-viscosity curing agent mixed
with the particles for a time of at least 12 hours before mixing it with the
high-viscosity base. With this procedure, we couldn’t find indications of
particle agglomerations.

1 We used the Sylgard® 184 elastomer kit supplied by Dow Corning, USA.
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HeNe

A

P

diffusive medium

Figure 7.1: Setup for measuring
the power that is ballistically
transmitted through a diffusive
medium. An aperture (A) in
front of the photodiode detector (P)
aligned with the beam axis of the
laser illumination selects only pho-
tons that passed the medium with-
out significantly changing their di-
rection and thus without any scat-
tering.

Scattering particles should be low-absorbing dielectric particles with a
refractive index that is significantly different from that of the background
medium. Furthermore, they should mix well with the backround medium
and be chemically stable over a long time.

Over the course of this project, titanium dioxide (TiO2) nanoparticles2

proved to be suited best for the controlled realization of diffusive media. TiO2

is widely used as a white pigment due to its high refractive index of more
than 2.5 throughout the visible [106]. The TiO2 particles we used furthermore
had a thin coating of Al(OH)3 and SiO2 to increase their dispersibility.

Other choices that have eventually been neglected in favor of the TiO2

nanoparticles were

• fat droplets in milk (which have a rather high absorption and are not
long-term stable),

• silica (SiO2) microparticles (which were also rather absorptive),

• polystyrene and melamine-resin microparticles (which are expensive
and have a rather low refractive-index contrast with water or PDMS),

• and TiO2 particles in white wall paint (which tended to sediment in
water and were not well defined due to unknown additives in the
paint).
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7 realization and characterization of diffusive media

7.2 Static characterization

We have seen in section 5.1 that the ballistic portion (the part that is neither
scattered nor absorbed) of a light beam with initial power P0 traveling
through a turbid medium decays with the distance z via the Lambert-Beer
law (see Equation 5.8). Thus, by measuring the ballistic transmission Tball =
P(L)/P0 of light through a diffusive medium of thickness L, we can directly
obtain the extinction coefficient µex:

µex = − ln (P(L)/P0)

L
. (7.1)

Usually, the scattering coefficient is much bigger than the absorption coef-
ficient, which is why for low absorption, the relation above directly yields
µs ≈ µex, from which also the scattering mean free path can be calculated
(ls = 1/µs).

Figure 7.1 shows a scheme of the experimental setup to measure the power
ballistically transmitted through a diffusive medium. A collimated laser
beam is shone onto the sample. Behind the sample, a small aperture aligned
with the laser beam axis selects a small fraction of the solid angle and thus
transmits only light that has not significantly scattered on its way through
the sample.

Figure 7.2 shows the measured ballistic transmission through PDMS sam-
ples with varying amounts of TiO2 nanoparticles. As the ballistic transmis-
sion gets very small for thick samples that are well in the diffusive limit,
the test samples used were thinner (L = 1 cm) than the cloaks we later
built (L = 3 cm).3 P0 was measured not for air but for an undoped PDMS
sample to correctly account for reflection losses at the medium boundaries.
The transmitted power is given on a logarithmic scale and nicely confirms
the proportionality of scattering coefficient and scatterer concentration (see
Equation 5.1). With this proportionality experimentally confirmed, one can
already roughly estimate the diffusivity from a medium’s scattering coeffi-
cient. (The refractive index n is usually known up front for the background
medium and can be assumed not to change significantly with the addition

2 R700 and R706 particles provided from DuPont, USA
3 For water-based media, the same principle applies. We thus used a cuvette with a

thickness of only a few mm to obtain appreciable ballistic transmission for the relevant
concentrations of scattering particles.
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Figure 7.2: (a) Photograph of a few PDMS-based test samples with different
concentrations C of TiO2 nanoparticles. (b) Measured ballistic transmission
versus the scattering particle concentration (circles). The exponential fit (solid
line) yields the scattering coefficient µs = 3.37 ml/(mg mm)× C.
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Figure 7.3: Measured
diffusive transmission
through a homogeneously
illuminated water-paint
slab with thickness
L = 60 mm (divided into
the red, green, and blue
color channel). According
to Equation 5.54, the
diffusive transmission
decreases with an increas-
ing amount of scattering
particles.

of scattering particles.) However, for a full characterization, the asymmetry
factor g and also the absorption coefficient µa are still needed.

One approach to statically determine diffusivity D and absorption coef-
ficient µa is to homogeneously illuminate samples with different scatterer
concentrations, measure the portion Tdiff of the light that is transmitted
diffusively (in the diffusive limit, the ballistic portion of the transmitted light
is negligibly small in any way), and then fit Equation 5.54 to the data with D
and µa as fit parameters. Figure 7.3 shows results of such a measurement for
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a water-paint mixture contained in a Plexiglas tank with an inner thickness of
L = 60 mm, illuminated with white light emitted from a computer monitor.
The water-paint mixture was continuously stirred to avoid sedimentation
and ensure good mixing whenever the paint concentration was changed.
The results are given separately for the three color channels of the camera we
used for the measurement. Obviously, either the absorption or the scattering
coefficient (or both) is wavelength-dependent, resulting in a reddish color
tint.4 The process of fitting Equation 5.54 to the data proved to be unrealiable,
however. First, the photon-loss velocity K has to be known for the fit (other-
wise, there are just too many free parameters), which was not the case for
water-based media where the Plexiglas tank windows prevented a reliable
calculation of K. Second, even the results for only two free parameters were
not unique with respect to slight variations of both of them at the same time.

In summary, static measurements provide easy experimental access to the
scattering coefficient of a diffusive medium, but are not sufficient for a full
characterization of the medium’s optical properties.

7.3 Dynamic characterization

The main problem in the determination of a medium’s diffusivity with static
measurements is that in the results, the effects of diffusivity and absorp-
tion cannot be distinguished easily from another: the effective absorption
coefficient is µeff = 1/

√
(Dτ), meaning that when the diffusivity decreases,

less light is transmitted diffusively but also more light is absorbed due to a
longer average time the photons spend inside the medium.

With dynamic, time-resolved measurements, however, distinguishing be-
tween diffusion and absorption becomes easy. Consider a diffusive medium
that is illuminated at t = 0 by a point-like source with a light pulse that is very
short compared to the medium’s diffusive time constant τdiff = L2/(6D).5

Then, all light detected at a point in time t > 0 anywhere in the medium

4 For the case of DuPont R700 TiO2 particles in PDMS, more properties of the particles
were known and we could identify a wavelength-dependent scattering cross section via
Mie theory. (See section 8.4 for details.)

5 In 3D, the diffusive time constant τdiff is obtained by calculating the mean distance rm
a photon has traveled from the origin at time t via the Green’s function np(

Ñr, t) for an
inifinitely extended absorption-free medium (Equation 5.36): rm =

∫ ∞
0 r2np(

Ñr, t)dV =

6Dt. Setting rm = L yields τdiff = L2/(6D) [77, 107].
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to TCSPC unit

Figure 7.4: Setup for temporally and spatially resolved measurement of diffu-
sive light transmission. The sample (for illustration here an empty tank for
water-based media) is illuminated by a focused laser beam. The transmitted
light is collected with a multimode fiber and fed into a time-correlated single-
photon counting (TCSPC) unit. The detection fiber position can be scanned
horizontally to obtain spatial resolution.

or at its boundaries has travelled exactly the same distance and thus experi-
enced exactly the same absorption. In other words, for a given point in time,
absorption does not influence the distribution of photons (the “shape” of the
photon density), but only their amount.

Looking at the formula for the photon density inside an infinitely extended
slab of thickness L again (Equation 5.43),

np(
Ñr, t) =

1
(4πDt)3/2

exp
(
− ρ2

4Dt
− t

τ

)
×

m=∞

∑
m=−∞

exp
(
− (z− z+m)2

4Dt

)
− exp

(
− (z− z−m)2

4Dt

)
,

it becomes clear that at either side of the slab (z = 0 or z = L, with ρ being the
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lateral distance from the z-axis), the photon density is a Gaussian distribution
with a squared width σ2 that is linearly increasing in time without being
influenced by absorption [108]:

σ2 = 2Dt . (7.2)

Thus, by temporally and spatially measuring the light transmitted through
a slab illuminated with a short and focused light pulse and plotting σ2/2
versus t, one immediately gets the diffusivity D from the slope of the plot.6

Figure 7.4 shows the setup we used for such temporally and spatially
resolved measurements. We illuminated the sample with laser pulses of
50–500 ps duration with a repetition rate of 10 MHz and a wavelength of
about 640 nm. The laser7 was coupled to an optical fiber and then focused
onto the sample center behind the far end of the fiber to obtain a small
illumination spot. The diffusively transmitted light was then collected with
a multimode fiber8 directly behind the sample and fed to a single-photon
counting module9 which was connected to a time-correlated single-photon
counting unit.10 For single-photon counting, only a maximum of 5 % of the
incident photon rate should reach the detector for reliable time resolution.
For larger detected photon count rates, the result is biased towards early
times because of a too small probability for the detection of late photons
[109]. Thus, the generally low light transmission through diffusive media
posed no problem for dynamic characterization.

The detection fiber was scanned horizontally via a motorized linear stage
to obtain spatial resolution. As the result is rotationally invariant with respect
to the laser beam axis (assuming that edge effects due to the finite-sized
samples are negligible), spatial resolution along one axis sufficed for a full
characterization.

The results of a corresponding measurement for a water-paint mixture
inside a Plexiglas tank is shown in Figure 7.5. Panel (a) shows the spatially
resolved photon counts for three selected time bins, from each of which the
squared Gaussian width σ2 can be extracted. In panel (b), σ2/2 is plotted

6 In the attempt to realize Anderson localization of visible light in three dimensions,
deviations from this linear behavior can be used as an indicator for light confinement.
[96]

7 LDH-D-C-640 from PicoQuant, Germany
8 Core diameter 200 nm, NA = 0.12
9 SPCM-AQR-14 from PerkinElmer, USA

10 PicoHarp 300 from PicoQuant, Germany
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Figure 7.5: (a) Spatially resolved light intensity transmitted through a water-
paint mixture with a thickness of L = 60 mm and a paint concentration of
0.35 % for 64 ps long time bins at t = 2 ns (green dots), t = 5 ns (red dots), and
t = 12 ns (purple dots) after a short laser pulse hits the medium. (b) Squared
spatial width σ2/2 extracted from the curves as shown in (a) versus time. The
slope of the linear fit is the medium diffusivity of D = 5.27× 108 cm2/s

versus the time t, which confirms the expected linear relation between σ2

and t and directly yields the diffusivity of the medium. The asymmetry
factor g can then be calculated from the diffusivity D, the refractive index n,
and the scattering coefficient µs (determined via static ballistic transmission
measurements, see above).

Determining absorption Absorption is the last missing piece in the
puzzle of full characterization of diffusive media. But problems can also
occur in the determination of the diffusivity (with the method described
above) when the diffusive time constant becomes comparable to the length
of the instrument response function of the measurement setup (as it was
the case for our PDMS-based samples). Then, the temporal measurement
result is a convolution of the temporal response of the setup and the actual
sample’s response that we are interested in. In this case, the assumption that
all light detected at a certain time t has traveled the same distance and thus
experienced the same absorption is not valid anymore.

Both these hurdles can be taken with the same temporally and spatially
resolved measurement as described before, but with a slightly more complex
analysis of the measured data. For known photon-loss velocity K and
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Figure 7.6: (a) Measured temporally and spatially resolved photon count rate
transmitted through a PDMS-based diffusive sample with dimensions 15×
8 × 3 cm3 and a TiO2 nanoparticle concentration of 0.39 mg/ml, displayed
on a false-color scale. The bin width is 64 ps. (b) Deconvoluted data using
Equation 5.49 as the fitting model. The deconvolution yields a diffusivity of
D = 11.9× 108 cm2/s and a photon lifetime of τ = 10.5 ns.

medium dimensions, the diffusivity D and the photon lifetime τ are the only
free parameters in the equations describing the time-dependent transmission
through a diffusive slab or cuboid (equations 5.43 and 5.49 together with
equation 5.51). By fitting these equations to the measurement results, we
thus can access diffusivity and absorption at the same time.

To obtain the pure temporal response of the diffusive medium, we further
need to deconvolute the raw data we measure. To do this, we unfortunately
cannot simply take the fourier transform of the measurement and the in-
strument response, divide the two and fourier-transform back, as such an
inverse filtering gives bad results once noise is present [109, 110]. Therefore,
we start with a guess for the parameters D and τ in the numerical model and
convolve this model with the instrument response function (that is, with the
measurement result obtained without any sample). We can then use an opti-
mization algorithm that minimizes the error between the measured data and
the numerical model, using D and τ as optimization parameters. Figure 7.6
illustrates this deconvolution process for the example of a homogeneous
PDMS-based diffusive sample.

The deconvolution method described above can only work if two require-
ments are met: First, the medium investigated has to be well in the diffusive
regime, as otherwise using solutions of the diffusion equation for the data
analysis makes no sense. (This is also true when determining a medium’s dif-
fusivity via the time-dependent width of the transmitted Gaussian intensity
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pattern described at the beginning of this section.) Second, the photon-loss
velocity K has to be known to reduce the number of free parameters in
the numerical model. This condition effectively excludes all water-based
media from full characterization, as any container wall (in our case about
5 mm thick Plexiglas) prevents a straightforward calculation of K. For solid
samples such as the ones based on PDMS, however, the methods described
in this chapter provide a complete toolset for the characterization of diffusive
media.

As we will see in the next two chapters, the knowledge gained from the
full characterization of diffusive media is crucial for understanding some
of the intricacies of diffusive-light cloaking. The four quantities that can be
determined (absorption coefficient µa, scattering coefficient µs, asymmetry
factor g, and refractive index n) are also the only parameters needed as input
for Monte-Carlo simulations according to section 6.2.
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Chapter 8

Static Diffusive-Light

Cloaking

Concept of core-shell cloaking illustrated by photon-flux lines and resulting transmission images

With all necessary theoretical and experimental tools concerning light diffusion
ready, I will now show how the concept of neutral inclusions can be used to build
macroscopic and broadband static core-shell cloaks for diffuse light. I will present
experimental and numerical results for liquid-based as well as solid-based cloaks
under several illumination conditions and extend the concept of core-shell cloaking
to multi-shell designs for optimized cloaking under inhomogeneous illumination.
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8 static diffusive-light cloaking

8.1 The concept of core-shell cloaking

Since the light-diffusion equation is mathematically very similar—and in the
static limit even identical—to the heat-conduction equation introduced in
chapter 3, we could in principle simply adapt the design of the thermal cloak
to create an invisibility cloak for static light diffusion. (We will see in chapter 9

why things are not so easy for dynamic diffusive-light cloaking.) We would
end up with a multilayer structure consisting of shells with alternatingly
high and low diffusivity—and would most probably fail in the attempt to
realize it experimentally. As outlined in section 5.5, very thin media with
very high diffusivities (as needed in such a multilayered design) don’t fulfill
the requirements for diffusive light transport. In practice, such layers would
contain so few scatterers that most light could pass them without being
scattered at all. One could force every layer to be in the diffusive regime by
increasing the scatterer concentration everywhere while leaving the contrasts
between the rings untouched. Then, however, the resulting structure would
have an overall effective diffusivity so low that hardly any light would be
transmitted, rendering the cloak effectively lightproof.

Fortunately, a different approach fitting much better to the constraints of
light diffusion has been devised already 50 years before the first publications
on transformation optics: In 1956, E. H. Kerner published two papers on the
elastic and electric properties of composite media [31, 32] and introduced
the notion of neutral inclusions, which are composite regions with properties
that make them appear exactly as their homogeneous surrounding medium.

The idea behind such neutral inclusions is very simple and—translated to
the nomenclature of light diffusion—goes like this: Consider a cylindrical (or
spherical) region with radius R1 and a diffusivity D1 that is lower than the
diffusivity D0 of the homogeneous surrounding medium. When illuminated
homogeneously from one side, this low-diffusivity inclusion will disturb
the photon flux in the surrounding. As illustrated in Figure 8.1 (a), the
flux streamlines in this arrangement will be bent away from the inclusion.
This disturbance results in a lower photon density or, in other words, a
diffusive shadow, behind the inclusion, illustrated by a lower density of
streamlines in Figure 8.1 (a). Similarly, an inclusion with radius R2 > R1 and
a diffusivity D2 that is higher than that of the surrounding will result in flux
lines bent towards the inclusion (Figure 8.1 (b)) as well as in a brighter region
(with a higher photon density) behind. One can now intuitively assume
that the disturbance of the photon flux might vanish for the combination
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8 .1 the concept of core-shell cloaking

of both inclusions, if only the right set of radii R1 and R2 and diffusivities
D0, D1, and D2 is found. As it turns out, this assumption is correct (see the
straight streamlines in Figure 8.1 (c)) and even leads to an analytical formula
connecting radii and diffusivities that is also known as the Hashin-Shtrikman
formula [33, 39]. Its derivation is not very instructive for the understanding
of core-shell cloaking and shall be omitted here. (A concise derivation can
be found in chapter 7 of Ref. 39.) Under the prerequisite of a constant
gradient of the photon density (

Ñ∇np = const.), which translates directly to a
homogeneous illumination, one finds

R2

R1
=

√
(D2 + D0)(D2 − D1)

(D2 − D0)(D2 + D1)
(8.1)

for cylindrical symmetry, and

R2

R1
= 3

√
(2D2 + D0)(D2 − D1)

(D2 − D0)(2D2 + D1)
(8.2)

for spherical symmetry. In the following, I will usually call the inner, low-
diffusivity part of such an inclusion core, and the outer, high-diffusivity part
shell.

The neutral inclusion described by equation 8.1 or 8.2 is not a cloak
yet. It is an invisible object, but once we try to hide something inside the
core, the photon flux will again be disturbed by whatever we try to hide
and the invisibility will collapse. As we already learned in chapter 3 on
thermodynamic cloaking, a good isolation of the cloaked region is crucial.
Here, we can achieve this by setting the diffusivity D1 of the core to exactly
zero. As can be seen in Figure 8.1 (d), the streamlines of the photon flux are
then completely “pushed out” of the core,1 which is compensated for by the
high-diffusivity shell around it. A medium with D = 0 is a perfect diffuse
reflector, meaning that not a single photon can enter it. We can thus realize
the same behavior with a hollow instead of a solid core, carving out a region
(shown in white in Figure 8.1 (d)) where arbitrary objects can be hidden. For

1 An analog to a medium with D = 0 is a type-1 superconductor with µ = 0 that entirely
expulses the magnetic field from itself when below the critical temperature. This expulsion
was also used for static magnetic cloaking [27, 28].
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Figure 8.1: Illustration of core-shell cloaking inside a homogeneous background
medium with diffusivity D0 that is homogeneously illuminated from the left.
(a) An inclusion with radius R1 and diffusivity D1 < D0 disturbs the light flow
and leads to convex streamlines (black arrows) bent away from the inclusion.
(b) An inclusion with radius R2 and diffusivity D2 > D0 has the opposite effect
and leads to streamlines bent towards the inclusion. (c) Combining (a) and
(b) with the right diffusivities leads to a neutral core-shell inclusion that does
not disturb the overall light flux anymore and thus becomes invisible. (d) For
D1 = 0, the core expulses all light and thus can be made hollow. Together
with the high-diffusivity shell, it forms a core-shell cloak inside which arbitrary
objects can be hidden, while the light flow remains as if there was only the
homogeneous surrounding. All streamlines were calculated using COMSOL
Multiphysics with the boundaries far away to mimick an infinite diffusive
medium.

D1 = 0, equations 8.1 and 8.2 simplify to

R2

R1
=

√
D2 + D0

D2 − D0
⇔ D2

D0
=

R2
2 + R2

1
R2

2 − R2
1

(8.3)
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for cylindrical symmetry and

R2

R1
= 3

√
D2 + D0/2

D2 − D0
⇔ D2

D0
=

R3
2 + R3

1/2
R3

2 − R3
1

(8.4)

for spherical symmetry, respectively. Once the radii R1 and R2 are chosen
and the diffusivity D0 of the background medium is known, the shell’s
diffusivity D2 is automatically determined.

So how is this concept of core-shell cloaking connected with transformation
physics? For the design of the thermodynamic cloak for heat propagation in
section 3.2, we used a laminate structure with layers of alternatingly high and
low heat conductivity to realize an effectively anisotropic heat conductivity
that would guide heat around the cloak’s center. A core-shell cloak as
presented here can be seen as an extreme simplification of such a structure
down to only two layers: the zero-diffusivity core isolates the cloaked region
from any incident light, while the high-diffusivity shell guides light around
the core with an effectively higher speed than in the surrounding and thus
compensates for the detour the light has to take. In this sense, the core-shell
cloak is just another example of an anisotropic layered metamaterial structure
like the one used before, but simplified to the extreme.

The working principle of core-shell cloaking can be understood on yet
another level if one thinks of the diffusivity as a “conductivity for light”,
in analogy to the electric conductiviy σ. As the underlying equations are
identical, this notion is perfectly valid. In this picture, a bad conductor (the
core) and a good conductor (the shell) are connected in parallel to recreate
the overall conductivity of the surrounding.

8.2 A Multi-shell design for optimized cloaking un-
der inhomogeneous illumination

In the previous section, I explained how core-shell cloaks can be seen as a
brute simplification of multilayer structures based on transformation physics.
But as a core-shell cloak is so much simpler (conceptually and practically)
than multilayer laminates with alternatingly high and low diffusivities, one
might ask why anyone would ever want to use such structures for diffusive-
light cloaking. The simple answer is that while transformation-physics-based
structures work for any illumination condition by design, core-shell cloaks
require homogeneous illumination to work. For inhomogeneous illumination,
the cloaking performance will inevitably suffer.
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Figure 8.2: Sketch of the two-dimensional models implemented in COMSOL
Multiphysics for the numerical investigation of core-shell cloaking under in-
homogeneous illumination. The reference is a bare homogeneous rectangular
medium with a diffusivity D0. For the obstacle, a diffusely reflecting circle with
radius R1 (that is, the core with D1 = 0) is “cut out” of the background medium.
For the cloak, a circular shell with outer radius R2 is added. Parameters are
R1 = 0.8 cm, R2 = 1.5 R1, Lx = 30 R2, Lz = 2.5 R2, K = 3.63× 108 cm2/s, .

In the following, I will show with numerical studies how the error of
core-shell cloaks under inhomogeneous illumination can be quantified. I will
then demonstrate how by simply using two shells with different diffusivities
instead of just one, this error can greatly be reduced to an almost perfect
level.

8.2.1 Numerical model

All calculations were performed with COMSOL Multiphysics, solving the
light-diffusion equation for two-dimensional models in the x-z plane. The
restriction to two dimensions is identical to a three-dimensional geometry
that is infinitely extended and translationally invariant along the y direction
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Figure 8.3: Calculated transmittance through reference, cloak, and obstacle
modeled according to Figure 8.2 with homogeneous illumination. In the vicinity
of the obstacle, the transmittance drops by roughly 50 %. The cloak appears
exactly identical to the reference. Diffusivities are D0 = 11.9× 108 cm2/s and
D2 = 2.6 D0.

and drastically reduces the computation times. Figure 8.2 illustrates the
three models we implemented in COMSOL Multiphysics. The homogeneous
surrounding (the reference) is modeled as a rectangular domain with length
Lx, depth Lz, and diffusivity D0. The horizontal boundaries are open ac-
cording to the partial-current boundary condition explained in section 5.5,
with a photon-loss velocity of K = 3.63× 108 m2/s (corresponding to a re-
fractive index mismatch of ni/no = 1.4). The vertical boundaries are isolated,
translating to diffusive reflection there. In principle, one could also assume
a homogeneous background medium that is infinitely extended in both x
and z. However, as all diffusive media in our experiments were finite, we
chose a geometry here that is similar to the experimental conditions.2 The
obstacle is an identical rectangular domain with an isolating circle “cut out”.
The isolation results in perfect diffusive reflection and thus is identical to a
diffusivity of D1 = 0. Finally, a shell with diffusivity D2 is added around
the core in the cloak model. For all calculations presented in this section, an
incident light flux was defined at the geometry’s bottom boundary and the
transmitted flux was obtained at the top boundary.

8.2.2 Error definition and results for an unmodified cloak

Figure 8.3 shows the calculated transmittances for the reference, obstacle,
and cloak model under homogeneous illumination. As to be expected (also

2 As the multi-shell study was actually performed after most of the experiments, the param-
eters used here fit roughly to the latest PDMS-based cloaks presented in subsection 8.4.3.
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Figure 8.4: Calculated normalized transmittance curves as shown in Figure 8.3,
but for inhomogeneous illumination with a Gaussian intensity pattern (full
width at half-maximum of ws = 0.5 mm) centered at different positions xs.
In contrast to homogeneous illumination, this line-like illumination leads to
deviations from the reference also for the cloak structure. For large distances
of the source from the core or core-shell structure, the transmittances of both
obstacle and cloak approach that of the reference. The normalized standard
deviations ∆obs and ∆clk of obstacle and cloak, respectively, are given according
to Equation 8.5.

compare Figure 8.1), cloak and reference are impossible to distinguish, while
the zero-diffusivity core in the obstacle disturbs the light flow, resulting in a
dip in the transmitted intensity.

Things changed significantly when inhomogeneous illumination was in-
troduced. Figure 8.4 shows identical transmittance profiles3 as Figure 8.3,

3 In contrast to Figure 8.3, the curves in Figure 8.4 are normalized to the reference transmit-
tance. Since the illuminated area (a thin line) and the detection area (the whole domain
boundary) are different, absolute transmittance values for inhomogeneous illumination
don’t allow for an intuitive interpretation as for homogeneous illumination.
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but for a spatially Gaussian illumination pattern with a full width at half
maximum of ws = 0.5 mm (translated to three dimensions, this corresponds
to illumination with a thin line-like source). From panel (a) to panel (d),
the source position xs (that is, the median of the Gaussian) was varied
with respect to the center (x = 0) of the illuminated boundary. For source
positions close to this center, the cloak transmits light differently than the
reference, leading to a modified transmittance profile. For xs = 0, the cloak’s
transmittance is a bit flattened and thus lower than the reference curve. In
contrast, the cloak’s transmittance is even higher than that of the reference
when the source is placed just a bit off-center. For sources far away from the
core or core with shell, the transmittance profiles of both cloak and obstacle
converge to that of the reference. This is an expected and trivial outcome,
as any structure that disturbs the light flow has no effect if one just goes
sufficiently far away.

To quantify the error introduced by the obstacle or cloak, we have defined
the normalized standard deviation

∆ =

√
Σi(Ii − I0

i )
2√

Σi(I0
i )

2
, (8.5)

where Ii is the ith data point of the transmittance curve of interest and I0
i is

the corresponding reference value. The sum runs over all data points, but
could in principle also be truncated to the region where the transmittance is
significantly bigger than zero. For centered illumination (xs = 0), we found
a deviation ∆obs for the obstacle of more than 50 %, and about 10 % for the
cloak’s deviation ∆clk.

Since the light-diffusion equation (5.33) is linear, any arbitrary illumination
pattern can be synthesized by a superposition of point sources (or line sources
in a two-dimensional model). In the context of cloaking performance, each of
these point sources is connected to a different value of the deviation ∆. To be
able to give a single error value that represents not only one but all possible
illumination patterns at the same time, we averaged ∆ over all relevant source
positions, that is, over all source positions with a significantly non-zero value
of ∆. Figure 8.5 depicts ∆obs and ∆clk versus the source position interval of
[0, 6R2], discretized with a spacing of 0.1R2. Since the problem is symmetric,
only positive source positions were considered. Averaging over all points
led to ∆obs = 0.121 and ∆clk = 0.036.
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Figure 8.5: Normalized standard deviation ∆ according to Equation 8.5 versus
the source position xs for the obstacle and the unmodified cloak. (Each pair
of data points corresponds to one set of transmittance curves as shown in
Figure 8.4.) For an appropriate discretization and range of the source position,
the average errors ∆obs = 0.121 and ∆clk = 0.036 are obtained for obstacle and
cloak, respectively.

8.2.3 Optimized cloak with one and two shells

The average normalized standard deviation ∆ introduced above is a single
scalar that characterizes the cloaking performance of a structure for all
possible lighting conditions and can thus be used easily for optimization
procedures.

Minimizing the deviation for a single shell Utilizing remote con-
trol of COMSOL Multiphysics via the MATLAB LiveLinkTM, we minimized
the cloak’s average deviation ∆clk with a simple optimization algorithm4

and the shell diffusivity D2 as the free parameter. This optimization did not
yield a substantial improvement, reducing ∆clk from 0.036 to 0.034 only. The
corresponding diffusivity was D2,opt ≈ 33.4× 108 cm2/s = 1.08× D2. Thus,
a slightly higher shell diffusivity leads to improved cloaking performance
under inhomogeneous illumination. However, modifying D2 of course intro-
duces an error for homogeneous illumination (see Figure 8.7), making this
approach somewhat questionable.

4 Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm [111] with tolerances δD2 = 0.005D2,start and δ∆ = 0.001
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Figure 8.6: Normalized
standard deviation ∆
as in Figure 8.5, but
including results for an
optimized 2-shell cloak
with Ds,1 = 6.84× D0 and
Ds,2 = 0.458 × D0. For
this cloak, the average
deviation is significantly
reduced by about one
order of magnitude to
∆clk,2 = 0.00355.

Minimizing the deviation with two shells To increase the cloaking
performance under inhomogeneous illumination without compromises for
homogeneous illumination, we apparently needed more parameters to adjust.
We therefore divided the single cloaking shell into two equally thick shells
with independent diffusivities Ds,1 and Ds,2. We then performed the same
optimization routine as before, with both shell diffusivities as free parameters,
initialized both with the ideal single-shell diffusivity D2 = 2.6 D0 obtained
from Kerner’s formula (Equation 8.3).

With two shell diffusivities to tune, the results are much more convincing,
as shown in Figure 8.6. On average, the deviation ∆clk was reduced by
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Figure 8.7: Transmittance profiles for homogeneous illumination as in Figure 8.3,
but for an optimized version of the single-shell cloak and an optimized 2-
shell cloak. While optimization of the single-shell cloak for inhomogeneous
illumination introduces an error for inhomogeneous illumination, the optimized
2-shell cloak performs surprisingly well under both conditions and cannot be
distinguished from the reference.
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Figure 8.8: Dependence of
the average deviation ∆clk
under inhomogeneous illu-
mination on the shell thick-
ness of a single-shell cloak.
Parameters other than R1
and R2 are as described in
Figure 8.2. (a) For a fixed
core radius R1 = 0.267 Lz,
thin shells lead to better
cloaking performance due
to an overall smaller cloak.
(b) In contrast, cloaks with
thick shells perform better
when the overall cloak size
2R2 = 0.8 Lz is held con-
stant.
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slightly more than one order of magnitude, with an optimized average
deviation of ∆clk,2 = 0.00355 (compared to a non-optimized value of 0.036).
The resulting shell diffusivities are Ds,1 = 81.4× 108 cm2/s = 6.84× D0 for
the inner shell and Ds,2 = 5.45× 108 cm2/s = 0.458× D0 for the outer shell.

As illustrated in Figure 8.7, the optimized 2-shell cloak also performs well
under homogeneous illumination, where no deviation from the horizontal
straight reference line can be detected.

8.2.4 Influence of the shell thickness

It has been claimed in the literature on core-shell cloaks for static magnetic
fields [27] as well as for static heat conduction [68] that thin shells lead
to better cloaking performance under inhomogenous excitation than thick
shells. As the underlying differential equations for magnetostatics, static
heat conduction, and static light diffusion are mathematically identical, this
dependence on the shell thickness should be the same in light diffusion. We
therefore calculated the average standard deviation ∆clk as defined above for
a geometry as in Figure 8.2 and varied the shell thickness (and also the shell
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diffusivity such that it always satisfied Equation 8.3). Results are shown in
Figure 8.8.

Indeed, for a fixed core radius R1 ≈ 0.267 Lz, the deviation ∆clk is increas-
ing with increasing shell radius R2, as illustrated in Figure 8.8 (a). However,
increasing R2 means that also the overall size of the cloak is increased. Fig-
ure 8.8 (b) shows results for ∆clk where we fixed the shell radius R2 = 0.4 Lz
and instead varied the core radius R1. In this case, contradictory to the
statement made in Ref. 27, a thinner shell leads to a bigger value of ∆clk and
thus to a worse cloaking performance.

Obviously, care must be taken for statements about how the shell thickness
influences the cloaking performance under inhomogeneous illumination. For
a fixed core size, a thin shell indeed leads to better cloaking because the
overall size of the cloak is reduced. For a fixed overall cloak size, however,
cloaks with thick shells (and thus smaller cores) perform better.

8.2.5 Discussion

The numerical studies presented in this section show that simple core-shell
cloaks that work perfectly under homogeneous illumination can be revealed
by inhomogeneous illumination conditions. This is not surprising, since
homogeneous illumination is explicity required for the derivation of these
cloak designs. Much more surprising is that by simply dividing the cloaking
shell into two shells and adjusting their diffusivities individually, one obtains
a cloak that is only slightly more complex but performs amazingly well
under both homogeneous and inhomogeneous illumination. Compared to a
single-shell cloak, its cloaking performance improves by about one order of
magnitude.

Conceptually, adding a second shell is a step towards transformation
physics, where anisotropic material parameters are often realized by layered
materials with alternatingly low and high parameters. In our case, the inner
shell adjacent to the zero-diffusivity core has a high diffusivity Ds,1 > D0,
while the outer shell has a low diffusivity Ds,2 < D0. Adding yet more shells
would probably further increase the cloaking performance but seems a bit
superfluous considering how small the remaining deviation is already for
two shells.

When I introduced the concept of core-shell cloaking in section 8.2, I pre-
dicted that transformation-physics-based designs for diffusive-light cloaking
comprising many layers with high diffusivity contrasts would probably fall
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victim to the restrictions that the diffusion approximation imposes for the
combination of diffusivity and medium size. It remains to be seen whether
the simplest of such multilayer approaches—a two-shell design as presented
here—will in the end be realizable experimentally. See subsection 8.4.7 for a
further discussion of this aspect based on experimental results.

8.3 Liquid-based diffusive-light cloaks

We tried first attempts at diffusive-light cloaking for a water-based sur-
rounding. As outlined before, this provides great flexibility in the ratio of
diffusivities between shell and surrounding, which was crucial for those
early experiments. The main findings of this section have been published in
Ref. 112.

8.3.1 Sample fabrication and experimental setup

Figure 8.9 shows a photograph of the experimental setup. We used a custom-
made Plexiglas tank5 as a container for the water-based background medium.
Its inner dimensions were 35.5× 16× 6 cm3, resulting in a total volume of
about 3.4 l. All except the front and back walls were made from smooth black
Plexiglas to avoid any light entering or escaping through these walls. In order
to create a “free” diffusive medium, we also tested an entirely transparent
tank. However, the Plexiglas walls then acted as waveguides for the incident
light, creating a “bypass” around the diffusive medium inside. This bypass
disturbed measurements, especially for high scatterer concentrations and
thus a low diffusive transmission through the tank. The tank rested on two
motorized magnetic stirrers6 with one stir bar each lying on the tank floor. By
continuous stirring during the experiments, sedimentation of the scattering
particles was avoided and newly added particles were mixed quickly with
the contained solution.

We mixed de-ionized water with ordinary white wall paint7 to obtain
a diffusive medium. Compared to milk and silica particles, this water-
paint mixture showed the lowest color dependence in diffusive transmission
measurements identical to the one shown in Figure 7.3. See figures A.1, A.2,

5 supplied by GLASSCHMID®, Germany
6 MR Hei-Standard from Heidolph Instruments GmbH, Germany
7 Schöner Wohnen Polarweiss from J. D. Flügger, Germany
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Figure 8.9: Photograph of the experimental setup. A Plexiglas tank containing
the water-based surrounding (half-filled only for illustration) stands in front of
a computer monitor acting as a white-light source. Centered inside the tank
is the aluminum core coated with a 4 mm thick layer of microparticle-doped
PDMS. The red dashed line indicates the field of view of the camera used to
take photographs of the light emerging from the tank. Adapted from Ref. 112,
Fig. 1B.

and A.3 in Appendix A for corresponding characterization measurements.
Ballistic transmission measurements (see Figure A.4) through a 1 cm thick

glass cuvette filled with the water-paint mixture yielded a scattering mean
free path of

ls =
1 mm

11.33× C
(8.6)

with the paint volume concentration C given in %.
An ideal core has a diffusivity of exactly zero: it is a perfect diffusive

reflector, neither transmitting nor absorbing any incident light. In order to
come close to this ideal, we used a hollow aluminum cylinder and a hollow
stainless-steel sphere for the core in two and three dimensions, respectively.
To achieve a diffuse rather than a specular reflection, we furthermore coated
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Figure 8.10: Photographs
of fabricated core and
core-shell structures. (a)
Cores made of metal
coated with white paint.
(b) Identical structures
with an additional shell
of microparticle-doped
PDMS (doping concen-
tration: 1 mg/ml. Dimen-
sions are: 2R1 = 32.1 mm,
2R2 = 39.8 mm (cylin-
ders); and 2R1 = 33.2 mm
and 2R2 = 39.9 mm
(spheres).

D1 = 0 D2

R1 R1

R2

(a) (b)core core and shell

the core with a thin layer of a white acrylic spray paint.8 The white paint
layer also reduced absorption of light at the core surface, which otherwise
prevented successful cloaking altogether. Photographs of the two- and three-
dimensional cores are shown in Figure 8.10 (a).

For the shell, we coated identical painted metal structures with a 4 mm
thick layer of PDMS mixed with melamine-resin microparticles9 at a con-
centration of 1.0 mg/ml as scatterers.10 After mixing the particles with the
liquid PDMS constituents, the mixture was poured into demountable metal
molds (see Figure B.1) with the aluminum cylinder or steel sphere inside.
The mold walls were coated with a thin layer of polytetrafluoroethylene
(PTFE or Teflon®) to avoid adhesion of the PDMS to the molds and thus
aid removal of the samples after polymerization. Figure 8.10 (b) shows the
finished core-shell structures.

For the experiments, the core or core-shell structures were placed centered
into the tank containing the water-paint mixture (see Figure 8.9). The tank
was placed in front of a computer monitor used as a flexible and configurable
light source. For the spherical samples, the structures were suspended in the
tank with a thin wire fastened to the tank lid.

8 Dupli-Color Acryl Deco Matt weiß from Motip Dupli GmbH, Germany
9 MF-F-10.2 (monodisperse, 10 µm diameter), Charge: MF-F-1960-1 from microParticles

GmbH, Germany
10 At this point, the particle concentration was somewhat arbitrary. We chose this initial

concentration of 1.0 mg/ml based on how small test samples appeared to the eye.
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(a) (b)

5 cm

Figure 8.11: Photographs of the computer monitor surface used for illuminating
the samples (cropped to only the illumination area). (a) By default, the monitor
emits inhomogeneously. (b) The corrected intensity distribution is darker but
homogeneous up to a remaining variation of less than 5 %.

We took photographs of the light emerging the tank with an optical CCD
camera11 centered with respect to the tank surface. The red dashed line in
Figure 8.9 illustrates the field of view of the camera. To reduce noise, we
usually averaged over 20 consecutive exposure.

8.3.2 Experimental results

To guarantee that any features visible in the photographs are due to the
diffusive samples and not due to the setup, it was important to ensure
homogeneous illumination of the tank. Figure 8.11 (a) shows a photograph
of the bare computer monitor surface when a white rectangle the size of
the tank was displayed. Obviously, the monitor brightness was not homo-
geneous at all by default. On the contrary, intensity differences of up to
30 % were measured. To compensate for this intrinsic inhomogeneity, we
modified the picture displayed on the monitor by adding to it the inverse
of the (inhomogeneous) intensity distribution measured in Figure 8.11 (a),
followed by a re-scaling to the usual RGB color space. Figure 8.11 (b) shows
a photograph of the monitor surface after this brightness correction. The
result is a somewhat dimmer but homogeneous illumination area (with a
remaining variation of less than 5 %).

We furthermore set the camera white balance such that the bare illumi-
nation pattern (without any sample) was perceived as white. Any color
variation in the diffusively transmitted light was then due to the sample
itself.

11 XCR-5005 CR from Sony, Japan
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Figure 8.12: Example pho-
tograph of the homoge-
neously illuminated tank
with 0.175 % paint in the
water. To avoid edge ef-
fects from light absorption
at the tank boundaries, re-
sult images were cropped
to the size of the dashed
box.

5 cm

Sample nomenclature After homogenizing the illumination area, we
examined the light transmission through three different samples:

1. Reference: just the homogeneous surrounding with diffusivity D0, that
is, the tank filled only with the water-paint mixture,

2. Obstacle: the painted aluminum core (with D1 = 0) placed in the tank
containing the water-paint mixture, and

3. Cloak: the painted core coated with the high-diffusivity shell (D2)
placed in the tank.

These three types of samples appeared already in the numerical study on
inhomogeneous illumination (see Figure 8.2). They will be used repeatedly
in this work and will consistently be named reference, obstacle, and cloak
(together with a sample ID that appears again in Appendix C, where every
sample and its fabrication parameters are listed). While the obstacle sample
will lead to a disturbance of the light flux (it is “the object to hide”), the
cloak should ideally appear exactly like the homogeneous reference.

Finding the right paint concentration With the core and shell
radii R1 and R2 as given in the caption of Figure 8.10 (R2/R1 = 1.24), the
necessary diffusivity contrast between shell and surrounding is D2/D0 =
4.72 for the cylindrical samples according to the two-dimensional Hashin-
Shtrikman formula (Equation 8.1). But since the two diffusive media of
surrounding and shell were based on different material systems that could
not be characterized completely, the shell’s diffusivity was unknown and
we could not determine the necessary concentration of paint in the tank
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Figure 8.13: Photographs of the light transmitted through obstacle and cloak
for different paint concentrations in the surrounding (cropped to the dashed
rectangle shown in Figure 8.12). Without any paint (first row), obstacle and
cloak cast ballistic shadows. The silhouettes appear a bit blurred because the
camera was focused onto the tank’s exit window during the entire measurement.
With increasing paint concentration, this shadow becomes diffuse and vanishes
(except for small intensity variations) for the cloak at a concentration of 0.35 %.
Images within each row are shown on the same normalized intensity scale. The
resulting effective exposure times Texp are given for each row.
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up front. Thus, we chose an experimental optimization, starting with pure
water inside the tank, that is, with a paint concentration of C = 0 %. We
then successively increased the paint concentration until we found good
cloaking performance, taking photographs of reference, obstacle, and cloak
for each step. With this method, any effects of absorption are automatically
compensated for (with the disadvantage that one might thus not even notice
such effects). Figure 8.12 shows one of these photographs for the reference
sample. Obviously, significant edge effects are caused by light absorption
at the black tank walls. To avoid these edge effects in the evaluation of the
results, we cropped 25 % of the pictures from all four edges as indicated by
the dashed rectangle.

Figure 8.13 displays such photographs taken for different paint concentra-
tions C for the cylindrical obstacle and cloak samples. When there is no paint
at all in the water inside the tank, light propagation is purely ballistic. As
neither obstacle nor cloak are transparent, they will both block a significant
portion of the incident light, casting sharp shadows behind them (see first
row of Figure 8.13). Due to its larger overall dimensions, the cloak’s shadow
is even bigger than that of the obstacle. This nicely illustrates that any cloak
can only work in the surrounding it has been designed for.

The remaining rows in Figure 8.13 show the same tank surface photo-
graphs, but with different finite amounts of white paint mixed into the water.
Both photographs within each row are shown on the same scale, whereas
each row is normalized such that the full RGB intensity range is used (with
increasing paint concentration, less light is transmitted by the samples). The
corresponding effective exposure times are given for each row. While the
obstacle casts a pronounced (albeit now diffuse) shadow regardless of the
paint concentration, the shadow cast by the cloak becomes less and less
pronounced and finally vanishes for a paint concentration of C = 0.35 %
(last row of Figure 8.13). It is obvious though that the cloak is not entirely
perfect, as some remaining color and intensity variations are still visible for
this paint concentration. Changing the paint concentration further did not
reduce these variations.

With increasing paint concentration and thus increasing scattering coef-
ficient µs, the transmitted light also showed an increasingly pronounced
yellowish tint. I will investigate this tint quantitatively in subsection 8.4.4.

A more quantitative analysis of the cloaking performance can be performed
with the help of Figure 8.14, where we added plots of the intensity along a
horizontal cut through the result images. Panels (a)–(c) show results for only
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Figure 8.14: Photographs of light exiting the Plexiglas tank illuminated homo-
geneously with white light. In (a)–(c), the surrounding is the empty tank, while
in (d)–(f), the tank is filled with de-ionized water mixed with 0.35 % white
paint. The solid curves are horizontal intensity cuts along the gray dashed lines.
Images and cuts within each column are shown on the same normalized inten-
sity scale. Effective exposure times are 38 ms for (a)–(c) and 6140 ms for (d)–(f),
illustrating the decrease in transmittance for the diffusive case. The obstacle
casts a pronounced shadow in air (b) as well as in the diffusive surrounding
(e). In contrast, the cloak (f) appears like the homogeneous reference except
for small intensity variations of about ±10 %. Sample IDs are WR1, WO1, and
WC1 for reference, obstacle, and cloak, respectively. Reproduced from Ref. 112,
Fig. 2.

air inside the tank (a situation almost identical to the first row of Figure 8.13

with only water), while panels (d)–(f) show results for a water-paint mixture
with the optimal paint concentration of 0.35 %. All intensity cuts are given
by solid lines and are normalized to the reference for air or the water-paint
mixture, respectively. In panel (b), we again see the geometrical shadow
cast by the obstacle, which turns into a diffuse shadow in panel (e) with the
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Figure 8.15: Measured results as in Figure 8.14, but for spherical samples and
a paint concentration of 0.175 %. Effective exposure times are 38 ms for (a)–(c)
and 1610 ms for (d)–(f). All significant features are qualitatively similar to the
cylindrical case but less pronounced. Sample IDs are WR2, WO2, and WC2 for
reference, obstacle, and cloak, respectively. Reproduced from Ref. 112, Fig. 3.

water-paint mixture in the tank. Directly behind the obstacle, the intensity
drops by about 70 % with respect to the reference. The cloak in panel (f)
almost completely restores the homogeneous intensity distribution of the
reference, with remaining variations of about ±10 %. (Without absorption or
boundary effects, we would expect both reference and cloak to be perfectly
homogeneous, compare Figure 8.4.) Furthermore, the yellowish tint is a bit
less pronounced directly behind the cylindrical cloak. This difference is not
surprising as shell and surrounding are based on different material systems
which don’t necessarily possess the same color dependence in their optical
properties.

Figure 8.15 shows the same results as exhibited in Figure 8.14, but for
the spherical obstacle and cloak samples. In three dimensions, the neces-
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sary diffusivity contrast between cloaking shell and surrounding is lower
than for cylindrical symmetry. The three-dimensional Hashin-Shtrikman
formula (Equation 8.2) yields D2/D0 = 3.06 for R2/R1 = 1.20. Consequently,
we found the best cloaking performance at a lower paint concentration of
C = 0.175 %, resulting in a higher net transmission and a less pronounced
yellowish tint. Apart from that, the results are very similar. The bare samples
(without any water in the tank) cast geometric black shadows while with the
water-paint mixture present, the cloak almost perfectly restores the homo-
geneous intensity distribution of the reference. All significant features are
qualitatively similar to Figure 8.14 but less pronounced for the spherical sam-
ples. This fact combined with the higher fabricational complexity of spherical
samples made us choose cylindrical geometries in later experiments.

Sample brightness As already indicated by the effective exposure times
given in figures 8.14 and 8.15, the diffusive transmission of the water-based
samples was very small. Precisely (measured in the center of the surrounding
without obstacle or cloak), it was Tdiff = 2.3 % for a paint concentration of
C = 0.175 % and Tdiff = 0.5 % for C = 0.35 %. In the experiments, this
required a suppression of all possible stray light, which would otherwise
have appeared in the photographs taken. At this time, we did not know
exactly whether the low transmission was caused by absorption or merely a
low diffusivity (or both). However, as the diffusive transmission decreased
by a factor of almost 5 when the paint concentration was increased by a
factor of 2, we suspected that absorption did play an appreciable role (see
Equation 5.53).

In the context of PDMS-based diffusive-light cloaking, we managed to
increase the transmission by more than one order of magnitude, enabling us
to examine the samples even under daylight conditions (see section 8.4 for
details).
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Figure 8.16: Measurement results for cylindrical samples as in Figure 8.14, but
for an inhomogeneous, line-like illumination pattern visible in panel (a). The
cloak works fairly well also for this excitation, irregardless of the homogeneous
illumination formally required by core-shell theory. Reproduced from Ref. 112,
Fig. 2.

Inhomogeneous illumination In section 8.2, we saw how, conceptu-
ally, core-shell cloaks can be optimized for inhomogeneous illumination by
dividing the shell in two. However, also cloaks with a single shell perform
not too bad under inhomogeneous illumination. We tested this experi-
mentally already for the water-based samples using line-like and point-like
illumination patterns for cylindrical and spherical geometry, respectively.
Results are presented in figures 8.16 and 8.17 in the same way as before for
homogeneous illumination. In both cases, the obstacle blocks virtually all
light from the line-like or point-like source behind. In contrast, the cloak
reproduces the reference intensity profile quite well in both cases. It should
be noted that the intensity profiles of the cylindrical cloak and the reference
differ qualitatively from those obtained numerically in section 8.2 (see Fig-
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Figure 8.17: Measurement results for spherical samples as in Figure 8.15, but
for an inhomogeneous, point-like illumination pattern visible in panel (a).
Also here, the cloak reproduces the reference intensity profile rather well.
Reproduced from Ref. 112, Fig. 3.

ure 8.4 (a)). There, the cloak has a slightly lower, flattened transmittance
curve than the reference. In our experimental results (Figure 8.16 (d) and (f)),
however, the cloak’s overall transmittance is higher and a bit “sharper” than
that of the reference. Considering that the numerical study in section 8.2 was
based on an idealized, absorption-free model and used a much narrower il-
lumination linewidth, these slight differences are not too surprising. Besides,
we could reproduce the experimentals results numerically, as I will present
in the following.
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8.3.3 Numerical results

In Ref. 112, we also reproduced the experimental results of figures 8.14 to 8.17

numerically via COMSOL calculations solving the diffusion equation. At
this time, however, we had not yet characterized the surrounding diffusivity
by time-resolved transmission measurements as described in section 7.3.
Instead, we (crudely) assumed the scattering mean free path to be equal to
the transport mean free path, ignoring the effect of the asymmetry factor g.
This led to an assumed diffusivity that was lower than in reality. Furthermore,
the shell diffusivity was not known, and both the photon lifetime τ0 in the
surrounding and the photon-loss velocity K of the tank windows had been
determined by static diffusive transmission measurements, a method which
later proved not to be very robust (see section 7.2). Even though the numerical
results reported in Ref. 112 fit rather well to the experiments, I choose to
show new calculations here based on updated parameters we determined in
the course of dynamic diffusive-light cloaking.

Figure 8.18 illustrates the model with all parameters we implemented in
COMSOL Multiphysics. Besides the parameters already known from the
previous chapters (diffusivities D0, D1 = 0, and D2 of surrounding, core, and
shell, respectively; surrounding photon lifetime τ0; and photon-loss velocity
K), we introduced another photon lifetime τ12 accounting for absorption
at the interface between core and shell. The shell itself was assumed to
be absorption-free due to its low concentration of scatters compared to the
surrounding. The most notable simplification compared to the experiment
is the assumption of diffusively reflecting surfaces for the non-transparent
tank walls. Under homogeneous illumination and with core and shell far
away, this assumption translates to an infinitely extended medium normal
to these walls, whereas the black tank walls in the experiment absorbed a
significant portion of the incident light.

With the time-resolved characterization techniques described in the last
chapter, we found a diffusivity of D0 = 5.27× 108 cm2/s for a paint concen-
tration of 0.35 %. (This results in D0 = 10.54× 108 cm2/s for C = 0.175 %.)
The four remaining parameters D2, τ0, τ12, and K, however, were not directly
accessible via experimental characterization. Only by comparing both static
and time-resolved numerical results to corresponding experiments, we were
able to obtain trustworthy values for all of them (see chapter 9 for details).
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Figure 8.18: Two-dimensional sketch of the three-dimensional model for COM-
SOL Multiphysics corresponding to the water-based experiments. Geometric
parameters (shown in blue) are: Lx = 35.5 cm, Ly = 16 cm, Lz = 6 cm, R1 and
R2 as given in Figure 8.10. The dotted black lines indicate the transparent tank
walls where transmittive boundary conditions with the photon-loss velocity K
are set. All other outer boundaries are set to be perfectly reflecting.
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Figure 8.19: Calculated photon densities np(x, y, z = L) corresponding to the
experimental results shown in Figure 8.14. (a)–(c) are just schemes following
geometric optics. Parameters are L = 6 cm, 2R1 = 32.1 mm, 2R2 = 39.8 mm,
D0 = 5.27× 108 cm2/s, D2 = 72.1× 108 cm2/s, τ0 = 10 ns, τ12 = 0.245 µs, and
K = 0.1 c0.
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Figure 8.20: As Figure 8.19, but for spherical geometry. Parameters are
L = 6 cm, 2R1 = 33.2 mm, 2R2 = 39.9 mm, D0 = 10.54× 108 cm2/s, D2 =
72.1× 108 cm2/s, τ0 = 10 ns, τ12 = 0.245 µs, and K = 0.1 c0.

This situation improved a lot for the all-solid-state structures presented in
the next section.

Figures 8.19 and 8.20 exhibit the calculated photon densities corresponding
to the experiments shown in figures 8.14 and 8.15. (The images correspond-
ing to an empty tank are just schemes following geometric optics.) All
significant features of the experimental results are well reproduced by the
numerical model, with the exception of any tint or color variations (color
dependence is not accounted for by the diffusion equation).

It is important to note that the intensity “wiggles” we saw in the experi-
mental results for both cloak samples could only be reproduced numerically
by introducing significant absorption on the core’s surface (via the photon
lifetime τ12 = 0.245 µs), while at the same time increasing the ratio of shell
and surrounding diffusivity to a value of D2/D0 = 13.68 (6.84) for cylin-
drical (spherical) geometry. This ratio is 2.9 (2.2) times larger than the one
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Figure 8.21: Numerical results as in Figure 8.19, but for inhomogeneous, line-
like illumination. (a)–(c) are sketches following geometric optics. (d)–(f) nicely
reproduce the experimental results presented in Figure 8.16. Parameters are
L = 6 cm, 2R1 = 32.1 mm, 2R2 = 39.8 mm, D0 = 5.27× 108 cm2/s, D2 =
72.1× 108 cm2/s, τ0 = 10 ns, τ12 = 0.245 µs, and K = 0.1 c0.

the Hashin-Shtrikman formula returns for the idealized, absorption-free
case. In other words, the most significant absorption seems to happen at
the core surface, and has to be compensated for by increasing the shell’s
diffusivity. This conclusion is strengthened by the fact that with a polished
aluminum cylinder as the core, we could not achieve cloaking at all (up
to a surrounding paint concentration so high that the samples transmitted
virtually no light anymore).

Figures 8.21 and 8.22 show calculated photon densities for inhomogeneous
line-like or point-like illumination, corresponding to the experimental con-
ditions shown in figures 8.16 and 8.17, respectively. Also here, theory and
experiment agree very well in all significant features.
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Figure 8.22: Numerical results as in Figure 8.20, but for inhomogeneous, point-
like illumination. (a)–(c) are sketches following geometric optics. (d)–(f) nicely
reproduce the experimental results presented in Figure 8.17. Parameters are
L = 6 cm, 2R1 = 33.2 mm, 2R2 = 39.9 mm, D0 = 10.54× 108 cm2/s, D2 =
72.1× 108 cm2/s, τ0 = 10 ns, τ12 = 0.245 µs, and K = 0.1 c0.

8.3.4 Discussion

So far, I presented water-based core-shell cloaks (one cylindrical and one
spherical) that are about five orders of magnitude larger than the operation
wavelength (qualifying them as macroscopic) and work throughout the entire
visible spectrum (qualifying them as broadband). As explained in chapter 2,
this combination is impossible for “ordinary” optics described by Maxwell’s
equations for continua.

The results are not perfect, however, and mainly three aspects called for
improvement: First, the absolute overall transmittance of the samples was
very low (only about 0.5 % for the cylindrical geometry). Second, the water-
based surrounding was not easy to handle and not long-term stable. Both
these points make the cloaks not very convincing in the context of real-world
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applications outside a lab environment. Third, absorption at the core surface
seemed to compromise the cloaking performance by leading to well-visible
variations in the perceived brightness of the cloak surface.

All these aspects triggered us to devise solid instead of liquid structures
with higher transmittance and optimized cloaking performance, which I will
describe in the next section.

8.4 All-solid-state cloaks made of PDMS

As explained above, the shortcomings of the water-based cloaks for diffuse
light made us look for a different material system that would allow for
compact, all-solid-state samples with high transmission and low absorption.
From here on, we only considered cylindrical structures for easier fabrication
and a more pronounced obstacle shadow to be cloaked.

8.4.1 Cloak design and sample fabrication

We chose to reduce all sample dimensions compared to the rather large water-
based experiments, ending up with cuboids with dimensions Lx = 15 cm,
Ly = 8 cm, and Lz = 3 cm (compared to 35.5× 16× 6 cm3 before). This
reduction in size led to samples that were easier to handle, store, and
transport, as well as to a potentially higher diffusive transmittance according
to Equation 5.53. To further facilitate a higher overall transmission through
the samples, we decided to change the radii to R2/R1 = 1.5 (formerly 1.25),
which reduces the necessary contrast in diffusivities to D2/D0 = 2.6 for
cylindrical geometries (formerly 4.56).12

As PDMS doped with scattering particles proved to be a good solution
for the cloaking shell in the previous experiments, we decided to use this
material for both shell and surrounding of the all-solid-state cloaks. This
required a two-step molding process to first fabricate the shell around the
core and then incorporate both together in the homogeneous surrounding
(see Figure B.2 for photographs of the molds). This increased complexity
in fabrication was outweighed, however, by the big advantage that with
identical materials used for shell and surrounding, the contrast in their
scattering particle concentrations was known. Consequently, also the contrast
in their diffusivities was known (assuming being in the diffusive regime),

12 Besides that, initial tests with R2/R1 = 1.25 didn’t lead to successful cloaking.
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which removed one of the big unknowns of the water-based experiments.
Furthermore, reference samples made entirely of particle-doped PDMS

could be used to fully characterize the diffusivity D0, the absorption coeffi-
cient µa, and the photon-loss velocity K (see section 7.3 for details), leaving
the core surface photon lifetime τ12 as the only remaining unknown parame-
ter.

Core material and scattering particles For the core, we again
chose a hollow aluminum cylinder coated with a thin layer of white spray
paint, with a radius of R1 = 8 mm. The shell radius then was R2 = 1.2 cm,
leaving a gap of only 3 mm between shell and sample boundary.

We tested different scattering particles for doping of the PDMS, among
them polystyrene microparticles13 and the same white wall paint used before
for the surrounding. We ruled out the white paint for not knowing its
exact ingredients and a suspected high absorption. The polystyrene particles
showed a saturation of their scattering mean free path with increasing particle
concentration and were thus ruled out as well. We finally settled on titanium
dioxide nanoparticles in powder form14 with a mean diameter of 245 nm.
See figures A.5, A.6, and A.7 for ballistic transmission measurements on test
samples of these three types of scattering media.

8.4.2 Results for aluminum cores

As written above, the ratio R2/R1 = 1.5 leads to a required diffusivity
ratio of D2/D0 = 2.6. However, cloak samples with a shell that had 2.6
times fewer TiO2 particles than the surrounding did not show successful
cloaking. In contrast, they still showed a diffuse shadow similar to the one
we encountered for the water-based obstacle previously. Figure 8.23 shows
the result of such a cloak with particle concentrations in the surrounding
and the shell of C0 = 0.13 mg/ml and C2 = 0.05 mg/ml, translating into
scattering mean free paths of ls,0 = 2.28 mm and ls,2 = 5.94 mm, respectively.

We thus again optimized the needed ratio of particle concentrations experi-
mentally. We found the best cloaking performance for a surrounding particle

13 PS particles 1–20 µm from microparticles GmbH, Germany
14 R700 from DuPont, USA
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1 cm

Figure 8.23: Photograph of a homogeneously illuminated PDMS-based cloak
(cropped by 25 % from all sides) with particle concentrations in surrounding
and shell of C0 = 0.13 mg/ml and C1 = 0.05 mg/ml, respectively, correspond-
ing to the required diffusivity contrast of D2/D0 = 2.6 for absorption-free
media. The shell does not cloak the aluminum core successfully, as evident
from the pronounced shadow visible in the center. Sample ID: TC1.

concentration of 0.49 mg/ml (a scattering mean free path of 0.606 mm) and
a ratio of concentrations of C2/C0 = 6.5, that is, 2.5 times larger than the
theoretical value given by the Hashin-Shtrikman formula. Note that the sur-
rounding scattering mean free path was significantly smaller than in our ini-
tial attempt, while the scattering mean free path of the shell (ls,2 = 3.96 mm)
didn’t change too much. For yet smaller particle concentrations in the shell,
we observed the onset of pronounced ballistic transmission through the
cloak sample, which is why we had to adjust the surrounding concentration
instead, sacrificing overall transmittance. We then fabricated the reference
and the obstacle sample with the same surrounding particle concentration
C0.

Figure 8.24 shows photographs of these three samples when illuminated
homogeneously with white light. The superimposed intensity cuts are nor-
malized to the light transmitted by a transparent, undoped block of PDMS.
The samples show a maximum transmittance of about 5 %. Otherwise, the
results look very similar to those obtained for a water-paint-based surround-
ing (see Figure 8.14). In particular, the cloak still showed the same intensity
and color variations as before. This was discouraging as it meant that even
with a larger shell and thus with a relaxed required diffusivity contrast
between shell and surrounding, we did not obtain better cloaking than for
the water-based cloaks.

It has to be stressed though that the scattering mean free path ls,2 =
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Figure 8.24: Photographs of
PDMS samples as shown
in Figure 8.23, but for an
experimentally optimized
contrast in particle con-
centrations for the cloak
sample, leading to reason-
able cloaking performance.
The solid curves are hori-
zontal intensity cuts along
the gray dashed lines, nor-
malized to the transmit-
tance of an undoped PDMS
cuboid. Despite a larger
shell radius and thus a re-
laxed required diffusivity
contrast, there is no signif-
icant improvement of the
cloaking performance com-
pared to the water-paint-
based results presented
in Figure 8.14. Parti-
cle concentrations (scatter-
ing mean free paths) are
C0 = 0.49 mg/ml in the sur-
rounding (ls,0 = 0.606 mm)
and C2 = 0.075 mg/ml in
the shell (ls,2 = 3.96 mm).
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3.96 mm in the shell is almost identical to the shell thickness of 4 mm. This
equality is quite drastically violating the diffusion approximation outlined
in section 5.5. With this in mind, it is astounding that we observe successful
cloaking at all.

Numerical results In order to understand the origin of the remain-
ing imperfections better, we again tried to fit numerical calculations to
our experimental results. This time, however, we could reduce the num-
ber of unknown parameters in the numerical model to just one by first
characterizing the homogeneous reference sample with the time-resolved
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Figure 8.25: Two-dimensional sketch of the three-dimensional numerical model
for COMSOL Multiphysics, corresponding to the PDMS-based samples. Ge-
ometric parameters (shown in blue) are: Lx = 15 cm, Ly = 8 cm, Lz = 3 cm,
R1 = 0.8 cm, and R2 = 1.2 cm. All outer boundaries are defined as in Equa-
tion 5.37 with the photon-loss velocity K = 3.63× 109 cm/s calculated accord-
ing to Equation 5.39.

transmission measurement described in section 7.3. With a calculated photon-
loss velocity of K = 3.63× 107 m/s (obtained from Equation 5.39 with the
refractive index nPDMS = 1.4), the characterization yielded a diffusivity of
D0 = 9.0× 108 cm2/s and a photon lifetime of τ0 = 10.3 ns. Figure 8.25 illus-
trates the slightly modified numerical model used in COMSOL Multiphysics
(compare with Figure 8.18), where we accounted for the finiteness of the
sample in all dimensions and assumed the photon lifetime τ0 to be valid
for both shell and surrounding. The shell diffusivity D2 was obtained by
scaling the surrounding diffusivity D0 with the particle concentration ratio
C2/C0 = 6.5. The only parameter in this model that could not be determined
in advance was the photon lifetime τ12, determining the absorption of light
at the core surface.

Numerical results for the photon density np(x, y, z = L) roughly matching
the experiments were found for a core photon lifetime of τ12 = 0.12 µs and
are shown in Figure 8.26. Zero absorption at the core (that is, an infinitely
long photon lifetime τ → ∞) led to a significant increase in the cloak’s trans-
mittance in the central region behind the shell, heavily overcompensating
the shadow cast by the obstacle.

This finding again suggests that the biggest factor detrimental to the cloak’s
performance was absorption at the surface of the spray-painted aluminum
core, just as it was for the water-paint-based samples. This similarity is
not particularly surprising, as the core was identical in both configurations.
However, with the more extensive experimental characterization possible
with PDMS-based samples and identical material systems used for shell and
surrounding, this assumption of an absorptive core could be strengthened.
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Figure 8.26: Numerically calculated photon transmittance through PDMS-
based samples corresponding to Figure 8.24. Geometric parameters as given in
Figure 8.25. The remaining parameters are D0 = 9.0× 108 cm2/s, D2 = 6.5 D0,
τ0 = 10.3 ns, τ12 = 0.12 µs (solid green line), τ12 → ∞ (dashed green line).
Without absorption at the core, the cloak heavily overcompensates the shadow
cast by the obstacle.

8.4.3 Results for high-reflectivity oxide ceramic cores

With the results of the preceding paragraphs in mind, the logical step to
further improve the cloaking performance of PDMS-based cloaks was to
replace the coated aluminum that we had used for the core since the start of
our work on diffusive-light cloaking by a different material with the highest
possible diffuse reflectivity. Since there is no easy way of directly measuring
this reflectivity (one would need a reference material with a reflectivity
of exactly 1, which does not exist in this world, or—for a known source—
collect all light reflected into all directions), we could only compare different
materials among each other to evaluate their reflectivity.15

There are easily available ceramic materials such as MACOR or Corian
(by DuPont, USA), which in our tests were however not surpassing the
reflectivity of the painted aluminum (see Figure A.9). We also tested a sample
of an alumina ceramic called Sintox AL, supplied by Morgan Advanced
Ceramics, USA, which had a higher reflectivity than painted aluminum
throughout the whole visible part of the spectrum (see Figure A.9).

15 This limitation bore the slight risk of choosing a material that is more reflective than
aluminum coated with white spray paint, but still not reflective enough for a significant
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Cloak

Reference
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Figure 8.27: (a) Photograph of an aluminum cylinder coated with white acrylic
paint (left-hand side) and an oxide ceramic cylinder (Accuflect® B6, right-hand
side) under homogeneous diffuse illumination. The Accuflect® B6 cylinder
shows a reflectivity that is 9 % (5 %) higher than that of the aluminum cylinder
for the camera’s red (blue) color channel. (b) Photograph of the fabricated
reference, obstacle, and cloak sample next to a cuboid of undoped PDMS and
an isolated Accuflect® B6 core for comparison. Dimensions are Lx = 15 cm,
Ly = 8 cm, Lz = 3 cm, R1 = 0.8 cm, and R2 = 1.2 cm. Panel (b) taken from
Ref. 113, Fig. 1.

We finally settled on another oxide ceramic called Accuflect® B6 (Accuratus
Corporation, USA), which was easier available and comparable to Sintox
AL in its specifications. The specified Lambertian reflectivity of bulk Accu-
flect® B6 material is greater than 96 % throughout the whole visible spectrum
and reaches values of 99 % for wavelengths greater than 650 nm. The speci-
fied specular reflectance is smaller than 0.5 % for all visible light. We obtained
hollow Accuflect® B6 cylinders with an outer diameter of 16 mm (identical
to the aluminum cylinders we used previously) and an inner diameter of
13.5 mm. Figure 8.27 (a) shows a photograph of both types of cylinders side
by side under homogeneous diffuse illumination. The reflectivity of the
Accuflect® B6 cylinder is up to 9 % higher than that of the painted aluminum
core and furthermore appears to have a lower angular variation (which fits
to the specified Lambertian reflection pattern).

improvement of the cloaking performance when used for the cloak’s core.
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The sample fabrication worked just as for the aluminum cores, with the
difference that when molding the shell, we used a Teflon-coated aluminum
cylinder that was replaced by the oxide-ceramic cylinder after polymeriza-
tion of the PDMS. This way, we prevented the intrusion of liquid PDMS into
the highly porous ceramic cylinder, which would have otherwise compro-
mised its reflecting properties. We could not identify any significant effect
of the inevitable extra PDMS-air interface resulting from this fabrication
procedure. The fabricated reference, obstacle, and cloak samples can be seen
in Figure 8.27 (b).

Experimental results Just as for the cloaks with aluminum cores, we
optimized the scattering particle concentrations of shell and surrounding ex-
perimentally. For a shell particle concentration of C0 = 0.1 mg/ml, we found
an optimized cloaking performance for a surrounding particle concentration
of C2 = 0.39 mg/ml, which means that the ratio of concentrations was still
1.5 times larger than what theory had predicted (namely D2/D0 = 2.6), but
at the same time considerably smaller than the value we found previously for
aluminum cores. Furthermore, the absolute concentration of particles the sur-
rounding decreased (from formerly 0.49 mg/ml), which resulted in a higher
overall transmittance. The slight increase in the shell particle concentration
(formerly 0.075 mg/ml) also helped in optimizing the cloaking performance,
supposedly by reducing the ballistic portion of light propagation in the
shell. But also in this case, the shell (with a scattering mean free path of
ls,2 = 2.97 mm compared to a shell thickness of 4 mm) was still violating the
conditions given for the diffusion approximation (see section 5.5).

Nevertheless, the cloaking performance turned out to be excellent with
the new ceramic cores, surpassing that of all cloaks we had built previously.
See Figure 8.28 for photographs of reference, obstacle, and cloak under
homogeneous illumination. The clearly visible shadow cast by the obstacle is
almost perfectly suppressed by the cloak, with hardly any intensity or color
variations visible.

Figure 8.29 (a) exhibits the absolute transmittance for horizontal cuts along
the center of reference, obstacle, and cloak under homogeneous illumination,
again normalized to the light transmitted through a clear, undoped PDMS
cuboid as shown in Figure 8.27 (b). Apart from a slight overall difference
in transmittance, reference and cloak are almost indistinguishable. The
shadow cast by the obstacle is less pronounced than in earlier experiments
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2 cm

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8.28: Photo-
graphs of PDMS-based
samples with hollow
high-reflectivity Accu-
flect® B6 cylinders used
as the core under homo-
geneous illumination. (a)
Homogeneous reference
medium (AR1) with a
TiO2 particle concentra-
tion of C0 = 0.39 mg/ml
(ls,0 = 0.76 mm). (b)
Obstacle (AO1) with
an Accuflect® B6 core
inside the otherwise
homogeneous surround-
ing. (c) Cloak (AC4)
with an additional high-
diffusivity shell with
a particle concentra-
tion of C2 = 0.1 mg/ml
(ls,2 = 2.97 mm). To the
bare eye, the cloak works
without any intensity
or color variations as
observed for cloaks with
aluminum cores (compare
figures 8.14 and 8.24). The
sample shown in panel (c)
is a nearly perfect macro-
scopic cloak for diffuse
visible light. Reproduced
from Ref. 113.

(compare figures 8.14 and 8.24), which is another indication for the signifi-
cantly reduced core absorption. With an absolute transmittance of about 7 %,
inspecting the cloaking performance is possible in daylight conditions, for
example by holding the samples against the sun or the room light.

To demonstrate how crucial the right ratio of the particle concentrations in
shell and surrounding is, we fabricated two more cloaks with a shell particle
concentration 10 % higher and 10 % lower than that of the optimized cloak,
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Figure 8.29: Measured
transmittance of PDMS-
based samples under
homogeneous illumi-
nation, normalized to
the light transmitted
through an undoped
block of clear PDMS. (a)
Comparison of reference,
obstacle, and cloak as
shown in Figure 8.28.
(b) Comparison of the
optimized cloak with one
version with a 10 % higher
shell doping concentra-
tion (ls,2 = 2.70 mm and
D2/D0 = 3.55, orange
curve) and one with a 10 %
lower shell doping con-
centration (ls,2 = 3.30 mm
and D2/D0 = 4.33, purple
curve). Both do not
show optimal cloaking.
Reproduced from Ref. 113,
Fig. 3.
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respectively. Both of them did not show optimal cloaking. Corresponding
transmittance results are shown in Figure 8.29 (b).

For a quantitative evaluation of the fabricated samples, we first in-
spected the maximum deviations of both obstacle and cloak from the refer-
ence, analyzing the transmittance profiles showed in Figure 8.29. We found
a maximum deviation of 5.2 % for the cloak, which is 10 times smaller than
the maximum deviation of 52 % for the obstacle.

To include not only a single point (namely, the center of the sample) but a
wider region in the quantitative analysis, we again (see Equation 8.5) make
use of the normalized standard deviation

∆ =

√
Σi(Ii − I0

i )
2√

Σi(I0
i )

2
, (8.7)
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which had already been used for the evaluation of mechanical cloaks in
Ref. 76.16 Ii is the ith data point of the quantity to be evaluated (in our case,
the transmittance of cloak or obstacle) and I0

i is the corresponding reference
value. The sum runs over all data points of a selected region. Naturally,
this region has to be chosen with care and most importantly identical for
all samples that should be compared with each other. For a spatial region
identical to the one used for the intensity cuts in Figure 8.29, we obtain
∆obs = 24.2 % for the obstacle and ∆clk = 4.35 % for the cloak, translating
to an improvement by a factor of 5. This value is actually not so large,
which stems mainly from the constant global offset between the reference
transmittance curve and the corresponding curves for obstacle and cloak.
While this leads to an appreciable deviation of the cloak that is “only” a
factor of 5 smaller than that for the cloak, this deviation is virtually invisible
for the detector which is most natural when comparing optical cloaks: our
eyes (see Figure 8.28). This seeming discrepancy is due to the fact that our
eyes are very good at detecting steep gradients (as for the obstacle’s shadow),
but not so good in comparing absolute brightnesses.

We also re-evaluated the measurement results for water-paint-based cloak-
ing as depicted in Figure 8.14 with the method above. We obtained ∆obs =
40.1 % for the obstacle and ∆clk = 11.3 % for the cloak. This result again
demonstrates the significant improvement of the cloaking performance with
the introduction PDMS-based cloaks with highly reflective cores.

Sample reproducability To investigate the origin (rather than debate
the significance) of the constant offset of the reference transmittance curve
from those of cloak and obstacle seen in Figure 8.29, we compared the
measured transmittance profiles of samples that were nominally identical
in all their fabrication parameters. Figure 8.30 (a) shows such profiles for
two nominally identical cloak samples, Figure 8.30 (b) for two nominally
identical reference samples. To facilitate the evaluation, the vertical axis
is stretched with respect to Figure 8.29 (a). While both cloak samples in-
deed show hardly any deviation from each other in their transmittance, the
curves corresponding to the two reference samples do have a constant offset
of roughly 0.25 %, which is comparable to the mentioned offset between
reference and cloak in Figure 8.29 (a). Another cloak sample (not shown)

16 In general, the quantitative analysis of cloaks is not yet common practice in the scientific
community. Notable exceptions are references 20, 76, 114, and 115
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Figure 8.30: Measured
transmittance profiles
of nominally identical
samples to investigate
the sample reproduca-
bility (note the stretched
vertical scale). (a) Two
nominally identical cloak
samples show hardly any
deviation. (b) Significant
deviation of about 0.25 %
between two nominally
identical reference sam-
ples. This deviation is
comparable to the one
seen in Figure 8.29 (a).
The most likely origin
are errors in measuring
the amount of the liquid
PDMS base during the
fabrication of the PDMS-
nanoparticle mixture
for the homogeneous
surrounding.
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also exhibited a constant transmittance offset with respect to other cloak
samples. The most likely origin of these deviations are measuring errors
in the fabrication of the PDMS-nanoparticle mixture for the homogeneous
surrounding, where measuring the amount of the liquid PDMS base was
done via the measuring lines of conventional beakers. Instead of measuring
the volume, precise weighing could potentially improve the accuracy of the
fabrication process.

Asymmetry in the transmittance curves All measured intensity
and transmittance profiles presented so far exhibit a slight asymmetry, with
the right half of the curve being a bit lower than the left half. Uneven lighting
or inhomogeneous samples could be ruled out (for example, rotating the
samples by 180° did not change the measured asymmetry). Instead, the
asymmetry was most likely caused by the camera CCD chip used, the two
halves of which were read out in parallel using separate analog-to-digital
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Reference AR1 Obstacle AO1 Cloak AC4

Figure 8.31: Photographs (uncropped) of PDMS-based samples with Accu-
flect® B6 cores illuminated by a point-like white light spot emerging from a
mutlimode fiber. The white dashed lines indicate the sample center, the red
arrows mark the position xs of the illumination spot. Cloaking works reason-
ably well, with the strongest deviations visible for centered illumination (first
row). For off-center illumination (third row), all three samples appear similar.
Length of the white scale bar: 1 cm.

converters. Under certain lighting conditions (for example when focusing
the camera directly onto the monitor screen), huge differences arose in
the brightness and color of the right and left half of the captured images, a
phenomenon also called tap inbalance. While no obvious inbalance was visible
when capturing the diffusive media discussed, the consistent asymmetry in
the measurement results suggests that a slight inbalance persisted. A single-
tap camera (where the whole chip is read out via a single analog-to-digital
converter) could be used to verify and probably eliminate this problem.

Inhomogeneous illumination We also examined the cloak’s perfor-
mance under inhomogeneous illumination. Therefore, we used a setup
similar to the one displayed in Figure 7.4. We coupled white light into the
horizontally scannable multimode fiber we previously used for detection
and thus illuminated the samples with a point-like light spot. Of course,
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Figure 8.32: Normalized transmittance profiles obtained by integrating the
photographs shown in the first two rows of Figure 8.31 vertically and averaging
over the three RGB color channels. The normalized standard deviation ∆ with
respect to the reference (Equation 8.7) is given for obstacle and cloak.

the point-like illumination of the cylindrical samples breaks the vertical
translational invariance. However, the computer monitor (which we tried to
use for a line-like illumination as in Figure 8.16) proved to be too unstable
in its white-light output over the rather long measurement times needed
for scanning the complete width of the sample. As previously, we took
photographs of the light transmitted through the samples. We scanned the
excitation fiber over the whole sample width in steps of 1 mm, leading to
149 photographs per measurement.

Figure 8.31 shows such photographs of the reference, obstacle, and cloak
sample for three different positions of the illumination spot (marked by the
red arrows). For centered illumination (first row in Figure 8.31), the obstacle
very obviously casts a pronounced shadow, while the cloak looks fairly close
to the reference, albeit a bit darker. For an illumination position far away
from the sample center, all three samples show similar transmission patterns.

To calculate the normalized standard deviation ∆ (as defined in Equa-
tion 8.7) with respect to the reference, we vertically integrated each photo-
graph (and averaged over the three RGB color channels). With this integra-
tion, we effectively mimic an infinitely extended medium under line-like
illumination and thus obtain transmittance profiles comparable to those
shown earlier for homogeneous illumination. As the transmitted intensity
is practically zero at the top and bottom sample boundaries in Figure 8.31,
the finiteness of the samples introduces only a small error. Figure 8.32
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Figure 8.33: Normalized standard deviation of obstacle and cloak with respect
to the reference versus the source position xs. (Each data point corresponds to
one transmittance profile as shown in Figure 8.32.) The cloak outperforms the
obstacle for nearly all source positions.

shows these transmittance profiles for the first two source positions shown
in Figure 8.31. Qualitatively, the profiles are similar to the ones obtained
from an idealized numerical calculation presented in section 8.2 (compare
Figure 8.4 (a) and (b)). One should keep in mind though that the numerical
calculations did not account for any absorption in the samples and thus
inherently differ from the experiments.

Finally, Figure 8.33 displays the deviations of obstacle and cloak versus the
source position. Obviously, the cloak performs significantly better than the
obstacle for almost all source positions. One would expect both deviations
∆obs and ∆clk to converge to zero for source positions far away from the
sample center. This convergence does not occur here because of the constant
offset the reference transmittance showed with respect to obstacle and cloak
due to fabrication imperfections (see Figure 8.29 (a)).

All in all, also this latest generation of core-shell cloaks for diffuse light
performs not too bad under inhomogeneous illumination conditions. We did
not look further into optimizing this performance with a two-shell design
as presented in section 8.2 since the shell in the current design turned out
to be operating beyond the diffusion description, rendering approaches
solely based on the diffusion equation inappropriate for further experiments.
Further details of this discrepancy are found in subsections 8.4.6 and 8.4.7.
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Figure 8.34: Measured
spectrum of the white
light emitted from the
computer monitor we
used for the sample
illumination. The three
main spectral peak wave-
lengths corresponding
to the three RGB col-
ors are: λR = 611 nm,
λG = 545 nm, and
λB = 435 nm (see col-
ored arrows).
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8.4.4 Color tint examination with Mie theory

As noted before, all the samples we illuminated with white light showed
a certain color tint in their transmission. This tint was yellowish for the
water-paint-based experiments and rather reddish for the PDMS-based sam-
ples, and furthermore increased with increasing scatterer concentration. It
consistently resulted in a diffuse transmission that was highest for red light
and lowest for blue light (also see figures A.1 to A.3).

In principle, such a color tint can originate from a wavelength-dependent
absorption coefficient µa(λ) as well as from a wavelength-dependent scat-
tering coefficient µs(λ), which would directly translate into a wavelength-
dependent diffusivity D(λ). However, the absorption coefficient µa = 1/(τv)
turned out to be several orders of magnitude smaller than the scattering coef-
ficient for all analyses we performed: Typical values for the photon lifetime
were τ ≈ 10 ns, which translates into µa ≈ 0.0005 mm−1 for a PDMS-based
medium with n = 1.4. In contrast, typical scattering coefficients for the
surrounding medium were µs = 1/ls ≈ 1 mm−1, which is 2000 times larger
than the quoted absorption coefficient. Thus, absorption can most likely be
ruled out as the origin of tinted diffuse transmission of light.

To explore the effect of a wavelength-dependent scattering coefficient,
we carried out Mie scattering calculations using a freely available web-
based calculator [116]. We measured the three main spectral intensity peak
wavelengths λR = 611 nm, λG = 545 nm, and λB = 435 nm of the light
emitted from the computer monitor we used for white-light illumination of
our samples (see Figure 8.34) and used them as the input wavelengths for
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Figure 8.35: Normalized transmittance profiles calculated with diffusion theory
for reference, obstacle, and cloak with corresponding experimental results
from Figure 8.29 (a) shown for comparison (thin orange lines). Parameters
are D0 = 11.9× 108 cm2/s, D2 = 3.9D0, τ0 = 10.5 ns, τ12 = 0.23 µs, and
K = 3.63× 109 cm/s. Experiment and theory do not agree well, suggesting
that the shell cannot be described with diffusion theory anymore.

the Mie scattering calculator.
The TiO2 nanoparticles have a mean diameter of d = 245 nm with a

polydispersity of 45 %, and a refractive index of about 2.7. Feeding the
Mie calculator with the above parameters and the host refractive index of
nPDMS = 1.4, we obtained a scattering cross section (which is inversely pro-
portional to the diffusivity) that varied by about 20 % between the red and
blue measured monitor wavelengths. The reddish tint visible in the photo-
graphs shown in Figure 8.28 translates into a relative deviation between the
red and blue color channel of about 30 %. Given the mentioned polydisper-
sity of the scattering particles and the fact that the diffusive transmittance is
only approximately proportional to the diffusivity (see Equation 5.53), the
numerical and experimental results agree fairly well.

8.4.5 Limits of the diffusion description

Via the time-resolved measurement of the diffusive transmission through
the reference sample (with a particle concentration of 0.39 mg/ml corre-
sponding to a scattering mean free path of ls,0 = 0.76 mm) as described in
section 7.3, we obtained a surrounding diffusivity of D0 = 11.9× 108 cm2/s
and a photon lifetime of τ0 = 10.5 ns. For numerical calculations corre-
sponding to the experiments shown before, we scaled D0 with the mean
free path ratio ls,2/ls,0 = 3.9 between shell and surrounding to obtain a
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shell diffusivity of D2 = 46.41× 108 cm2/s. We then performed calcula-
tions with COMSOL Multiphysics with the same numerical model we used
before (see Figure 8.25), again with only the core surface photon lifetime
τ12 as a free parameter. Figure 8.35 shows (for an optimized core photon
lifetime of τ12 = 0.23 µs) the calculated transmittance curves of reference,
obstacle, and cloak (solid lines) superimposed onto the experimental results
(thin orange lines) as shown in Figure 8.29. To reduce the significance of
the sample preparation imperfections which led to a constant offset in the
experimental reference curve, all curves are normalized to the maximum
of the corresponding cloak curve. Except for the reference, numerical and
experimental results do not fit well. Specifically, the numerical results for the
cloak still contain intensity variations like we have seen them for previous
experiments (compare figures 8.14 and 8.24), but which are absent in the
present experimental results. Furthermore, the shadow cast by the obstacle
is significantly more pronounced in the numerical results.

This discrepancy suggests that with the current concentrations of scattering
particles (which were chosen as small as possible to enhance the diffusive
transmittance), light propagation in the shell cannot be adequately described
by the diffusion equation anymore. In other words, simply extrapolating the
shell diffusivity from the surrounding diffusivity via the contrast in scatterer
concentrations is not justified here. As noted before, this aspect is not really
surprising when one considers the constraints imposed by the diffusion
approximation (see section 5.5), which demand a medium to be at least 10
times the transport mean free path lt in size to qualify as fully diffusive. For
our parameters, already the scattering mean free path ls,2 = 2.97 mm (which
is generally smaller than lt) is comparable to the shell thickness.

A careful comparison of figures 8.24 and 8.26 reveals that also for the
cloaks with painted aluminum cores, the calculated transmittance variations
were larger than the ones observed experimentally, suggesting that also there,
the diffusion description was not entirely valid.

In conclusion, it is not only absorption at the core surface that requires a
ratio of particle concentrations in shell and surrounding larger than what
theory predicts, but also the mere fact that the shell is not a strictly diffusive
medium anymore. More importantly, we have to appreciate that the diffu-
sion equation and its numerical solutions are not necessarily appropriate
tools for the description and design of diffusive-light structures aiming at
high absolute light transmittances. Consequently, Kerner’s formula—which
strictly assumes pure diffusion of light—can still serve as the starting point
but not as a holistic recipe for designing high-transmittance diffusive-light
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cloaks.

8.4.6 Monte-Carlo-based raytracing results

In light of the findings above, we performed Monte-Carlo-based (MC) pho-
ton raytracing simulations with frodo (see section 6.2 for details on the
implementation), corresponding to the transmission measurements on PDMS-
based cloaks with ceramic cores shown in Figure 8.28. The geometry of the
model was identical to the sample geometry, with surrounding and shell
assumed to be turbid media. The core cylinder was assumed to have a
Lambertian reflection pattern with a reflectivity R (and an absorptivity 1− R,
such that no light could enter the core). Apart from the core reflectivity,
all necessary simulation parameters (see section 6.2) were determined ex-
perimentally earlier. The scattering coefficient followed directly from the
scattering mean free path (µs = 1/ls), which was determined via ballistic
transmission measurements and could be extrapolated to any given TiO2

nanoparticle concentration (compare Figure A.7). As the diffusivity D0 of
the surrounding medium had been determined by time-resolved diffusive
transmission measurements (which also yield the absorption coefficient µa)
and as the host refractive index nPDMS was known, the asymmetry factor
g = 0.544 followed directly from the definition of the diffusivity (Equa-
tion 5.32). Table 8.1 summarizes the parameters used for surrounding and
shell.

We assumed a Lambertian plane source with the same size as the illu-
minated sample area (15× 8 cm2) at a position of zs = −1.4999 cm, that
is, lying 1 µm deep inside the sample geometry. A plane detector of the
same size and with a resolution of 1500× 800 px was assumed right behind
the geometry at a position of zd = 1.5001 cm. A total number of 1 billion
photons was traced in each simulation, with a cutoff propagation time of

Table 8.1: Monte-Carlo raytracing parameters for simulations corresponding to
the transmission experiments shown in Figure 8.28: absorption coefficient µa,
scattering coefficient µs, asymmetry factor g, and refractive index n.

Medium µa (mm−1) µs (mm−1) g n

Surrounding 0.000445 1.314 0.544 1.4
Shell 0.000445 0.337 0.544 1.4
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Figure 8.36: Comparison of Monte-Carlo-based raytracing images with exper-
imental results. (a) to (c): Transmission images calculated via Monte-Carlo
raytracing of individual photons, assuming a core reflectivity of R = 0.98.
Geometry as in Figure 8.25, optical parameters are given in Table 8.1. (d) to
(f): Grayscale versions of the photographs shown in Figure 8.28. In contrast
to diffusion theory (compare Figure 8.35), MC raytracing reproduces the ex-
perimental results very well. The dotted line in (a) marks the region used for
obtaining the transmittance profiles shown in Figure 8.37. Computation times
were (a) 1 h 5 min, (b) 1 h 30 min, (c) 1 h 32 min.

tmax = 7.5 ns (on average, this cutoff time was reached by about 0.005 % of
the traced photons).

Figure 8.36 shows raytraced transmission images (panel (a) to (c)) corre-
sponding to the parameters given above and a core reflectivity of R = 0.98
(which is in agreement with the reflectivity the manufacturer specifies for
the Accuflect® B6 material). For comparison, grayscale versions of the ex-
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Figure 8.37: Normalized transmittance profiles of the images shown in Fig-
ure 8.36 (a)–(c), vertically averaged over the region marked in Fig. 8.36 (a).
The thin orange curves are the experimental data shown in Figure 8.29 (a).
Experiments and MC raytracing results are in excellent agreement.

perimental results from Figure 8.28 are shown in panels (d) to (f). Both
sets of images are scaled to the maximum intensity of the reference image.
Experimental and numerical results agree very well.

A more detailed comparison is shown in Figure 8.37, which displays
intensity cuts of the MC results superimposed onto the experimental data
in the same way as Figure 8.35 does for the numerical results obtained with
diffusion theory. To obtain intensity profiles with an appreciable signal-
to-noise ratio, the region marked by the dotted line in Figure 8.36 (a) was
vertically averaged for reference, obstacle, and cloak. Care was taken to
define this region well separated from the image borders, where edge effects
might affect the result. Again, the experimental as well as the numerical data
were normalized to the maximum of the cloak’s intensity profile to lower the
significance of the constant offset in the experimental reference curve caused
by sample preparation imperfections (see subsection 8.4.3). Apart from slight
deviations towards the sample edges where the experimental data show
a more pronounced drop in intensity, the MC simulations reproduce the
experimental results excellently.

Absolute calculated transmittance values In principle, the MC
simulations should yield transmittance results that are also quantitatively
right—given that all experimental conditions are translated properly to the
simulation parameters and boundary conditions. The simulations presented
in figures 8.36 and 8.37 yield a transmittance of T ≈ 9.5 % for the reference
(evaluated by averaging over a 200 by 300 pixel big area in the center of
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8 static diffusive-light cloaking

Figure 8.38: Measured horizontal and
vertical angular emission pattern of the
computer monitor we used for homoge-
neous illumination of our samples. The
emission pattern is neither Lambertian
(dashed line) nor purely directional, and
is thus difficult to properly translate to
the MC simulation conditions. −90 −60 −30 0 30 60 90
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the calculated image), which differs significantly from the corresponding
measured transmittance of about 7.5 %. Several aspects may lead to this
difference, all of which are examples of the difficulty of translating an
experiment accurately to simulation parameters.

First, our experiments resulted in a transmittance that is conceptually a
bit unusual. Remember that to obtain the transmittance, we divided the
brightness of light detected after propagation through a diffusive sample by
the brightness of a transparent cuboid of undoped PDMS under identical
illumination. However, the introduction of scattering particles not only
changes the amount of light that exits the sample, but also significantly
modifies the distribution of the light’s exit angle. As the camera has an
aperture smaller than the sample, this modification results in the detection
of a different portion of the actually transmitted light. In our case, this
portion decreased with the introduction of the diffusive sample since the
computer monitor we used is biased towards a directional emission pattern
(see Figure 8.38), while the emission pattern of a diffusive medium is very
roughly Lambertian [85]. As we assumed a detector right behind the sample
(and just as large as the sample surface), virtually all (that is, systematically
more) light was detected in our MC simulations. Introducing a “real” camera
with a finite aperture and distance from the sample geometry identical to
the experiment could improve this aspect, albeit with the cost of losing all
photons that do not hit the camera aperture. To obtain a similar signal-to-
noise ratio as before, a much larger number of photons would then need to
be traced, resulting in drastically increased computation times.

Second, the measured angular emission pattern of our light source (shown
in Figure 8.38) is beyond what can currently be implemented in our ray-
tracing software, which restricts planar sources to either a Lambertian or
a purely directional emission pattern. Compared to Lambertian sources,
directional sources lead to slightly higher overall transmittance values.
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8 .4 all-solid-state cloaks made of pdms

Third, the sandblasted aluminum molds used for the sample fabrication
led to roughened rather than smooth outer sample surfaces. This likely
changed the amount and quality of reflections that photons experienced
when they hit a sample edge. This roughness cannot be accounted for in the
MC simulations, which assume perfectly smooth outer sample boundaries
that only lead to Fresnel-type reflections.

In conclusion, these differences between the experimental conditions and
what can be modeled numerically make it not really meaningful to compare
the MC results with the experiments in a quantitative manner.

Towards genuinely diffusive or ballistic light propagation We
have seen that Monte-Carlo-based raytracing provides an excellent tool to
bridge the gap between diffusive and ballistic light propagation which we
have hit with the latest generation of all-solid-state cloaks for diffuse light.
By further increasing or decreasing the scattering coefficients in both shell
and surrounding, the MC results should eventually converge to a solution
obtained from the diffusion equation or from ballistic optics, respectively.

To test these expected convergences, we performed MC simulations for an
idealized model with a geometry as used before, but without any absorption
(surrounding and shell absorption coefficient µa = 0 and core reflectivity R =
1) and with perfectly reflecting lateral geometry boundaries, mimicking a
structure that is infinitely extended in the illumination plane. We furthermore
used a directional rather than Lambertian source. A detector virtually in
contact with the sample would otherwise have resulted in a blurry image
even without any scattering. For such a model, the reference transmittance is
the same everywhere (that is, a straight line in the transmittance profiles). We
kept the ratio of scattering coefficients µs,2/µs,0 equal to the ideal diffusivity
ratio D2/D0 = 2.6, but multiplied both with different factors f to move
between the ballistic and the diffusive regime. A factor f = 1 corresponds to
a scattering coefficient of µs,0 = 1.314 mm−1 for the surrounding identical to
the one in the experiments and corresponding MC simulations.

Figure 8.39 shows calculated transmission images for different factors f
together with horizontal transmittance profiles. The images (Figure 8.39 (a)
to (e)) are individually normalized to keep all features visible, while the
transmittance cuts (panels (f) to (j)) show how the amount of transmitted
light decreases with increased scattering. Panels (c) and (h) of Figure 8.39

clearly show that for a surrounding scattering coefficient as we had used it
in our latest experiments, a shell scattering coefficient according to theory
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(a)
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Figure 8.39: Transition between the diffusive and the ballistic regime. (a)–(e)
Transmission images of a lossless core-shell cloak (geometrical parameters
as before) obtained by MC raytracing of 1 billion photons. The scattering
coefficients of surrounding and shell vary with the scaling factor f : µs,0 =
f × 1.314 mm−1, µs,2 = µs,0/2.6. Length of the black scale bar: 1 cm. (f)–(j)
Transmittance profiles were obtained by averaging over the area marked by the
dashed rectangle in (a). Dashed horizontal lines are guides to the eye.
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8 .4 all-solid-state cloaks made of pdms

does not lead to successful cloaking, even for lossless media under perfectly
homogeneous illumination (that is, without any edge effects caused by the
finiteness of the sample). Decreasing both scatterer concentrations by the
same factor f worsens the deviations from the diffusion description, with the
results for f = 1/20 already looking very close to ballistic light propagation.
In this case, the shell is clearly visible as two bright stripes next to the
core. On the other hand, increasing the scatterer concentration in both
shell and surrounding at first brings the results closer to what diffusion
theory predicts, albeit with the cost of a significantly decreased absolute
transmittance (panels (b) and (g)). For yet stronger scattering, however, the
cloak seems to overcompensate the shadow cast by the core (panels (a) and (f)
for f = 4), contrary to our expectations. Further increasing the global factor
f such that the transport mean free path satisfies the diffusion approximation
in both surrounding and shell led to an even stronger overcompensation.
Currently, we do not understand this behavior. To the best of our knowledge,
errors in the raytracing implementation can be excluded, which leaves us
with either a modeling mistake or a physical reason that leads to the observed
overcompensation. It remains to be seen which is the case.

8.4.7 Discussion

At the end of section 8.3, I identified three major shortcomings of the other-
wise impressive water-paint-based cloaks for diffuse light: low overall light
transmission through the samples, uncomfortable handling of the inherently
unstable liquid-based cloaks, and a core absorption that compromised the
cloaking performance. With the all-solid-state samples and highly reflective
ceramic cores presented in this section, all three shortcomings have been
resolved. The new PDMS-based samples are compact, easy to handle and
have an overall transmittance increased by more than one order of mag-
nitude, allowing the assessment of the cloaking performance in daylight.
The new core material allowed to reduce the necessary contrast in scatterer
concentrations between shell and surrounding and further enhanced the
cloaking performance to an almost perfect level. I’d like to point out that
this makes the cloaks “classroom-ready”, and at the time of writing, a new
experiment on light diffusion and cloaking is being devised for the student
labs at the physics faculty of the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology.

Furthermore, numerical calculations showed that to achieve this level of
cloaking with large overall light transmission, one actually needs to push
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8 static diffusive-light cloaking

the design out of the purely diffusive regime and slightly towards ballistic
light transport. Our self-written Monte-Carlo-based photon raytracer frodo

proved to be an excellent tool for investigations within this intermediate
regime.

However, the fact that the latest cloaks operate at least partly in this
intermediate regime between diffusive and ballistic light propagation also
has consequences for the further improvement of those cloaks. Specifically,
it means that the two-shell approach for optimized cloaking performance
under inhomogeneous illumination presented in section 8.2 cannot simply be
used as a design recipe for upcoming experiments: While in this design, the
diffusivity of the second, outer shell is smaller than that of the surrounding
and thus might be realizable, the first, inner shell requires a diffusivity yet
much larger than that of the single shell used in our experiments so far. Since
both shells would also be thinner, the diffusion equation will most certainly
not be adequate for describing this shell, which compromises the entire two-
shell design. One could of course increase the amount of scattering particles
in all media equally and thus push also the shells back to diffusive light
transport. However, this would come at the cost of a significantly reduced
overall light transmission, re-introducing one of the shortcomings we have
solved with the PDMS-based cloaks. Still, studying the two-shell design
might not have entirely been in vain. It remains to be seen whether the
introduction of two shells with scatterer concentrations that are only slightly
different from the optimized one-shell concentration (and thus don’t stress
the diffusive model too much) would result in an improved performance
under inhomogeneous excitation after all.
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9
Chapter 9

Transient Behavior of

Cloaks for Diffuse Light

Artistic view of a high-end security device based on core-shell cloaks, visible only under pulsed illumination

Core-shell cloaks work amazingly well in the static case even for inhomogeneous
illumination. But how do they behave once the illumination becomes dynamic? In
this chapter, I will show that not only a core-shell cloak but cloaks for diffuse light in
general fail under truly transient conditions. This chapter is based on the master’s
thesis of Andreas Niemeyer. Its main findings have been published in Ref. 117.
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9 transient behavior of cloaks for diffuse light

So far, all our experiments (with the exception of some characterization
measurements) on core-shell cloaks for diffuse light have been performed in
the quasi-static regime, that is, for illumination conditions that vary slowly
with respect to the diffusive and absorptive time constants. In this chapter,
I will investigate how such cloaks behave under truly transient conditions.
This question is not only significant in terms of transformation physics and
cloaking, but also for practical applications in time-resolved diffuse optical
tomography where human tissue is illuminated with short optical pulses
and the detected scattered light is used to reconstruct the tissue distribution
[118, 119].

For the combinations of diffusivities D and medium lengths L used so far,

Figure 9.1: Setup for measuring the transient behavior of diffusive-light cloaks.
The sample (here, the tank used for water-based experiments with the cloak
structure inside) is illuminated with picosecond laser pulses emerging diver-
gently from a fiber. The transmitted light is collected with a multimode fiber
and fed into a time-correlated single-photon counting unit. Scanning the fiber
horizontally yields spatial resolution.
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9 .1 experimental setup

both time constants mentioned above were on the order of 10−8 s. Thus, to
resolve the temporal response of the samples, both excitation and detection
needed to work on timescales significantly below 10−8 s, which is way out of
range with conventional and also with most high-speed cameras. As for the
dynamic characterization of diffusive media (see section 7.3), we thus again
utilized a pulsed picosecond laser source and time-correlated single-photon
counting detection.

9.1 Experimental setup

The experimental setup was very similar to the one we already used for
the dynamic characterization of diffusive media and is illustrated for the
example of water-based experiments in Figure 9.1. Instead of focusing
the excitation laser spot onto the sample surface, we used the unmodified
divergent beam emerging from the excitation fiber, leading to a spot size on
the sample surface with a full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of about
3.2 cm. We used the same laser source as described before (pulses with
50–500 ps duration and a repetition rate of 10 MHz) and again scanned the
detection fiber horizontally to obtain spatial resolution. See section 7.3 for
further details on the measurement setup.

9.2 Results for water-based media

Figure 9.2 exhibits the measurement results for the water-paint-based cylin-
drical reference (a), obstacle (b), and cloak (c) sample (0.35 % paint con-
centration in the water) with parameters as described in section 8.3. We
scanned the detection fiber in 1 mm steps from −70 mm to 70 mm (that is,
over roughly half of the tank width) and integrated for 30 s at each detection
position. On the right-hand side of Figure 9.2, we plot the spatially and tem-
porally resolved photon count rate as a color-coded contour plot with t = 0
corresponding to the time when the laser pulse maximum reached the tank
surface. We furthermore plot one vertical cut for a centered detection fiber
(dashed line in the contour plots) together with the laser pulse for reference
(black and gray data points on the left-hand side of each panel). As seen
before in corresponding static experiments, the obstacle blocks most of the
incoming light and is clearly distinguishable from the reference. However,
also the cloak’s results differ significantly from those of the reference. Specif-
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Figure 9.2: Measured spatially and temporally resolved diffusive transmission
of light through the water-paint-based samples reference (a), obstacle (b), and
cloak (c) as described in section 8.3. In each panel, we plot the spatially and
temporally resolved photon count rate in a color-coded contour plot next to a
vertical cut (black data points) for a centered detection position. The gray data
points correspond to ballistic transmission through an empy tank. The contour
plots reveal the failure of the cloak under transient conditions: It transmits
light too quickly through the cloaking shell, leading to an overshooting of the
light intensity for early times and a shadow for later times. Reproduced from
Ref. 117, Fig. 2.
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Figure 9.3: Measured pho-
ton count rate as shown
in Figure 9.2, but inte-
grated over time, corre-
sponding to static illumi-
nation. For the reference
(blue curve), a bell-shaped
curve similar to the one
for static, line-like illumi-
nation as shown in Fig-
ure 8.16 is obtained. The
obstacle blocks most of the
incidident light (red curve)
while the cloak reasonably
reproduces the transmis-
sion profile of the refer-
ence (green curve).

ically, the maximum photon count rate is higher for the cloak and occurs
earlier in time, leading to a steeper rising edge of the count rate distribution.
In contrast, the count rates for later times are significantly smaller than
for the reference. In short, the cloak fails its purpose of appearing exactly
identical to the homogeneous reference. Intuitively, the high-diffusivity shell
transports light too quickly and thus leads to an overshooting of the trans-
mitted intensity for early times. It is this light which then misses for later
times, leading to a shadow with respect to the reference. This aspect is also
illustrated by the decay time constant given in Figure 9.2 (c), which is much
smaller for the cloak than for the reference. Integrating the results over all
time steps corresponds to static illumination and leads to bell-shaped curves
as depicted in Figure 9.3. These curves are very similar to those shown in
Figure 8.16, with reasonable agreement between reference and cloak.

We performed similar experiments also on the PDMS-based samples with
smaller overall dimensions and higher diffusivities with respect to the water-
based cloaks. The results were qualitatively very similar to the ones just
described and did not result in any new conclusions, which is why I will not
dwell on them here.

Figure 9.4 depicts corresponding results obtained from calculations with
COMSOL Multiphysics, using a numerical model as illustrated in Figure 8.18,
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Figure 9.4: Numerically calculated diffusive transmission corresponding to
Figure 9.2. Numerical model as in Figure 8.18, adapted for time-resolved
calculations. Parameters are L = 6 cm, 2R1 = 32.1 mm, 2R2 = 39.8 mm,
D0 = 5.27× 108 cm2/s, D2 = 72.1× 108 cm2/s, τ0 = 10 ns, τ12 = 0.245 µs, and
K = 0.1 c0.
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9 .3 why all diffuse-light cloaks fail transiently

adapted for time-resolved calculations and a Gaussian illumination pattern
with a FWHM of 3.2 cm as in the experiments. As described already in
section 8.3 in the context of static numerical calculations, of the necessary cal-
culation parameters only the surrounding diffusivity D0 = 5.27× 108 cm2/s
could be determined experimentally (see Figure 7.5). Still, with both static
and time-resolved experimental results to compare with, appropriate param-
eters for the numerical model (given in Figure 9.4) could be obtained in a
straightforward way. The numerical results shown agree very well with the
experiments.

9.3 Why all diffuse-light cloaks fail transiently

We just saw that the core-shell cloaks that work so well in the static regime
fail under truly transient conditions. But do they fail merely because of
inevitable imperfections such as absorption, inhomogeneous illumination or
finite samples? Or do they fail because of a more fundamental reason?

Figure 9.5 shows calculated images of the light transmitted through a
lossless core-shell cloak with a surrounding that is conceptually infinitely
extended in the lateral direction (via isolated boundaries) and illuminated

normalized photon density0 1

0

1

0

1

0

1
2R2

Figure 9.5: Calculated images of light transmitted through a lossless diffusive
core-shell cloak with radii R2/R1 = 1.25, L = 3R2, and D2/D0 = 4.56. The
images are snapshots for different times after a spatially homogeneous illu-
mination pulse at t0. All times are normalized to the diffusive time constant
τdiff = L2/(6D0). The solid curves are horizontal intensity cuts, while the
horizontal dashed line depicts the transmitted intensity of a homogeneous
sample for comparison. Similarly to the experiments shown in Figure 9.2, the
cloak transmits too much light for early times (bright spot in the first image),
the lack of which later leads to a distinct shadow. Adapted from Ref. 117, Fig. 4.
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9 transient behavior of cloaks for diffuse light

with a homogeneous short light pulse. It is thus an “ideal” core-shell
cloak that cloaks perfectly for static illumination, leading to a completely
homogeneous transmission distribution (not depicted here). For the transient
case, however, also this ideal cloak fails and exhibits the same behavior we
saw in our experiments: It transmits light through its shell too quickly,
leading to an early overshooting of the transmitted intensity (first column in
Figure 9.5), followed by a lack of photons and thus a visible shadow for later
times (third column in Figure 9.5).

As it turns out, not only core-shell cloaks, but cloaks for diffuse light
propagation in general inevitably fail under truly transient conditions. This
is simply because the time-dependent—in contrast to the time-independent—
light-diffusion equation is not form-invarient under spatial transformations.
To clarify this point, I will compare light diffusion to heat conduction. In
section 3.1, we have seen that the time-dependent heat-conduction equation

Ñ∇ ·
(
κ

Ñ∇T(Ñr, t)
)
− cρ

∂T(Ñr, t)
∂t

= 0 (9.1)

turns into the following equation upon a spatial transformation Ñr → Ñr ′

characterized by its Jacobian Jij = ∂r′i/∂rj:
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∂T(Ñr, t)
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= 0 . (9.2)

In this equation, all effects of the transformation (that is, all terms with
Ø

J (Ñr)) can be absorbed into the material parameters, precisely into the heat
conductivity κ and into the product of density and specific heat capacity
cρ. If we, however, transform the time-dependent light-diffusion equation
(Equation 5.33) in the same way, we end up with the following equation:
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J(Ñr)
Ø

J
T
(
Ñr)

1

det
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J(Ñr)

Ñ∇′np(
Ñr, t)

)
− 1

det
Ø

J(Ñr)

∂np(
Ñr, t)

∂t
= 0 . (9.3)

This equation is identical to Equation 9.2 (upon exchanging D and np(
Ñr, t)

by κ and T(Ñr, t), respectively), with the crucial exception that now there is
no material parameter in front of the time-derivative into which the term
1/ det

Ø

J(Ñr) could be absorbed: there is no light-diffusive counterpart to
cρ from heat conduction. Consequently, the equation above is generally
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Figure 9.6: Numerical results as in Figure 9.5, but for a cloak designed via trans-
formation physics according to Equation 9.3 (ignoring the term 1/ det (

Ø

J (Ñr))
in front of the time-derivative). This more complex cloak fails as well in the
transient case, exhibiting a similar behavior as the core-shell cloak shown in
Figure 9.5. Adapted from Ref. 117, Fig. 4.

not form-invariant under arbitrary spatial transformations. Only for a
transformation for which the Jacobian determinant is spatially constant,
det

Ø

J(Ñr) could be pulled into to the spatial derivate on the left-hand side of
the equation and be absorbed in the diffusivity as well. This, however, is
generally not the case, even though different types of transformations and
their effects have already been investigated for acoustic cloaking [120, 121].

We tested what happens if one naively ignores the stray term 1/ det
Ø

J(Ñr)
in Figure 9.6 and implements just the spatial part of the transformation in
COMSOL Multiphysics. As depicted in Figure 9.6, the resulting transmission
images look very similar to those for the lossless core-shell cloak shown in
Figure 9.5. This demonstrates that at least with the straightforward Pendry-
type spatial transformation (Equation 2.1), transformation physics fails for
transient diffusive-light cloaking.

9.4 Exploiting the failure for high-end security items

The inherent failure of diffusive-light cloaks under transient illumination
conditions is not necessarily bad news. It is of course bad news from the
perspective of transformation physics and cloaking, but as I hinted at in
the introduction of this chapter, some medical diagnostics methods [118,
119] rely on exactly this failure. If diffusive-light cloaks (and especially
simple core-shell cloaks) worked as well under transient conditions, those
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9 transient behavior of cloaks for diffuse light

diagnostics methods would not be unique and thus much less useful in
practical applications.

We came up with another idea of how the transient failure of core-shell
cloaks could be put to use to create high-end security devices. As illustrated
artistically in Figure 9.7, one could create a pattern such as a barcode with
miniaturized cylindrical core-shell cloaks that would be invisible under static,
everyday illumination. Only with pulsed illumination and time-resolved
detection, transmission contrast would increase and reveal the pattern and
the information encoded in it.

Figure 9.7: Artistic view of high-end security devices consisting of miniaturized
cylindrical core-shell cloaks for diffuse light. Under normal, static illumination
conditions, an observer would only see a diffusively transmitting area. Only
with pulsed illumination and time-resolved detection (illustrated by the three
stacked illuminated areas in the lower half of the image), the cloaks would fail
and hidden features would become visible.
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Chapter 10

Inverted Neutral

Inclusions for Enhanced

Reflection Contrast

Illustration of an uncloaked structure inside a diffuse medium, which creates almost no contrast in reflection

So far, I have presented and assessed diffusive-light cloaks only with respect to the
light they transmit. In this chapter, I will show that in reflection, there is not much
to hide in the first place, because the large overall reflectance of diffusive media
diminishes the relative contrast of the disturbance caused by the obstacle. I will
then investigate whether inverting the core-shell cloak design to an approach with a
high-diffusivity core and a low-diffusivity shell can help to overcome this contrast
problem. This chapter is based on the bachelor’s thesis of Carlos Jamarillo.
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10 inverted neutral inclusions

10.1 Reflectance of pdms-based core-shell cloaks

In principle, the core-shell cloaks presented so far should work in reflection
just as well as in transmission. At least for the idealized case of absorption-
free and laterally infinitely extended media, all light that is not transmitted
should instead be reflected. Thus, all reflectance patterns should just be
the inverse of the transmittance patterns we observed before. The obstacle
should result in a highlight instead of a shadow, while reference and cloak
should again be ideally indistinguishable.

The experimental setup for measuring the (static) reflectance pattern
of our diffuse samples needed to be modified with respect to the one for
transmission measurements and is shown in Figure 10.1. The sample was il-
luminated by a two-dimensional white-LED grid behind a Plexiglas diffusor,
both aligned with respect to the sample center. The illumination area was
significantly bigger than the sample cross section to create a diffuse rather
than a directional illumination. The camera was inserted into holes in both
the LED grid and the diffusor plate to allow for a normal viewing direction
with respect to the sample surface. To get rid of remaining illumination inho-
mogeneities, we spray-painted an aluminum plate with lateral dimensions

LED grid

camera

(a) (b)
diffusor plate

sample

Figure 10.1: Experimental setup for measuring the reflectance of core-shell
cloaks under homogeneous illumination. The sample is illuminated by a grid
of white LEDs placed behind a Plexiglas diffusor plate. The reflected light is
collected by the camera which is peeking through holes in the illumination
plates. The photographs taken are then normalized to a reference photograph
of an aluminum plate coated with white paint.
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Figure 10.2: Photographs of
the light reflected by PDMS-
based samples with alu-
minum cores in obstacle
and cloak under homoge-
neous illumination (corre-
sponding transmission mea-
surements are shown in
Figure 8.24). The images
are normalized to the re-
flectance of a painted alu-
minum plate and cropped
by 25 % from all sides. The
obstacle has no visible ef-
fect on the reflectance pat-
tern. In contrast, the cloak
does not succeed in recon-
structing the reference pat-
tern and shows a small
but visible drop in its re-
flectance in the sample cen-
ter. Most likely, the high
ratio of scatterer concentra-
tions in surrounding and
shell needed for absorption
compensation in transmis-
sion (see subsection 8.4.2)
causes this failure in reflec-
tion.

identical to our samples with white paint and used it as a reference object.
All photographs taken of the diffuse samples were divided by a photograph
of this reference plate taken under identical illumination and then cropped
by 25 % from all sides as previously. The computer monitor used as the light
source in most of the previous (static) transmission measurements merely
acted as a dark background.

Results for cloaks with aluminum core Figure 10.2 shows such
normalized photographs of the first generation of PDMS-based samples,
namely those with spray-painted aluminum cores inside of the obstacle and
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10 inverted neutral inclusions

Figure 10.3: Photographs as
in Figure 10.2, but for
samples with Accuflect® B6

cores in obstacle and cloak
(see figures 8.28 and 8.29 for
corresponding transmission
measurements). The obsta-
cle results in an increase
in reflectance, as expected
from inverting the corre-
sponding transmission pat-
tern. The relative contrast,
however, is much smaller
in reflection than in trans-
mission due to the high
overall reflectance of diffu-
sive media. In contrast to
Figure 10.2, the cloak ap-
pears exactly as the refer-
ence. As there was not
much to cloak in reflection
in the first place, inverted
core-shell inclusions were
studied in an attempt to cre-
ate a larger obstacle con-
trast.
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the cloak structures. At first sight, all three images look pretty similar, with
an average reflectance of 89 % for the reference (with respect to the painted
aluminum plate). Specifically, the obstacle seems to have no effect on the
reflectance pattern, which appears just like the one obtained for the reference.
The cloak, however, fails in this configuration and shows a slight decrease
in reflectance near the sample center. Most likely, compensating the core
absorption for transmission cloaking performance by increasing the ratio
of scatterer concentrations in surrounding and shell was detrimental to the
cloaking performance in reflection.
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10 .2 design of inverted neutral inclusions

Results for cloaks with Accuflect® B6 core Equivalent photo-
graphs for the latest versions of PDMS-based samples with Accuflect® B6

ceramic cores are shown in Figure 10.3. Here, results closer to the expec-
tations raised in the beginning of this chapter were obtained. The obstacle
indeed shows a slight reflectance peak in the center, while the cloak very
well resembles the homogeneous reflectance pattern of the reference sample.

The reflectance contrast for the obstacle shown in Figure 10.3 is very
small—so small actually, that one might question whether it is worth the
effort to hide this contrast with a complex cloak structure. This problem
of low reflection contrast stems from the generally very large absolute
reflectance of diffusive media. As I pointed out in section 5.5, the theoretical
minimum for the diffusive reflectance is 50 percent: In a diffusive medium,
light loses any preferred propagation direction, such that for an infinite
diffusivity or infinitesimally small medium thickness, exactly half of the light
is transmitted and half is reflected. In practice, the diffusive reflectance is
much higher. In section 8.4, we managed to push the diffusive transmittance
of our samples to about 7 %, which still results in more than 90 % reflection
(ignoring light that is escaping from the lateral sample boundaries). If for
those samples the obstacle casts a shadow in transmission that is 50 % as
bright as the homogeneous reference (and excluding any absorption), this
absolute transmittance contrast of 3.5 % translates into a relative reflectance
contrast of only 3.5/93 ≈ 4 %, a value smaller than the deviations our cloaks
showed in transmission up to the latest, optimized generation.

In order to create an obstacle structure that was “cloakable” also in re-
flection, we came up with inverted versions of the core-shell cloaks used
copiously in the last chapters.

10.2 Design of inverted neutral inclusions

The most straightforward way to generate a higher reflectance contrast for
the obstacle would be to significantly increase the surrounding diffusivity
D0. Then, the overall reflectance would decrease, increasing the contrast a
disturbance such as the zero-diffusivity core creates. However, this would
also imply pushing the high-diffusivity shell (which already could not fully
be described with diffusion theory anymore, see subsection 8.4.5) even
further towards the ballistic regime of light propagation, which would in
turn at one point harm the cloaking performance. So even though the
surrounding’s dimensions in principle allow for a much larger diffusivity
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10 inverted neutral inclusions

D0, the shell’s dimensions prevent us from utilizing it.
However, the design approach of a zero-diffusivity core and a high-

diffusivity shell is not the only possible combination that yields a neutral
inclusion according to the Hashin-Shtrikman formula. A high-diffusivity
core combined with a low-diffusivity shell is valid just as well and indeed fits
better to the restrictions the dimensions of the design impose on the different
diffusivities. In the limit of a very large core diffusivity D1 (as opposed to
D1 = 0), the right-hand side of Equation 8.1 becomes

lim
D1→∞

√
(D2 + D0)(D2 − D1)

(D2 − D0)(D2 + D1)
≈
√

D0 + D2

D0 − D2
=

R2

R1
. (10.1)

Solving for D2/D0 results in

D2

D0
=

R2
2 − R2

1
R2

2 + R2
1
< 0 , (10.2)

which is exactly the inverse of the corresponding Equation 8.3 for a zero-
diffusivity core. For the usual values of R1 = 0.8 cm and R2 = 1.2 cm, a
diffusivity contrast of D2/D0 = 0.38 is obtained (compared to D2/D0 = 2.6
for a zero-diffusivity core). This inversion indeed allows for a higher absolute
surrounding diffusivity and will thus hopefully lead to an increased obstacle
contrast in reflectance.

Two important constrictions of the above approach should be noted. First,
since the core diffusivity is non-zero, the option of carving out a hiding
place inside of it ceases to exist. Consequently, such an “inverted” core-shell
structure is not a cloak but merely an invisible object.

Second, the limit of D1 → ∞ is obviously not realizable, since also the
high-diffusivity core has to adhere to the limits of light-diffusion theory
as described in chapter 5. Should the core violate these limits, the core-
shell structure will most likely be revealed both in transmission and in
reflection. For smaller diffusivities D1, though, the contrast between D2
and D0 decreases, leading to a less favorable configuration in the context of
enhancing the reflectance contrast of the uncloaked core.

In order to maximize the amount of light transported through the core,
we decided not to include any scattering particles at all in this region. Out
of practical reasons, we furthermore decided to leave away the PDMS host
medium altogether, resulting in a hollow core or void. Without any scatterers,
such a void transmits light entirely ballistically and thus of course heavily
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10 .3 sample fabrication

violates the assumption of diffusive media. However, we expected to be able
to compensate for this violation by adjusting the ratio of diffusivities of shell
and surrounding, just as we had been able to compensate for the significant
core absorption in our early experiments on core-shell cloaking for diffuse
light.

10.3 Sample fabrication

Two types of samples were produced for investigating inverted neutral
inclusions:

• A void sample, comprising the homogeneous surrounding with the
same dimensions as before (15 × 8 × 3 cm3) and a cylindrical hole
instead of the solid core with radius R1 = 0.8 cm.

• A void-shell sample, where a shell identical to the cloaking shell used
before (radius R2 = 1.2 cm) surrounds the cylindrical void.

The fabrication procedure for the structures was essentially identical to
that of the all-solid-state core-shell cloaks described in section 8.4, using the
same materials and molds. As scatterers, we used slightly different TiO2

nanoparticles,1 albeit with scattering properties virtually identical to those
of the particles used before (compare figures A.7 and A.8).

After polymerization of both shell and surrounding, the Teflon-coated
aluminum core was removed to leave a ballistically transmitting void. For
the outer surfaces of the surrounding medium, the sandblasted walls of
the aluminum molds helped to reduce unwanted specular reflections when
inspecting the reflectance pattern of the samples.

10.4 Experimental results

Despite expecting significant deviations from the predictions of diffusion
theory due to sacrificing diffusive transport in the core in favor of maximum
photon transport, we first fabricated a sample with the theoretically calcu-
lated diffusivity ratio of D2/D0 = 0.38 between surrounding and shell. We
chose a TiO2 nanoparticle concentration of C0 = 0.1 mg/ml for the surround-
ing, corresponding to a transport mean free path of lt,0 ≈ 6 mm = Lz/5. A

1 R706 from DuPont, USA
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10 inverted neutral inclusions

Figure 10.4: Photographs of the
light transmitted through TiO2-
doped PDMS samples with a
scatterer-free void under homo-
geneous illumination. The solid
black lines are horizontal inten-
sity cuts. (a) The void sam-
ple with a surrounding par-
ticle concentration of C0 =
0.1 mg/ml features a distinct in-
tensity peak due to higher light
transmission through its center.
(b) A void-shell structure with
C2 = 2.6 C0 of surrounding and
shell corresponding to diffusion
theory does not result in an in-
visible neutral inclusion since
the particle-free void cannot be
described by diffusion.

1 cm

(a) Void

(b) Void-shell

yet lower particle concentration would have brought light propagation in
the surrounding too close to ballistic transport. Following Equation 10.2, we
obtained C2 = 0.26 mg/ml for the shell.

Figure 10.4 shows transmission measurements for a corresponding void as
well as for a void-shell sample. As expected, the ballistically transmitting
void leads to an increase in the transmitted light intensity, visible as a
bright vertical stripe in the sample’s transmission pattern (Figure 10.4 (a)).
With a relative increase of about 20 %, this effect is significant but less
pronounced than the shadow we observed previously for core-shell cloaking.
The void-shell sample shown in Figure 10.4 (b) should ideally exhibit a
perfectly homogeneous transmittance pattern. Instead, it shows a broad
dark stripe in the center, indicating (as expected) that the non-diffusive void
makes alterations to the diffusivity contrast between shell and surrounding
necessary.

We thus experimentally optimized the shell’s concentration C2 of scattering
particles with respect to the deviations from a homogeneous transmittance
pattern, while fixing the surrounding particle concentration C0. We obtained
the best results for C2 = 1.5 C0, corresponding to a diffusivity contrast of
D2/D0 = 0.67 (as opposed to the theoretical value for perfectly diffusive
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10 .4 experimental results

1 cm

(a) Void

(b) Void-shell

Figure 10.5: Photographs as in
Figure 10.4, but for an opti-
mized particle concentration ra-
tio of C2/C0 = 1.5. In con-
trast to the void alone (panel
(a)), the optimized void-shell
structure (panel (b)) features a
reasonably homogeneous trans-
mittance pattern with remain-
ing intensity variations of about
5 %. Compared to the excellent
results for similar core-shell
cloaks (section 8.4), these varia-
tions indicate that the scatterer-
free void violates diffusion the-
ory in a way that cannot be com-
pletely compensated for by ad-
justing the shell diffusivity.

media of D2/D0 = 0.38).
Figure 10.5 shows the transmittance pattern of the optimized void-shell

sample, again in comparison with a void-only sample. Due to the decreased
concentration of scattering particles in the shell, the combination of void
and shell comes reasonably close to imitating a homogeneous sample, with
remaining variations in the transmitted intensity of about 5 %. The results
are, however, not nearly as convincing as the latest results of core-shell
cloaking as shown in section 8.4. This indicates that stripping the core of
all scattering particles is a more severe violation of the diffusive description
of core-shell-based neutral inclusions than pushing a high-diffusivity shell
slightly towards the ballistic regime of light propagation.

Reflectance measurements With the ratio of scattering particle concen-
trations C2/C0 optimized for invisibility in transmission, we also measured
the samples’ behavior in reflection, analogously to the measurements de-
scribed in section 10.1. The resulting reflectance patterns are shown in
Figure 10.6. The void-shell sample appears reasonably homogeneous and
doesn’t show any traces of either the void’s or the shell’s influence on the
photon flux inside the sample (Figure 10.6 (b)). Unfortunately, the dip in the
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10 inverted neutral inclusions

Figure 10.6: Photographs of
the light reflected by the
samples investigated in Fig-
ure 10.5. (See Figure 10.2
for measurement details.)
Despite a maximized sur-
rounding diffusivity, the re-
flectance contrast created
by the void (panel (a)) is
negligible. This contrast
is concealed well by the
optimized void-shell struc-
ture exhibiting a nearly
perfectly homogeneous re-
flectance pattern (panel (b)),
but its magnitude makes it
questionable whether this
concealment is necessary al-
together.

1 cm

(a) Void

(b) Void-shell
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0.0

1.0
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R

light intensity reflected by the void sample shown in Figure 10.6 (a) is no
more pronounced than the slight intensity peak observed in Figure 10.3 for
an “obstacle” sample. The relative drop in intensity is roughly 4 %, which
yet again raises the question whether it is meaningful to try to hide such a
small effect in the first place.

10.5 Maximum transmission and reflection contrast

for high- and low-diffusivity cores

Why was the reflectance decrease caused by the scatterer-free void so minute
even for a maximized surrounding diffusivity? And what could be the
means to further optimize this decrease? To answer these questions, we
have numerically calculated the transmittance and reflectance contrast of
both a zero-diffusivity core (D1 = 0) and a high-diffusivity core (D1 → ∞)
embedded in a homogeneous surrounding with diffusivity D0. We used an
idealized model (corresponding to the obstacle case illustrated in Figure 8.2)
without any absorption, isolating lateral boundaries, and dimensions as in
the experiments. For different values of the surrounding diffusivity D0, we
obtained both the reflectance and the transmittance curves and calculated the
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10 .5 maximum transmission and reflection contrast
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Figure 10.7: Calculated relative transmittance and reflectance contrasts for
a core with diffusivity D1 = 0, embedded in a homogeneous surrounding
with diffusivity D0. (Numerical model as described in Figure 8.2.) Unlike
the transmittance contrast, the reflectance contrast is limited to a maximum
of roughly 9 % even for assumed arbitrarily large diffusivities that violate
diffusion theory.

maximal relative deviation Tcore/Tref − 1 in transmission (or Rcore/Rref − 1
in reflection) of the dip or peak caused by the core with respect to the
corresponding curve of a homogeneous reference.

Figure 10.7 depicts the resulting transmittance and reflectance contrasts
for a core with diffusivity D1 = 0 and a surrounding diffusivity ranging
from D0 = 106 cm2/s to D0 = 1011 cm2/s. It has to be noted though that
assumed diffusivities D0 > 20× 108 cm2/s start to violate the diffusion
approximation for the chosen sample thickness of Lz = 3 cm and the results
for such diffusivities need to be taken with a grain of salt. Nevertheless, the
data clearly show that the contrast in reflectance never surpasses a value of
about 9 % even for unrealistic surrounding diffusivities, while the reflectance
contrast ranges between −60 % and zero.

A very similar result is obtained for a core with a very large assumed
diffusivity of D1 = 105 × D0. As noted earlier in this chapter, the notion of a
core diffusivity approaching infinity is not compatible with diffusion theory,
and neither is the above assumption for most values of D0. The correspond-
ing transmittance and reflectance contrasts depicted in Figure 10.8 thus have
to be seen as hypothetical rather than realistic. They do, however, provide
an upper boundary for the values attainable with more realistic choices of
the diffusivities. Just as for a zero-diffusivity core, the reflectance contrast
reaches a maximum (absolute) value of about 9 %, while the transmittance
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Figure 10.8: Calculated transmittance and reflectance contrasts as in Figure 10.7,
but for a high-diffusivity core with D1 = 105 × D0. Also in this configuration,
the reflectance contrast stays below 10 % while the transmittance contrast does
not display such a limitation.

contrast takes on the full range of values between 0 and 100 % for the given
surrounding diffusivities.

In summary, investigating inverted neutral inclusions for diffuse light seems
to have been of no great avail. The goal of increasing the reflectance contrast
of a core-only sample to a “cloakable” level could not be reached, with no
significant improvement with respect to the obstacle sample fabricated in
terms of core-shell cloaking. Furthermore, the core diffusivities necessary for
appreciable contrasts are so high that a proper diffusive realization seems
out of reach. This limitation was visible especially in transmission, where the
performance of the core-shell cloaks with a zero-diffusivity core could not
be reproduced with a clearly non-diffusive, scatterer-free void used as the
core. It finally turned out that even for the hypothetical option of arbitrarily
large diffusivities, the contrast in reflectance would always fall short of that
in transmittance by a big margin.
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11
Chapter 11

Conclusions and Outlook

In this thesis, I presented experiments as well as analytical and numerical
calculations on cloaking in heat conduction and light diffusion. Here, I
will briefly summarize the main results of this work and re-iterate its most
relevant arguments. In doing so, I shall also try to take a look beyond
what has been done and discuss future prospects, challenges, and possible
applications.

Part I of this work dealt with the experimental extension of the con-
cepts of transformation physics to the realm of transient heat conduction.
Using the notion of cars driving on a regular grid of streets inside a city as a
metaphor for an arbitrary physical energy flux, I explained the fundamentals
of transformation physics in chapter 2: A (purely virtual) deformation of
space with a mathematical (coordinate) transformation leads to a (again vir-
tual) specific desired behavior of an energy flux such as invisibility cloaking
or field concentration. Transformation physics teaches us how to map the ef-
fects of such a virtual transformation onto a real-world material distribution.

Based on theoretical work on the form-invariance of the heat-conduction
equation, I then presented the design, fabrication, and characterization of
an “invisibility” cloak for transient heat flux (chapter 3). By drilling holes
into a thin copper plate and filling them with the transparent silicone poly-
dimethylsiloxane (PDMS), the heat conductivity of the plate was made inho-
mogeneous and anisotropic in such a way that incident heat was smoothly
guided around an isolated ring in the plate’s center. Viewed with an infrared
heat camera, the plate’s transient temperature distribution appeared exactly
as that of a homogeneous plate. A numerical study of the relevant time
scales showed how demanding it is to generate truly transient heat flux over
the rather large dimensions of the samples, and indeed, only the beginning
phase of our experiments qualified as actually transient.
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11 conclusions and outlook

Practical real-world applications of transformation thermodynamics are
yet to be conceived of. Applications in heat management such as protection
of integrated circuits on computer chips have been proposed in the literature.
However, the specific feature of a thermal cloak as opposed to a mere ther-
mal isolation—namely not disturbing the downstream heat flux behind the
cloaked object—seems to be less important to this end than the isolation itself
(which did not improve for the cloak structure). This is especially significant
as any sharp features and steep gradients in a temperature distribution
are “smeared out” over time due to the diffusive nature of heat conduction.
Nevertheless, thermal cloaking and transformation thermodynamics devel-
oped into a currently very active field in the scientific churning, with new
publications appearing on a more or less monthly basis.

Part II of this work jumped back to the historical and scientific corner
stone of transformation physics and cloaking: optical invisibility. I began
with an explanation of the so-called relativity problem in chapter 4: As
light inevitably takes a detour in space around the hidden region inside
an invisibility cloak, it must travel there with a higher velocity in order to
make up for the detour and emerge behind the cloak as if nothing was there.
In vacuum or air, these velocities would exceed the vacuum speed of light.
While such superluminal speeds are fine for very narrow wavelength ranges,
relativity strictly forbids broadband, dispersion-free optical cloaking where
the transport of energy would become superluminal. I furthermore argued
how the effective speed of optical energy transport is tremendously decreased
in media where multiple scattering dominates light propagation, causing
every photon to propagate on zig-zag-like random paths. This slowness
is controlled by the concentration of scattering centers in such diffusive
media and opens up a window for ideal invisibility cloaking, rendering the
relativity problem irrelevant.

In chapter 5, I presented a theoretical description of turbid media where
light is assumed to interact with matter solely by scattering and absorp-
tion. Starting from four simple optical properties—namely the absorption
coefficient, the scattering coefficient, the average scattering asymmetry, and
the refractive index—I showed under which conditions light transport in
such media can be described by a diffusion equation for light, completely
equivalent to electrons diffusing in a metal or solid particles in a liquid.
These conditions mainly require scattering that is dominant over absorp-
tion and sufficiently large media such that initial photon directions can be
randomized. In chapter 6, I briefly introduced two numerical methods for
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the description of such diffusive light transport. The finite-element method
implemented in COMSOL Multiphysics directly solves the diffusion equa-
tion while Monte-Carlo-based raytracing of individual photons provides a
more microscopic approach that also covers the intermediate regime between
diffusive and ballistic transport. In the context of this thesis, a fast and
flexible Monte-Carlo raytracer for diffusive optics was implemented. As a
last prelude to diffusive-light cloaking itself, chapter 7 dealt with the fabri-
cation and characterization of diffusive media, introducing liquid- as well
as solid-based media with different kinds of scatterings particles. A toolbox
of static as well as dynamic techniques was presented which allow for the
complete characterization of turbid media via the four optical properties
named above.

In chapter 8, I first introduced the concept core-shell cloaks for static light
diffusion, which—consisting of only two homogeneous isotropic domains—
provide a huge simplification over the inhomogeneous and anisotropic struc-
tures based on transformation physics. I furthermore extended the concept
of core-shell cloaking to a two-layer approach for optimized performance
under inhomogeneous illumination. The latter violates the prerequisite for
the derivation of the core-shell design and thus inevitably leads to deviations
from good cloaking. Numerical optimization showed, however, that by
dividing the shell into just two shells with independent diffusivities, these
deviations can almost completely be eliminated. In practice, however, it re-
mains to be seen whether the large necessary contrast in diffusivities together
with the small shell thicknesses will prevent an experimental realization. I
then proceeded to describe the successful realization of single-shell cloaks,
first with a diffusive surrounding based on a mixture of water and white wall
paint, followed by all-solid-state versions consisting of titania-nanoparticle-
doped PDMS. By virtue of reduced absorption of the hollow, diffusively
reflecting core, the latest version of the PDMS-based structures featured close
to perfect cloaking performance and a high overall transmittance such that
cloaking could be inspected in daylight conditions instead of only in a dark
optical lab. Since the experimental results for these structures could not be
confirmed with finite-element calculations solving the diffusion equation,
we suspected that the high-diffusivity shell could not be described solely by
diffusion anymore but was featuring a mixture of diffusive and ballistic light
transport due to its low concentration of scattering particles. Corresponding
simulations with our Monte-Carlo photon raytracer excellently confirmed
this assumption.

In chapter 9, I proceeded to investigate the behavior of our cloaks under
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transient instead of static conditions. Therefore, the samples were illumi-
nated with picosecond laser pulses and the transmitted light was temporally
resolved via a single-photon counting unit. Surprisingly, the cloaks do not
work at all under truly transient conditions. The high-diffusivity shell trans-
ports light too quickly and leads to an early overshooting of the transmitted
intensity, which in turn results in a lack of photons for later times. As it
turned out, this failure is not caused by fabricational imperfections or finite
absorption and is not even limited to core-shell cloaks. Since the dynamic
light-diffusion equation is not form-invariant under spatial transformations,
it is rather an inherent limitation for any diffusive-light cloak. Only for
the unlikely but not yet deeply investigated case of a transformation that
leads to a spatially constant Jacobian determinant, dynamic diffusive-light
cloaking would become possible. In any way, the cloaking failure is good
news for biomedical diagnostics relying on the uniqueness of time-of-flight
measurements of photons diffusively transmitted through biological tissues.
Furthermore, structures that are visible only under pulsed illumination and
time-resolved detection might find application in high-end security devices.

I finally presented the investigation of inverted core-shell structures for
enhancing back-reflection contrast in chapter 10. While diffusive-light cloak-
ing should work in reflection just as well as in transmission, the reflectance
contrast of the to-be-cloaked disturbance caused by the zero-diffusivity core
is so small that it evokes doubts whether a cloak has any meaning in the first
place. By inverting the core-shell cloak to an invisible structure with a high-
diffusivity core and a low-diffusivity shell, we hoped to be able to access
a greater surrounding diffusivity, resulting in a lower absolute reflectance
and thus in higher relative reflectance contrasts. Corresponding samples
were fabricated where the core was implemented as a scatterer-less void to
allow for maximal light throughput and thus a maximal disturbance of the
light flow. Unfortunately, we could not achieve reflectance contrasts larger
than the one already observed for the latest version of PDMS-based samples
with a zero-diffusivity core. Numerical calculations even suggest that the
reflectance contrast is inherently much smaller than the transmittance con-
trast. Furthermore, invisibility in transmission suffered considerably from
the complete lack of scattering particles in the void, which pushed the core
all the way to ballistic instead of diffusive transport.

One could wonder whether cloaking in diffuse light is meaningful at all
and argue that in a diffusive setting, one does not see much in any way.
On the other hand, diffuse light is literally all around us, whether coming
from natural objects such as clouds or man-made objects such as a white
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wallpaper. Thinking a bit broader about diffusive-light cloaking can very
well result in potential applications. The active area of large-scale organic
light-emitting diodes (OLEDs), for example, is partially shadowed by metal
wires that help reduce the Ohmic resistance of the emission-side electrode.
Furthermore, scattering layers are already used in practice to enhance the
outcoupling efficiency of the thin-film structure of such OLEDs. Connecting
these two aspects, the concepts of diffusive-light cloaking could be used
create structured scattering layers that not only increase the outcoupling
efficiency but also cloak the metal wires and thus homogenize the perceived
OLED brightness. To this end (and also for the design of multi-shell struc-
tures as described earlier), having tools such as our photon raytracer at
hand to describe also light transport that is neither completely diffuse nor
completely ballistic is extremely important. Besides lighting homogeniza-
tion, utilizing the transient failure inherent to even more complex cloaks for
diffuse light for high-end security features is not out of reach, especially if
one thinks about miniaturized versions of the cloaks presented in this thesis.

In a more general view, these potential applications demonstrate that
research in transformation physics is actually not so much about creating a
seemingly magical, Harry-Potter-style invisibility cloak to don and disappear
from the perception of others. As stressed already in chapter 2, the real goal
of transformation physics and invisibility cloaking is to gain full control over
physical energy flows, with cloaking being one popular (and particularly de-
manding) benchmark example. When looked upon and thought about from
this more holistic perspective, unprecedented applications will eventually
arise not only in heat conduction and light diffusion.
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A
Appendix A

Characterization of

Diffusive Media

This appendix chapter contains the results of the characterization measure-
ments for various diffusive media used throughout this thesis.

A.1 Diffusive transmission measurements for water-
based media

This subsection contains results of diffusive transmission measurements for
water-based diffusive media as described in section 7.2. The results are
mainly useful for assessing how wavelength-dependent the different media’s
scattering properties are.
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a characterization of diffusive media

Figure A.2: Diffusive
transmittance of water
mixed with varying
amounts of milk, sepa-
rated into the camera’s
three color channels. Note
the strong separation of
the blue channel, indicat-
ing strong absorption for
small wavelengths. 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
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Figure A.3: Diffusive
transmittance of water
mixed with varying
amounts of silica particles,
separated into the cam-
era’s three color channels.
The separation of the
color channels and thus
the amount of absorption
lies between that for a
water-paint mixture and
that for a water-milk
mixture.
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a .2 ballistic transmission measurements

A.2 Ballistic transmission measurements

This subsection contains the results of several ballistic transmission measure-
ments as described in section 7.2, both for water-based and for PDMS-based
diffusive media. The measurements give direct access to the scattering mean
free path ls of these media.
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632.8 nm) through a 1 cm
thick cuvette filled with
water mixed with white
wall paint. The fit yields a
scattering mean free path
of ls = 88.5 (µm %)/C.
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Figure A.5: Ballistic trans-
mission of red light (λ =
632.8 nm) through 1 cm
thick PDMS test samples
doped with polystyrene
microparticles. The satu-
ration of the transmission
for high particle concen-
trations indicates cluster-
ing of the particles, ren-
dering them unfit for the
creation of diffusive me-
dia.
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Figure A.6: Ballistic trans-
mission of red light (λ =
632.8 nm) through 1 cm
thick PDMS test samples
doped with white wall
paint. The fit yields a scat-
tering mean free path of
ls = 503 (µm %)/C.
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Figure A.7: Ballistic
transmission of red light
(λ = 632.8 nm) through
1 cm thick PDMS test
samples doped with TiO2

nanoparticles (DuPont
R700). The fit yields a scat-
tering mean free path of
ls = 297 (µm mg/ml)/C.
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Figure A.8: Ballistic
transmission of red light
(λ = 632.8 nm) through
1 cm thick PDMS test
samples doped with TiO2

nanoparticles (DuPont
R706). The fit yields a scat-
tering mean free path of
ls = 287 (µm mg/ml)/C.
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A.3 Comparison of potential core materials

In our search of a material with the highest possible diffusive reflectivity
to be used for the cylindrical core of our cloak samples, we compared the
reflective qualities of a number of materials. Of the materials tested (see
Figure A.9), only the alumina ceramic Sintox AL from Morgan Advanced
Ceramics, USA, showed a higher reflectivity than aluminum coated with a
white paint layer, but was not available in the cylindrical shape we needed.
We finally opted for another alumina ceramic called Accuflect, supplied by
Accuratus, USA.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

1.0 cm

Figure A.9: Photographs of different diffusively reflecting materials under
identical homogeneous illumination. The colors are normalized to (a) alu-
minum coated with white spray-paint (relative intensity of (1.0, 1.0, 1.0) for
the red, green, and blue camera color channel). (b) Corian, relative intensity
(0.93, 0.91, 0.88) (c) MACOR, relative intensity (1.01, 1.00, 0.99) (d) Sintox AL,
relative intensity (1.12, 1.08, 1.05)
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Appendix B

PDMS casting molds

Figures B.1 and B.2 show photographs of the PDMS casting molds used for
fabricating the water-based and PDMS-based samples, respectively.

(a) (b)

Figure B.1: Molds for casting the PDMS shells used for water-based diffusive-
light cloaking. (a) Mold for cylindrical shells, cylinder height is 16 cm. (b) Mold
for spherical shells.
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b pdms casting molds

(a) (b)

Figure B.2: Molds for fabrication of all-solid-state core-shell cloaks. (a) Mold for
casting the PDMS shell around a near-zero diffusivity core (Accuflect® B6 core
inside the mold for illustration). Cylinder height is 8 cm (b) Mold for casting
the solid PDMS surrounding. Inner dimensions are 15× 8× 3 cm3.
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Appendix C

Directory of Diffusive

Samples

The following table lists all reference, obstacle, and cloak samples used in
the experiments on diffusive-light cloaking.
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